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Discover the ease and

excitement of learning
Electronics with
programmed equipment
NRl

sends you

When you train at
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me with NRI,
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learn the WHY of Electronics, C o mmunications, TV -Radio the NRI pioneering "3- Dimensional" way. NRI training is the result
of more than
half a century of simplifying, organizing, dramatizing subject matter, and providing
personal services unique for a home study school. You get the kind of technical
training that gives you priceless confidence as you gain experience equal to many,
many months of training on the job.

/- The 53 Year Leader in Electronics

NR

APPROVED UNDER
NEW GI BILL If you served
since January 31, 1955, or are in service, check GI line in postage -free card.

Training

Earn S5 or more an hour
spare or full time in

There's money and
success awaiting you in

Move ahead in America's

TV- RADIO
SERVICING

BROADCASTING
COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN

Color Television has arrived. Sales
are soaring, along with the continuing popularity of other home enter-

The experience you gain from intensely practical NRI training in

Electronics touches everyone's lives.
This vast field of opportunity is open
to you with NRI training. Industrial/
Military Electronics training -like all
NRI courses- prepares you quickly,
thoroughly the practical "hands on"
way. You build with, and learn to understand the functions of, today's
miracle solid -state components like
printed circuits, diodes and transistors. You build and experiment with
Electronic circuitry used in automation, data p-ocessing, ultrasonics,
telemetry. W zatever your interest in
Electronics, II RI training can fill your
needs. Prove o yourself what nearly
a million NRI students could tell you
... that you wt more for your money
from l\RI. CYeck the postage-free
card and mai it today for your FREE
NRI Color Catalog. No salesman will
call. NATIONWL RADIO INSTITUTE,

tainment equipment like portable
radios, tape recorders, hi -fi sets,
phonographs and auto radios. TVRadio servicing is one of your best
routes to spare -time earnings, a
good paying job or a business of your
own. NRI not only trains you quickly
and expertly, but also snows you
how to get started in Servicing soon
alter y: u enroll, earning as you
learn. 1RI trairs you is today's
methods of installing and -epairing
all Elecronic equipment for the
home -including booming Co or TV.
You even build, experimentwith and
keep to enjoy your own eeid -state
radio and your choice of tlack -andwhite or Color TV receñer. Like
thousands of others, you can be
earning $5 or more an hot. - extra it
spare tine start ng soon.

-

Complete Communications equals
as much as two years of training on
the job. With NRI, you can train fora
choice of careers ranging from mobile, marine and aviation radio to
TV broadcasting and space communications. You learn how to install,
maintain and operate today's remarkable transmitting and receiving
equipment by act .tally doing it. You
build and experiment with test equioment, ike a VTVM you keep. You
build and operate ampli'ier circuits,
transmission line and antenna systems, even build and use a phone -cw
transmitter suitable for transmission
on the 80 -meter amateur band.
Whichever of five NRI Communications courses_ you choose, you prepare fcr your FCC License exams,
and you must pass your FCC exams
or NRI refunos your tuition in full.

fast growing industry as

Electronics
D.C. 20016.

YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY FROM

vision, Washington,

NRI_

Build, test,
explore, d scover. Ever5tbing you see he-e is included in one NFI course -including Color TV. Other
courses equally compl_te. And you'll be surprised at the low tuition costs. Text 'or text, kit for kit,
dollar for dollar -you ge` more
for you money from 1%; I.
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Special introductory offer to new members of the
ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB
404 437

A.19: 754

SOORCEBOOK
OF ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS

by R. H. Perry

ENGINEERING
MANUAL, 2/e

by J. Markus

391'432

A523/401

DISPLAY
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
by

C4ARACTERISTICS AND

R.

I NE

Pub. price, $12.50
Club price, $:0.65

Pub. price, $19.75
Club price, $14.75

t
these Brea professional

of

O'ERATIOV OF
MOS FIELD

for

-

EFFECT DEVICES

Luxenberg

& R. L. Kuehn

by P. Richman

Pub. price, $16.50
Club price, $11.95

NO. price, $10.00

only

Club price, $8.50

50 t°$37'50

A037 '604

4286/507

AVD COMPUTER
OPERATIONS

by R. G. Hibbera

by Baron &

Pub. price, $9.50
Club price, $7.95

P

VALUES FROM
Specal $1.00 bonus book
corres to you with your
fist club selection

ccirilli

Pub. price, $14.50
Club price, $11.95

GITAL
COMPUTER
USER'S
HANDBOOK
by M. Kleve- &
C. A. Korn
D

OF

DATA COM-

MUNICATION
by Lucky.
Weldon & Salz

A126 070

10637 377

350 434

389 608

PRINCIPLES

9

DIGITAL LOGIC

SOLID -STATE
ELECTRONICS

books

TRANSISTOR
CIRCUIT
DESIGN
by Texas

PRINTED
CIRCUITS
HANDBOOK

Instruments,
Inc., Staff

C.

Pub. price, $16 50
Club price, $13.95

Pub. price, $17.75
Club price, $14.95

by
F.

Coombs,

Jr.

Pub. price, $14.50
Club price, 511.60

Ptb. price, $27.50

0610 037

0259 '607

A347/506

A6ó5/031

MODERN

ELECTRONIC
DIGITAL
TECHNIQUES
by P. M. Kintner

AMPLIFIER
HANDBOOK
by R. F. Shea

COMMUNICATION
PRINCIPLES
by Stein &

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Peb. price, $37.50

Jones

D. H.

Pub. price, $15.00

Pub, price, $29.50

Club price, $23.35

Pub. price, $12.50
Club price, $10.65

Club price, $49.50

ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK

by

Hamsher

Club price, $24.95

Save time and money by

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

joining the

Electronics and Control Englineers' Book Club
HERE to a professional club designee specifically to meet your

day -to -day engineering needs by providing practical books
in your field on a regular basis at below publisher prices.
How the Club operates: Basic to the Club's service is its publication, the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club
Bulletin, which brings you news of books in your field. Sent to
members without cost, it announces and describes in derail the
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selertior.s
which are available at special member:' prices.
When you want to examine the Club's feature of the month,
you do nothing. The book will be made] to you as a regular parr.
of your Club service. If you prefer one of the alternate selections-or if you want no book at all fcr that month -you notify
the Club by returning the convenient card enclosed with each

1
ELECTFONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' 300K CLUB
582 Pr rcelon Road, Hightslown, Y.J. 08520
as a member of the Electrcnics and Control Engl.
3ook Club and send me the two hocks indicated below. I am
e the bonus for just S .00, and my first selection at the
uperte f Club price shown. Theo. books a-c to be shipped on apral, and I may return them both withort cost or further obligex. Ir I decide to keep the bolts, I signer to purchase as few
a: four additional books during the nest too years nt special Club
n re.
approximately 15' i below list I.

°leasa .nroll me
.

s

Wr

Code No. of
bonus book
here
te

Wr to Code No, of
f vet

selection
here

'sane

Bulletin.

AddrEa3

As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four
books over a two -year period. Considering the many books published annually in your field, there will surely be at least four
that you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club, you
save both money and the trouble of searching for the best books.

State

Zip
E-33146
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substance known to man.
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stereo component systems. And not
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how much more than "good" your
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Third in

a Monthly Series by Oliver P.

Ferrell, Editor

ABOUT READER MAIL
Several years ago, an associate proposed a unique solution
to the problem of how to handle reader mail -never answer
a single letter! Undoubtedly he was embittered by the seemingly
endless flow of letters from POPULAR ELECTRONICS readers.
Trying to answer reader mail is admittedly a moral obligation
for the magazine -especially in regard to published material.
However, all readers may not be aware that, as much as tie staff

would like to help solve reader problems, it is frequently
impossible. Permit me, on behalf of the staff, a moment to review
the problem and explain why some inquiries go unanswered:
more in manhours
1 Cost. Answering the average inquiry costs
than the magazine recoups from a one -year subscription.
2 Validity. The average inquiry wants us to change into
something else something that has already been published;
frequently an incredibly complex redesign of the entire project.
3 Out of Date. An amazingly high percentage of inquiries
deal with material published 3 to 10 years ago involving projects
using components no longer available and lacking substitutions.
4 Referrals. The average inquiry ,is addressed to the author
and an answer is expected over the author's signature. Only one
out of 20 authors has the time and research facilities to answer
reader inquiries; as much as he may appreciate the interest
in his work.
average
5 Volume. Last year, POPULAR ELECTRONICS received an
categorized
be
might
that
month
each
postcards
and
letters
of 900

as reader inquiries. (We are not referring here, of course, to
the use of the Reader Service Pages.)
In one recent batch of mail, the inquiries included the

following samples: design of a recording studio fader console;
comparison of various CB transceivers; pleas for free subscriptions;
detailed theoretical analysis for a Science Fair project;
complaint about absence of Carl & Jerry series; 17 modifications
of the "Mini -DVM ", 9 requests for clarification of JK flip -flop
article; plans for 14 different speaker enclosures; etc., etc.
The above skims the surface of the problem and is written
to show that we are aware of the need for a quick advisory
service. The staff attempts to answer as many inquiries as time
will permit, but those answered are still a fraction of the
incoming mail. Any suggestions?

November, 1970
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SAMS BOOKS
ESPECIALLY FOR THE BUILDER

(,

Hi -Fi Projects for the Hobbyist
Easy -to -build projects include: rumble filter, noise

filter, high -gain antenna, transistorized microphone
preamp, etc. Also explains how to improve existing
high fidelity systems and how to check them out for
optimum performance. Order 20222, only $2.95

v

CPqtIF

..,.(Fts::i.::t_;

INTERFACE

101 Easy Ham Radio Projects
A selection of easy -to-build, inexpensive circuits
for a variety of worthwhile ham devices. Provides
brief descriptions, construction hints, diagrams,
and parts lists; includes substitution guide appendix. Order 20674, only
$3.95
ABC's of Electrical Soldering
An invaluable book on the art of soldering -what
it is and does, how to make a good connection,
how to make solder repairs. Explains solder alloys,
fluxes, soldering irons, and instant -heat guns.
Order 20627, only
$2.95

THE "NEW LOOK "-PRC AND CON
Congratulations! I had lo
ago decided
that you people thought tha your readers
were either idiots, senile, or i oth. I am glad
to see you doing articles more mbitious than
how to add an S-meter to y. ur radio. I especially like the idea of Hirs h-Houck Laboratories checking out all and projects. One
of my pet peeves has always been the very
sketchy, incomplete or nonexi tent specifications on preamps and power mps.
Double congratulations to r. Holt on the
"Stereo Scene." I was beginni g to think that
I was the only person who c nsidered most

American -cut discs not worth buying. I long
ago switched to EMI and Lo don pressings.
I had also dropped all of my a dio-type magazine subscriptions since I wa- getting weary
of reading "good buy" test re, Orts for everything on the market.
R. T.

TAYLOR

ncolnton, N.C.
49 Easy Transistor Projects
Provides simple, easy instructions, schematic diagrams, and parts lists for building a -m and fm
radios, light relay controls, audio amplifiers, code
practice oscillators, and test equipment, using inexpensive parts. Order 20617, only
$1.75
How to Build Electronics Projects
Provides complete description of methods and tools
used in construction. Discusses proper circuit layout, metal chassis and panel layout, and drilling
and punching. Also includes information on semiconductor and etched -circuit boards construction.

Order 20670, only..

$2.95

Easy Audio Projects
Furnishes complete instructions for building simple, inexpensive audio projects with the imaginative use of many spare parts found in old radio and
TV chassis. Includes intercom systems, wireless
microphones, phono and power amplifiers, and
a -m tuners. Order 20608, only
$3.50

The new format is cold a
seems to be
a collection of news releases. Missing is the
friendliness that we have kno n for so many
years. The typography is excel ent, but to this
reader it is just plain cold
e.
J. A. STAI rxs, WA2BNF
Belleville, N.T.

ty

The new "Product Gallery' makes more
sense than reproduction of
lot of slick,
insipid press releases from th e pen of some
brainless continuity writer. G to it!
C. T.

E- HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor,
or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. Dept.
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268

PE

-

enclosed

$

Name

use to me.

W. C.

GANSCOE

Chicago, Ill.

I am pleased with the new lcbk and format,
especially the new "Communications" column
and your regular column, "The Product Gallery." I feel that POPULAR ELECTRONICS is worth
its weight in gold.
R. R. HALL

adison, Tenn.

Address

LCity

JR.

The new cover design is harp, but the
editorial content is insipid! POPULAR ELECTRONICS has taken a posture much like the
professional journals in elect ronics. If the
September issue is an examp e of the plans
for the future, your magazine is of no more

-110

Send the following books: Nos.

WYEATHERFORD,

Roscoe, N.Y.

101

State

Zip
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Changed format? Yeah, yof've done that
all right and apparently ch nged the po8

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Suddenly
we're a
household word.
MIC

SQUELCH

SWR CAL

VOLUME

PA

CB

'.TUNE
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New Cobra 25 CB Base Station
As if we weren't famous enough already. Now we're a household word.
Why? &cause we've come up with everything you've been asking for in a CB
radio designed for the home (or for that matter, any place a base station is used).
Its called the Cobra 25. You have to see it to believe it. Hear it and you'll be
convinced.
Ultramcdern new solid state circuit design gives you the biggest talk power in
the inchztry -full 5 watts input, maximum legal output up to 4 watts.
And exclusive Dynaboost speech compression puss your message through crisp
and sham, even when others are garbled and unclear.
The word is spreading fast about the new big talking Cobra 25. Shouldn't you
have one for your household or communications center?
See your dealer or write us for complete details.
The ultimate in solid state circuit design with selective daal- conversion superhet receiver.
Ceramic Ater. New Delta Tune control to reduce off -channel interference. FET's in the
critical mixer stage to eliminate cross talk. New integrated circuit (IC) in the IF stage
with lifetime dependability. Exclusive
for greatest gain in the smallest space
rate power and SWR meters. 5 watts
Dynaboost speech compression. Sepa
1
23 channels with crystals included.
input. l0:% modulation. PA system.

Cobra 25
$228.00

b

\

"

-

P,odret of DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine Chicago. Illinois 60613

The Biggest Voice in CB Radio
PAGE
CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE
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tential subscriber group since the entire issue
says to me, "To hell with you stupid people,
now all of us brilliant electronics M.A.'s and
PhD's are going to communicate with all of
our brilliant colleagues."

You had a good thing, and, like I said, you
blew it!
R. B. ORFORD
Rochelle, Ill.

The "New Look" is great

I congratulate you and your olleagues on
the "New Look." I am especially pleased with
your entry into the experimen al areas of
digital and computer equipment I hope that
your "Direct & Current" editori series will
occasionally wax philosophic a d deal with
the problems related to broadcasting, such
as definition, establishments, recognition,
maintenance, protection of rights, etc.
1

N. E. ANDREWS

!

!

Eastonton, N.J.

!

JAY CARPENTER

Berryville, Va.

I must tell you that your "New Look" is
a big disappointment. You have apparently
decided to eye the well -padded pocketbook
of the hobbyist with more money than knowhow.

J. FEAGANS
Tallula, Ill.
To J. Gordon Holt: Welcome! Welcome!
At last someone is saying the things I would
like to say in the way I would like to say
them. Bravo! Don't change a thing!
JACK O'RYAN

Northfield, Ohio
I have read and subscribed to POPULAR
ELECTRONICS for years for two reasons, Hank
Bennett's and Herb Brier's columns. Now you
simply tell us non -builders to go jump in the
lake.
DR. C. SCHWARTZBARD, WB2IWH
Clifton, N.J.

I have two complaints about your "New
Look." First, I like the idea of more unique
and sophisticated construction projects, but
would like to see one or two simple ones
tossed in from time to time.
Secondly, I would like to see Roger Legge's
material put back in the magazine.
S. KARKLIN

Pepper Pike, Ohio

Just received your September issue and
I'd just like you to know how much I enjoyed it. I was debating whether or not to
continue my subscription after it ran out.
Not only do I like the new for at style, but
also appreciate the new content.
D. R. WARD
Midd bury, Conn.

I thoroughly detest your "Ne Look" for
it leaves no great interest to t e beginning
experimenter. I think you sho d devote at
least one project article in each issue to the
(Continued on page 9

,TDK
G

GIVEAWAY

Get two TDK SD cassettes free when you take home a
handy 10 -pack, either C6OSD or C9OSD -you pay for eight
only! The two free cassettes are our 25% bonus to you
our chance to make you a fan of TDK Super Dynamic tape,
the finest available anywhere, by proving that your ears
will hear the difference. The specially formulated oxide
coating and binder extend your recorder's high -frequency
response, cut down background noise, increase sound
level and reduce distortion. Act while these special 10 -for -8
giveaway packs last. This offer expires at midnight,

-

410

November 30, 1970.

TD

World's leader in tape technology since

1932.

TDK ELECTRONICS CORP.

LONE; ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK 11103
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Select the antenna for your area from this chart

The set choice is yours...
the antenna choice is P7A/C0
Send for free Catalog 20-556

ANC

NAMF

1.

ADDRESS

CITY

THE FINNEY
COMPANY
34 West Interstate St., Dept. PE-11

Bedford, Ohio 44146
STATF
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"Semiconductor Device Digest ." The 20 -page,
full-color, illustrated "short fc rm" Digest reflects International Rectifier' in-depth pro duct capability. Devices listed nclude: SCR's,
selenium rectifiers, zener re ulators, power
logic triacs, high -power silicon rectifiers, snicon rectifier assemblies, ligl t-sensitive devices, etc. Each category of semiconductor
devices is presented in comp act tables and
charts that give ratings, pr rameters, and
other important specifications An additional
feature of the Digest is a c ,mplete alphanumeric cross-reference index of individual
IR device numbers to the cor responding Digest page.
To obtain

a copy of any of the catalogs or
leaflets described below, fill in and mail the
Reader Service blank on page 15.

A colorful, six -page brochure available from
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., covers the
entire line of Thorens Transcription Turntables. Listed are the new TD-150 MKII and
the full line of TD- 125's. The brochure also
lists the company's line of turntable bases,
dust covers, mounting frames, tonearm
mounting boards, and Thorens maintenance
equipment. Each item is illustrated and explained.
Circle No.

75 on Reader Service Page 15

All International Rectifier semiconductor devices are presented in a new publication titled

Circle No. 76 on Reader Ser ce Page

15

"Quick Delivery Identific ttion" system,
featuring a three-level popu larity grading
guide to automatically fore( ast the avail ability and required lead time or major component items, is highlighted i a new 36 -page
shortform catalog, No. 300B published by
Ohmite Mfg. Co. The compo ents described
in the catalog include resist rs, rheostats/
potentiometers, trimmer pots tap switches,
variable transformers, rela s, solid -state
power controls, r -f chokes and various design
aids. The new identification ystem utilizes
bold- and light-face type a d parentheses
to indicate product availab lity based on
nationally exhibited usage atterns. Also
available with the catalog is a copy of the
"Manufacturer's Price Schedu e," No. MS-100.
Circle No. 77 on Reader Sery ce Page
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MIKING "WAVES"
CADENCE

rl`-

-the

musical instrument speakers

Making better, clearer, amplified sound waves
is the THING Cadence d es ... better than
anything else in the industry. Cadence Speakers are built
to withstand heat from sustained no es at a high power
level and the vibrations and stresses w ich are continually
placed upon them. Cadence is guar nteed one full year
at the power level specified. his proven speaker
family has been selected by the ma ufacturers of most
of the world's fine amplified usic instruments.
If making beautiful, clear s and waves is your
thing, ask for CADENCE SPEAKERS.
For complete information and the name of your
;.

Cadence Dealer, write:
UTAH ELECTRONICS DIVISION
Utah -American Corporation
1124 East Franklin Street
Huntington, Indiana 46750

12
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lying Tubes

Picture Tubes

ECG

Semiconductors

The long awaited and newly revised Sylvania
Technical Manual is out. Complete and unexpurgated. The fantasy of every Independent Service
Technician. Written anonymously by an agile team
of Sylvania engineers. 32,000 components described in breathtaking detail. lncludirg thousands
of unretouched diagrams and illustrations. Discover
the unspeakable thrill of new color TV Tubes, listed
as never before. The ecstasy of 28,000 ECG Semi-

conductors.
From exotic Deflection Oscillators to a lurid account of Transistors and Rectifiers.
This book has what you want. Components for
the man who knows what to do with them.
The 14th Edition of the Sylvania Technical Manual is not available in any bookstore. Your Sylvania
Distributor is discreet. Speak to him.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

November, 1970

"Electrifying

"

Sin =lair

PROJECT 60
Sinclair Project 60 modules may be
used together

or separately
in home or

professional
applications

requiring high

performance

at

modest

cost. Complete
Project 60 systems come supplied with necessary
hardware to enable you to easily install the modules
in cabinet or enclosure of your choice. The Project
60 modules are fully guaranteed for TWO YEARS. A
stereo FM tuner will be available shortly. If you have
not found the amplifier which meets your installation or performance requirements, the PROJECT 60
SYSTEM by Sinclair may be your answer.
The Sinclair Z-30/50 audio amplifier modules are of
advanced design, using silicon epitaxial planar transistors for ruggedness and reliability. The Z -50 is
basically the same as the Z -30 but uses higher current output transistors. The Z -30/50 may be used in
numerous audio applications such as electronic
music and instruments, sound reinforcement and
laboratory work in addition to home stereo.
POWER OUTPUT: Z -30, 15 watts RMS; Z -50, 30 watts
RMS; Both into 8 ohm loads.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20 Hz* to 300 KHz ±1 db
at normal level. *adjustable to meet installation
requirements.
DISTORTION: Less than .02% at 1 KHz at any level
up to maximum rated output.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 3 to over 16 ohms
May be
used with electrostatic speakers.
SENSITIVITY: 250 mV high impedance.
OPERATING VOLTAGE: As low as 8 Vde with reduced
output.
SIZE: 31/2 x 214 x lh inches
Z-30 $15.95
Z-50 518.95
The Stereo 60 module is a matching unit in performance for use with the Z -30/50 modules but may be
used with other amplifiers. The Stereo 60 features
low distortion (less than .05 %), three inputs, tape
output, RIAA equalization within 1 db on magnetic
input and operates over a wide voltage range from 9
to 50 Vdc. Size: 8% x 11/2 x 4 inches.
$29.95
The Sinclair ACTIVE FILTER UNIT may be used with
the Project 60 systems plus specialized applications
requiring a continuously variable rumble and scratch
filtering system. The AFU uses SALLEN & KEY active
filter stages to provide rapid rejection of unwanted
frequencies (12 db per octave).
HF FILTER: Variable 5 KHz to 28 KHz.
LF FILTER: Variable 25 Hz to 100 Hz.
SINCLAIR ACTIVE FILTER UNIT
$20.95

POWER SUPPLIES

standard 25 -30 Vdc supply for use with the
Project 60 modules
$13.95
PZ-6: A regulated supply providing 35 Vdc (adjustable)
at 11/2 amps for use with Z -30s when maximum
RMS power is required
$23.95
PZ-8: A regulated supply for use with the Z -50 modules only when maximum power is required. 35.50
Vdc at 3 amps (adjustable)
$37.95
SINCLAIR PROJECT 60 SYSTEMS are available from
many dealers. If your dealer does not yet stock
Sinclair products, order direct from Audionics.
PZ -5: A

AUDIONICS, INC.,
9701 S.E. Mill Street, Portland, Oregon 97216
Please ship the following:
#1 Two Z-30's, PZ -5 and Stereo 60
$74.95

#2 Two Z-30's,

PZ-6 and Stereo 60

84.95

#3 Two Z-50's, PZ-6 and Stereo 60
#4 Two Z-50's, PZ-8 and Stereo 60

Other
Name.
Address.
City:
State:
All shipments F.O.B. Portland, Oregon
CIRCLE NO.
14

1

90.95
104.95

Electronics
LIBRARY
SEMICONDUCTOR PULSE CIRCUITS
WITH EXPERIMENTS
fl

Brinton

b

B.

Mitchell

The technician must have a ïrm understanding of circuit theory no z tatter what his
position. This book, then, prc vides the design,
analysis, and synthesis info: mation of basic
pulse and switching circa its, introducing
these circuits in their siml lest forms. The
text is organized into 20 iapters, each of
which presents a typical b sic circuit. Circuit discussions include suck information as
prerequisite theory, a desi n example, an
analysis example, an expert ment consisting
of a design circuit problem or an analysis
circuit problem, and questions covering the
material. Throughout the book, the material
is geared to a technician level with emphasis
on the semiconductor active device as a
switch.
Published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., 383 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017.
Hard Cover. 379 pages. $10.50.
c:

SERVICING MODERN HI -FI SYSTEMS
by Norman Crowhurst

This is a practical guide to repairing such
hi -fi items as tuners, amplifiers, receivers,
tape recorders, etc. The author developes a
rational and logical method of trouble-shooting virtually any type of h' El equipment to
find the cause of trouble. B ginning with an
analysis of modern system d sign in comparison with older concepts, net servicing techniques required for solid -st to devices, test
equipment requirements, to ting procedures
for components, etc., are the introduced. To
aid the technician who is constantly faced
with a variety of component types, a chapter
is devoted entirely to tran istor and diode
interchangeability. Also, to provide a thorough understanding of the auses of component failure, another chapt r is devoted to
protection circuits.
Published by TAB Books, lue Ridge Summit, PA 17214. 224 pages. 7.95 hardbound;
$4.95 soft cover.
ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS,

Third Edition

by H.V. Hickey

lip

ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Pe

&

W.M. Villines, Jr.

This is an ideal book for technician -level
electronics survey courses with a communicaPOPULAR ELECTRONICS

free information service:

Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about
products advertised or mentioned editorally (if it has a "'Reader Service
Number ") in this issue. Just fellow the directions below... and the material
will be sent to you promptly and free of charge.
circle the number(s) that
corresponds to the key number(s) at the bottom or next to the advertisement or editorial mention that is of interest to you. (Key numbers for
advertised products also appear in theAdver;'sers'
Index.) Print or type your name and address on the
lines indicated.
On coupon below,

1

2

Cut out the coupon and mail it to: POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
P.O. Box 8391, Philadelphia, PA 19101.

If you want to write lo the editors of
POPULAR ELECTRONICS about an article
on any subject that does not have a key number, write
to POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10016. Inquiries concerning circulation
and subscriptions should be sent to POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 1096, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.
note

r

Void after December 31, 1970

Popular Electronics
1

2

3

21
41
61
81

22
42
62
82

23
43
63
83

4
24
44
64
84

5

6

7

25
45
65
85

26
46
66
86

27
47
67
87

8

P.O. BOX 8391

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

NAME ( Frint clearly)
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

I:Na

ZIP CODE
J
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CB gets a

first ever from Turner

tions emphasis. In its Third Edition, it is
one of the few books that p ovide detailed
discussions of both tubes a >d transistors.
One of the special features i the inclusion
of a complete and self-contais led chapter on
the theory, use, and basic cii cuitry of cornputers, representing possibly the first time
computers have ever been dealt with in an
introductory-level textbook. And integrated
circuits are explained and detailed coverage
is given to thin -film and semi.eonductor techniques.

li

RAITEED

I

Published by McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 West
42 St., New York, NY 10036. Dard cover. 709
pages. $11.95.
FILTER SYSTEMS AND DESIGN:
ELECTRICAL, MICROWAVE, AND
DIGITAL
y Yale Jay Lubkin

Using an informal but basi ally thorough
approach, this book is written to extend the
working engineer's knowled e of electrical
filters and to provide him wi h tools he can
use immediately. The text pres ents the fundamental concepts of filters; wY y and how the
various kinds originated; wha types of problems they solve; and filter link litations. Some
of the concepts developed in This book have
never before appeared in pr nt, and, while
they are rather advanced in rature, they are

nderstandable
manner. Aimed at the engineer with curiosity, a job to do, and not much time in which
to do it, the book requires litte math sophistication. This book is also suitable for senior
and graduate level courses
filter theory
or as a supplementary text in ourses on netnevertheless presented in an

Get the most out of your base rig. Put something new into it. Buy a Turner Modulation
Indicator and be sure of full modulation
every time. There's no other way to keep a
steady eye on your signal. And nothing
could be easier to operate. Just work the
volume control on your Turner +2 or +3
microphone until the indicator shows 100 %.
You'll get a clearer signal. You'll send it a
lot farther. Buy now. Be among the first to
own this handsome instrument with a black lucite and brushed -aluminum finish. Works
with all CB sets, comes with complete operating instructions. Features solid state construction, plug -in installation, self- contained
standard 9 -volt battery operation. CB users
net price $39.50. Manufactured in the United
States by the Turner Company, A Subsidiary
of Conrac Corporation, 909 17th Street N.E.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402.

The Turner Company
16
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work analysis.
Published by Addison -Wesley ublishing Co.,
Inc., Reading, MA 01867. H rd cover. 212
pages. $11.50.
THE PHYSICS OF TRANSMISSION
LINES AT HIGH AND VERY HIGH
FREQUENCIES, Volume 1
by

P.

Grivet

From the scientific point of view, a transmission line is an unusual structure in which
a variety of seemingly contradictory qualities
are united. It is especially valuable as a model
because it forms a simple, g neral example
in which travelling, standing pure, and attenuated waves can all be treated clearly and
thoroughly using both circuits and field
theory. Although these two dis imilar theories
are often regarded as antagonistic, the author
believes that a harmonious and fruitful association between them is desirable. His general approach in this book pis in terms of
circuit theory, but he takes cre to show the
links with field theory. This book will aid
physicists, microwave engineers, and electronics engineers who want familiarization
with new elements of circuit theory.
Published by Academic Press, Inc., 111 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY 10003. Hard cover. 451
pages. $22.50.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

UNIVERSITY JUST MADE YOU A
SOUND INSTALLATION EXPERT

%OR
-

Totally
Coordinated Sound
systems you
can install yourself.
TCS

-

`

Totally Coordinated
University just invented TCS
Sound systems so painstakingly pre- engineered anyone
can install them. Everything you need comes with each
system: speakers, amplifiers, microphones, color -coded
cables, plus assembly and installation instructions. All
pre- engineered, pre -matched, pre- sized, for hundreds
of applications.
If you can twist a wire, screw a screw, push a plug into
a socket -- congratulations! University just made you
a sound installation expert.
Write for details today about how you can
install your own PA sound system tomorrow.

4

UNIVERSITY'SOUND

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
November, 1970
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NTS puts a

whole new world at your flnuertìvs.

NTS home training can put a
whole new way of life in the palm
of your hand. A new, exciting job,
a much bigger income is now
easily within your reach.
NTS training is something special. We provide all the kits you
need for the most effective training. National Technical Schools
sends kits with every course, and
teaches you to build and test a
18

wide range of professional equipment the same kind of equipment you'll actually use on the job.
That's the NTS "Project Method"
training that's practical and
in- depth. You learn everything
from fundamentals to the latest
innovations. From beginning
to end, NTS makes it fascinating and fun to learn this
way. And all you need is a little

-

-

spare time and an interest in
electronics.
Each year, m n are moving into
important ne jobs, or their own

businesses, straight out of

NTS electronics training. NTS is
what's happening to men every-

where. Check the coupon. Take
hold of the ca'eer you want most.
Do it now. No obligation. No
salesman will call.
P

PULAR ELECTRONICS

We pack your electronics course with kits to make
your trainino fast. You'll enjoy every minute of it.
NTS offers a solid grounding in com-

NTS COLOR TV
SERVICING

puter operation, wiring, data processing and programming. One of
the 10 important kits included is our
exclusive Compu -Trainer®. It's a fully
operational ccmputer logic trainer
loaded with integrated circuits
the first ever offered in home study.
It introduces you quickly to how,
what, when and why of computers
. from theory to practical servicing
techniques. This unit is capable of
performing 50,000 operations per
second.

-

-

COLOR TV
295 SQ. IN. PICTURE
NTS training provides an easy way
to become a professional home -

entertainment service technician.

You receive a big screen Color TV
with many unique features. The unit
even includes self servicing equip-

ment that permits you to make all
normal test operations. No additional test equipment is needed for adjusting your set. In addition you get
an AM -SW radio, Solid -State radio,

Field- Effect Transistor Volt -Ohm-

meter, and Electronic Tube Tester.
You learn about Electronic principles and trouble shooting, hi -fi,
multiplex systems, stereo, and color
-V servicing.

NTS COMPUTER
ELECTRONICS

NTS AUTOMATION/
INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS
Let NTS put you into the age of elec-

tronic controls. Systems Automation
is rapidly becoming the emphasis of
modern industry. Your NTS training

in automation electronics includes
equipment like a 5" wide band Oscilloscope. You also get the new NTS
Electronics Lab. It's an exclusive

-a

NTS experimental laboratory
complete workshop that simplifies
learning about solid- state, miniature
and integrated circuits.

NTS ELECTRONICS
COMMUNICATIONS
Choose from two exciting courses
to get into the big -paying fields of
transmitting and receiving equipment: (1) The FCC License Course.
(2) The Master Course in Electronic
Communications (more comprehensive, with Citizens' Band Two -Way-

Radio). Either Communications
program qualifies you for your FCC

First Class Commercial Radio-Telephone License NTS assures you
will pass this FCC exam within six

-

months after successfully completing your course or your tuition is
refunded. Kits include an AmateurPhone 6 Meter VHF Transceiver
NTS exclusive, 6 transistor Solid State Radio, Volt-Ohmmeter (fully
transistorized).

-

3
5" Oscilloscope

CLASSROOM TRAINING
AT LOS ANGELES
You can take classroom training at Los
Angeles in sunny Southern California.
NTS occupies a city block with over a
million dollars in facilities devoted exclusively to technical training. Check box
in coupon.

This is the future. And it's happening now. The number of computers
will increase many times in the next
few years.

SCHOOLS

NATIONAL
WORLD.WIDE TRA

0 SINCE 1905

4000 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90037, U.S.A.
e

Watt AM Transmitter/
Receiver
5

Exclusive new
Compu-Trainers

rlf card is missing

National Home Study Council.

National Technical Schools
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037

Please rush Free Color Catalog and
Sample Lesson, plus information on
course checked below. No obligation.
No salesman will call.

November, 1970

Accredited Member: National Association of Trade and Technical Schools;

1

NTS GUIDE
ELECTRON/C$

check coupon and
mail for free color
catalog and sample
lesson. Now.

L

APPROVED FOR
VETERANS

Master Course in Color TV Servicing
Color TV Servicing
Master Course in TV & Radio Servicing
Practical TV & Radio Servicing
Master Course in Electronic Comm.
FCC License Course
Master Course in Electronics Tech.
Industrial and Automation Electronics
Computer Electronics
Basic Electronics

Age

Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Check if interested in Veteran Training under
new G.I. Bill
Check if interested only in Classroom Training at Los Angeles

Dept. 205.110

J

2'

Additional information on products described
in this section is available from the manufacturers. Each new product is identified by
a

corresponding number on the Reader Service

Page. To obtain additional information on any

of them, circle the number on the Reader Service Page, fill in your name and address, and
mail it in accordance with the instructions.

XCELITE SOCKET WRENCH SET

-An interesting and

quite useful innovation in socket wrenches is a new set
from Xcelite Inc., in which a plastic -handled nutdriver
can also be used as an extension for a reversible ratchet ing handle. The ratchet handle (with a fully enclosed
mechanism) fits into a socket on top of the plastic driver.
A conventional 2" extension fits on the ratchet on either
end of the spinner /extension so that the reach of the
assembled components can be varied from 11/" to 9% ".
Nine sockets have hex sizes from 3/16" through 1/ ". Two
dual -purpose sockets, with openings of 1/4" and 5/16" fit
both square and hex nuts, bolts, pipe plugs, etc. The No.
1001 set comes in a snap-lock molded plastic case.
Circle No. 78 on Reader Service Page

15

TANDBERG STEREO TAPE DECK -For

th se who want
a quality tape recorder but are willing to orego some of
the frills and doodads to get it at a moder to price, Tandberg of America, Inc. has introduced a ne Model 3000X.
With four heads (record, playback, erase, nd crossfield),
it operates at 1%, 3% or 7% in /s. For the highest speed,
the frequency response is 40 to 20,000 Hz ±2 dB, and wow
and flutter are better than 0.07% rms. Cro. stalk attenuation at 1000 Hz, stereo, is 50 dB. The cr ssfield system
uses a separate bias head that thoroughly agnetizes and
reduces the on -tape recording zone as well as wavelength
dependability losses in the function.
Circle No. 79 on Reader Service Pa

e
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UNIMETRICS MULTI -BAND RECEIVER -For

the boatman,
hunter, or pilot trying to home in on a signal, the Omni band-VI, made by Unimetrics, Inc., has a 180° rotating
radio directional finder antenna. The solid -state receiver
has six bands: 180 -380 kHz (longwave); 540 -1600 kHz
(standard AM) ; 1.6-4.0 MHz (AM marine) 88 -108 MHz
(standard FM); 108-136 MHz (VHF /AM aircraft); 147 -174
MHz (VHF/FM marine, weather, public service, etc.).
Variable squelch, battery /ac power, 4" speaker, and battery strength indicator are also included.
;

Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Page IS
BITRAN DIGITAL READOUTS- Ready -to- se seven -segment digital readout devices from Bitra are available
with 2 through 8 digits as well as several pecial symbols.
Model 400 readouts have one side of each lamp common
and the other terminated at printed circuit board. Model
500 includes the RCA. CD2503E decoder drivers which re22
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Ycu'II get it from our 11/4-ounce
electronic audible signal.

Sc nalert`q

6 VDC and 3 ma.. Sonalert
produces a piercing sound that's hard to ignore. Yet it weighs only a couple of ounces
because it's all solid state. Even the transducer is a crystal. This makes Sonalert reliable. efficient and long lasting. And because
it's solid state, there's no danger of arcing,
nc RFI or EMI noise.
Standard units vibrate at a fixed frequency of
2900 ± 500 Hz or 4500 ± 500 Hz depending

W,th as little as

Registered trademark, P. R. Mallory

MALLORY
Capaciten

Cas#

&

Co.

on model. Pulsing, warbling and AC models

are also available. The penetrating sound)
covers a wider area than alarm lights anct

demands instant action. Examples: elec:rica
overload, computer error, automobile doo
ajar, headlights -on warn'ng, shipboa
munications alarms, etc.
For an informative 48 -page booklet cf pro
and circuit ,deal, write for `olcer No. 9-4
Address Mallory Distributor Products Corn
pany, a division of P. R. Malloy a Co, Eno

Indianapolis_ Indiana 46206.

In:.

MALLORY DTSTRIßUTOR PRODUCTS COtiiPA1
Of P. R. N.1_J.Jill' At
L`?S 174:8. In.11:+nopolF.

n<t)vl.lnn

-

t.u. INC.

Sonalert.

Switches

Timers

Vibrate

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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THEY CAN TURN
INTO A MULTIALASKA

Anchorage

Teem Electronics
404 E. Fireweed Lane

ARIZONA
Phoenix
Black and Ryan
2645 East Washington St.
Parts Electronic of Arizona
North Seventh St.
Yuma

vuma Electronics Supply
Eth and Orange Ave.

ARKANSAS

Fayetteville
_avid White Electronics
-

1

West Rock St.

7

Little Rock

David White Electronics
222 Main St.
Texarkana

svender Electronics

518 -520 East 4th St.

Burbank

CALIFORNIA

_ectronic City, Inc.

4001 W. Burbank Blvd.

Canoga Park
Sandy's Electronic Supply
21305 Saticoy St.

Goleta

Dow of Goleta
-557

Hollister

St.

Hollywood
le Radio Electric Company

-616 Sunset Blvd.
s Puente

Kausner Electronics, Inc.
'.5418 Fairgrove Ave.
Los Angeles
' avio Products Sales
'501 South Hill Sr.

RCA Distributing Corporation
roes Telegraph Road
213) 478 -7868
In Burbank, call (213) 842 -8155
In Culver City, call (213)
391 -6764

In Glendora. call (213) 963 -6817
In Hawthorne, call (213)
676 -9088
In Huntington
Beach, call 714
g
(
)
968 -3329
In Imperial Beach, call (714)
424 -5121

in La Habra, call (714) 697 -6757
in Lancaster, Call (805) 942 -8444
in Pasadena, call (2131 795 -5951
tri San Bernardino, cell (714)
889 -9777
In San Diego, call (714) 324 -3201
In Tustin, call (711) 838 -7122
In Van Nuys, call (2131 786 -4410
In Wilmington, call (213)
835 -3209
In Yucaipa, call (714) 797 -1907
Oxnard
Dow of Oxnard

021 S. Oxnard Blvd.

Pasadena
Dow of Pasadena
0759 E. Colorado Blvd.
Sacramento
':600 18th St.
San Francisco
Hauer Electronic Supply
281 Ninth St.
San Diego
Dow /Sound City
3686 El Cajon Blvd.

Sent. Barbara
Lombard's Electronic Supply
5t52 Hollister Ave.
ante Maria
'_cmbard's Electronic Supply
'935 South Broadway
South Gate
Mac's Electronics
3351 Tweedy Blvd.
Thousand Oaks
Sandy's Electronic Supply
369 Hampshire Rd.
COLORADO
Arvada
5

Team Electronics

Arvada Plaza Shopping Center
9232 West 58th Avenue

Boulder
Burstein -Applebee Co.
Basemar Shopping Center
Colorado Springs
Team Electronics
3102 Gomer Ave.

Denver
Burstein- Applebee Co.

CONNECTICUT

TCR Distributors
1205 East River Drive
Des Moines
Radio Trade Supply Co.

Norwalk
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
18

Isaac St.

DELAWARE
Dover
Standard Electronics of
Delaware, Inc.
1277 So. Governors Ave.
Wilmington
Radio Electric Service Co. of
Delaware
3601 No. Market SI.
FLORIDA
Tallahassee
Lafayette Radio Electronics
Assoc. Store
Northwood Mall
ILLINOIS
Chicago
Allied Electronics Corporation
2400 W. Washington Blvd.
Howard Electronic Sales, Inc.
4573 S. Archer Ave.
Joseph Electronics, Inc.
1733 N. Harlem Ave.
North Central Electronic
Supply Co.
3412 W. Bryn Mawr

Viking Sales Corp.
8300 W. Addison Street
Decatur
Klaus Radio 6 Electric Co.
370 E. Cerro Gordo
Des Plaines
RCA Distributing Corporation
424 E. Howard Ave.
Downers Grove
Heathkit Electronic Center
224 Ogden Ave.
Evanston
Tri -State Electronics Corp.
707 West Howard SI.
LaSalle
Klaus Radio 8 Electric Co.
1055 1st Street

2015 4th St.

Waterloo
Team Electronics
1310 Headlord Avenue
Garden City

KANSAS

Team Electronics
215 W. Kansas Avenue

Hutchinson

Niles

Klaus Radio 6 Electric Co.

mington
Williams 6 Son
204 South Rogers Street
H. A.

MAINE

Portland
Commercial Distributors

Graham Electronics- Glendale Inc.
6101 N. Keystone Ave.
Graham Electronics Supply, Inc.
133 S. Pennsylvania St.
Meunier Electronic Supply, Inc.

Hyattsville
Mark Electronics. Inc.
3003 Hamilton St.
Salisbury
Standard Electronics

3409

E.

Washington

SI.

-

Jeffersonville
Moakler Electronics
500 E. Chestnut St.

Lafayette
Lafayette Radio Supply. Inc.
408 E. North St.
Muncie
Muncie Electronic Supply. Inc.
222 North Madison St.
South Bend
Radio Distributing Company, Inc.
1212 South High St.
Terre Haute
Midwest Supply Electronics. Inc.
2015 Garfield Ave.
Vincennes
Ohio Valley Sound, Inc.
902 Main St.
IOWA

Cedar Rapids
Team Electronics
216 8th Street, S. E.
Davenport
Klaus Radio 6 Electric Co.
322 E. 4th St.

Plaza. P.O. Box 212

Roseville
Radio Specialties Co., Inc.
27682 Gratiot Ave.

Wyandotte
Radio Specialties Co., Inc.
2953 Fort Street
MINNESOTA
Duluth
Team Electronics
2954 Miller Trunk Hwy.
Eveleth
Team Electronics
306 -312 Grant Avenue
Hibbing

Mankato

St.

IIle
Ohio Valley Sound, Inc.
20 E. Sycamore St.
Fort Wayne
Y
36
E.
umee Aces Supply, Inc.
3606 E. Maumee Ave.

Indianapolis

M 6 M

Team

7th

LOUISIANA
Metairie
Pelican Electronic Supply Co.
3327 Division Bt.
New Orleans
Southern Radio Supply Co.
1909 Tulane Ave.
Shreveport
B 8 S Electronics, Inc.
2618 Southern Ave.

Blooa

Menominee
Team Electronics

Co.
1815 So.

Ohio Valley Sound Inc.
600 West 3rd St.

Waukeegan
Badger Electronics, Inc.
1105 Washington
St.
g
INDIANA
Anderson
Seybert's Electronic Supply
14
Main Streets

Lensing

842 South Seventh St.

Owensboro

Broadway
Rock Island
1101

Shand Electronics. Inc.
2401 South Dort Highway
Jackson
Wedemeyer Electronic Supply Co.
1617 E. Michigan Ave.

Saginaw
Morley Brothers. Inc.
4375 Holland Road

Wichita

Peerless Electronics Equipment

Team Electronics
1714 5th Avenue

Flint

212 South Broadway

Burstein- Applebee Co.
Pittsburg
Pittsburg Radio Supply

Louisville
Burk's Company, Inc.

y

12775 Lyndon
Rissi Electronic Supply Co.
x4405 Wyoming Ave.
Ferndale
Midway Electronics Supply
990 West 8 Mile Road

Wedemeyer Electronic Supply Co.
800 Merrill Ave.

P.I.

Peoria
Klaus Radio 8 Electric Co.
8400 N. Pioneer Parkway

Detroit
Heathkit Electronic Center
18645 West 8 Mile Road
Radio Specialties Co., Inc.

Acme Radio 6 TV, Inc.
313 N. Main
Team Electronics
14 South Main St.
Overland Park

Amateur Radio Equipment Co., Inc.
1203 East Douglas SI.
Team Electronics
784 North West Street
Team Electronics
812 S. Woodlawn
KENTUCKY
Bowling Green
Randolph, Hale d Meredith, Inc.
98 Stale St.

Joseph Electronics, Inc.
8024 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Klaus

1013 -17 High St.
Team Electronics
1718 6th Ave.
Dubuque
Team Electronics
20 South Main St.
Fort Dodge
Team Electronics
2307 51h Ave., South
Mason City
Team Electronics
30 First Avenue, S. W.
Sioux City
Team Electronics

Ann Arbor
Wedemeyer Electronic Supply Co.
2280 Industrial Highway
Benton Harbor
Colfax Co.
1485 M -739 Bldg. Z`.2
Clawson
Radio Supply and
Engineering Co.. Inc.
1203 West 14 Mile Road
oad

8

Somerset St.
MARYLAND

Carsi Electronics. Inc.
Marco
Carsins Run -Rt. 22

Supply Co.. Inc.
701 Snow Hill Road

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
DeMambro Radio Supply Co.
1095 Commonwealth Ave.
A. W. Mayer Co., Inc.
895 Boylston St.
Sager Electrical Supply Company
172 High St.
Brockton
Ware Radio Supply Corp.
913 Centre St.
Lynn
Land Electronics Supply Co., Inc.
99 Franklin SI.
Melrose
Melrose Sales Company, InC.
166 Tremont St.
New Bedford
C. E. Beckman Company
11 -35 Commercial St.
MICHIGAN
Adrian
Wedemeyer Electronic Supply Co.
2921 Treat Road

26

Electronics

112 E. Howard SI.

Team Electronics
T

Madison East
Minneapolis
Team Electronics
337 E. Hennepin Avenue
Team Electronics
2640 Hennepin Avenue
Team Electronics
6413 Lyndale Ave. South
Team Electronics
720 29th Avenue S. E.
Moorhead
Team Electronics
115 8th S1. South

Rochester

Team Electronics
102 4th Street S. E.
St. Cloud

Team Electronics
117 5th Avenue, South
T1 Paul
Team cleStreetcs
Electronics
455 Rice Street
Team Electronics
1534 White Bear Avenue

Willmar
Team Electronics
920 E. Litchfield

MISSISSIPPI

Gulfport
E. A. Helwick Electronics
2214 25th Ave.

Hattiesburg
Gillilands Electronics
216 South Main SI.

Jackson
Swan Electronics, Inc.
342 North Gallatin St.
Teague Electronics
716 S. Gallatin St
MISSOURI

Columbia
Missouri Cable Co., Inc.
107

North 7th St.

Joplin
Teleradio, Inc.
1610 Main St.

Kansas City
Burstein-Applebee Co.
Team Electronics

10117 State Line Road

Lee's Summit
Burstein -Applebee Co.

244 North Oldham Parkway
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YOUR AM RADIO
BAND RECEIVER!
St. Ann

Radonrce Electronics
10525 SI Charles Rock Road
SI. Jes ph
St Joseph Radio 8 Supply Co
720 South Ninth St
Sedalia

Radio

8

Television

Supply Co Inc
Main St
E

Lindenhurst
Banian Electronics

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown

MineOl

RESCO of LV
425 Hanover Ave.

26.28 East Sunrise Highway

Arrow Electronics. Inc.
525 Jericho Turnpike
Nanuat
Arrow Electronics. Inc

M

Arrow Electronics. Inc
97 Chambers Street
Dale Electronics Corp-

Brawn.

Team Electronics
235 West Main Street
Gnat Falla
Team Electronics
718 13th Street. North

tag West Main St
Troy
Trojan Electronic Supply Co

1805 South Avenue. West

2304 East Broadway

Middleburg St
NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck
Team Electronics

Uneoln
Teem Electronics
2055 "O' Street
North Platte
Corr 8 Johns Radio 8

1503 11th Ave

Team Electronics
209 tin Avenue S W.
OHIO
1

Ornais
Teem Electronics

J901 Leavenworth St.

Team Electronics
12100 West Center Road.
Bel Air Plata
NEVADA
Ln Vegas
Electronic Supply Companyy
1112 So Casino Center Blva.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Concord
Evans Radio, Inc
Box 893
NEW JERSEY

Akron
Fox Radio Parts Co
300 Akron Square Shopping
Center, 1615 Arlington Street
Canton
The Electronic Center, Inc.
1300 North Cherry Ave

Cincinnati

Hughes-Peters. Inc
4865 Duck Creek Road
Ohio Appliances. Inc
7624 Reinhold Drive
United Radio. Inc
Summit Roa0 6 Reinhold Drive

Cleveland
Fox Audio Center

Atlantic Clly
Radio Electric Service Company
of N J

452 No Albany Ave

Bertin
Midstate Radio Supply Co
15) W While Horse Pike
Bridgeton
Bridgeto Radio Supply Co.
Midstate
653 N Pearl St

Burlington
Rein Distributors Inc.

130 8 Wood SI
Camden
General Radio Supply Co Inc
527 Cooper St
Radio Electric Service Co of Pa.
211 Merkel SI
Cape May
Mylron Electronics Corporation
1100 Texas Ave
Mt. Holly
Radio Electric Service Company
Rt

.

et N J

3736 Rocky River Drive

Hugnec- Peters, Inc.
481 East 11th Ave
Main Line Cleveland, Inc.
1260 East 38th St

Columbus
Hughes -Peters Inc
481 East 11th Ave

Ohio Appliances, Inc.
e Blvd.
1171 West
Thompson Electronic
Supplies, Inc
Long SI
182
Whitehead Radio Co
124 North Grant Ave
Dayton
Ohio Appliances, Inc
1611 Troy St
The
Friedman Company
Jefferson St
108 N Jellerson
Elyria
o Electronics. Inc.
235 Lodi St

Mansfield

Fox Radio Parts Co
1225 Park Avenue West

192 Rancocas Road

Springfield

Distributing, Inc.

22

775 Sprrngmin Road

Merlon

Arrow Elearomcs, Inc.
Arrow

Serves Electronic
Distributing, Inc.
224 N Prospect SI

225 Route 46 W

Union City
NIDISCO Inc

Perrysburg

28+2 Kennedy Blvd

Farmington
Lektronir Supply Co
20th St
NEW YORK
Bethpage
E

Distributors. Inc
Industrial Park

Electronics

Son

Toledo

,

624 W Airy St

PDlledelphie
Herhech & Rademan, Inc
E Erie Ave
Pnile Electronics. Inc
-225 Vine St
Radio Erectrit Service Co of Pa.
6587 Roosevelt Blvd
Radio Eleclrrc Service Co of Pa.

40+

7111

and Arch Streets

Electronics, Inc

2520 No Broad St

Eugene G Wile
2,8 South 11th St.

Hillebrand Electronic Supply
4665 West Bancroft
Zanesville
Thompson Rade Supplies
South 6th St
OKLAHOMA
Muskogee
Sooner Radio & TV
t

tO

1817 4th SI.

Odessa
Midland Specialty Company
2101 Andrews Highway
Paris
Lavender Electronics
250 South Main St.
San Antonia

Modern -Electrotex
910 W Laurel

Sterling Electronics. Inc

4600 San Pedro Ave

Sherman
Lavender Electronics
308 E Houston St
Ttiler
Lavender Electronics
503 E Oakwood St,

Victoria

Modern- Electrotex
1007 North William
UTAH
Ogden
Balard Supply Corporation
3109 Washington Blvd
Solt Lake Cite
Team Electronics

6237 South Highland Drove

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
Graves Electronics. Inc.

Pr1 Granby St

Priest Electronics, Inc
6431 Tidewater Drive

333 North 4th St.

Upper Darby
Radio Electric Service Co of Pa
7911 Westchester Pike
SOUTH CAROLINA

Charleelon
Wholesale Rado Supply Co
3701 Rivers Ave

Columbia
blare Radio Supply Co
1900 Barnwell St
SOUTH DAKOTA

Rapid Dlly
Team Electronics
+01 Omaha Street
Pious Falls
+

Richmond
Avec Electronics Corporation
2002 Staples Mill Road

Roanoke
Inc
H C Baker Sales Co
17 -19 Franklin Road
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Western Electronics Co
717 Dexter Ave No
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Halley Electronics, Inc
713 South Oakwood Ave
Charleston
.

Eeiclronic Materials Corporation
1106 Central Ave.
Mountain Electronics. Inc
1605 Fourth Avenue

Team Electronics
6+3 West a+sl St

Warren Radio Supply
1% E ó4n St
Wale sown
Team Electronics
223 9th Ave

Sterling Home Electronics
8404 Winkler Drive
Lubbock
Nunn Eleclrrc Supply Corp

1700 Allred St
Norfolk
Avec Electronics Corporation

Pllleberen
Cemeradip Co
2801 Liberty Ave
Reeding
Barbey Electronics

Electronic Supply. Inc.

S E

TENNESSEE

Memphis
Bluff City Distributing Co
234 East Street

Nashville
Electra Distributing Company
Ulurt WtlT
Sy1ty Distributing Co
306 South 2nd St
TEXAS

Austin
Modern -E iectretee

222 71n Avenue
Van Zandt Supply Company
+127 4th Avenue

WISCONSIN

Appleton
Team Electronics
+828 West Wisconsin Avenue
Eau
2321

Electronics
Clairement Pkwy.

E

Green Bay
Team Electronics
821 Mdita
Road
La Croawry

team

914 W +7th Sr

Dallas
&

278 No Washington

Summit Distributors, Inc.
916 Main St
Farmingdale
Arrow Electronics. Inc.
900 Route 110
Hempstead
Electronic Equipment Co Int.
741 Peninsula Bind
Standard Parts Corporation
277 Ne Franklin SI
Hornell

Cieertieid Electronic Supply CO
Washington Ave
Norristown
Phi la Electronics, Inc

TRIM

Hutch

Buffalo

Hyde

Springfield
Eberle's Radio Supply. Inc.
522 West Main St

4020 Hempstead Turnpike

1700 Northampton St
Elkins Park
A G Radio Parts Co
939 Township
rash i0 Line
Erie
Mace Electronics
2631 West 8th Street
Hamilton
Moyer Electronic Supply Co
758 N Locust St

Sterling E'ectrenics
1'12 Lavaca
Corpus Christi
Modern_Electroles

Mein Line
Willis Day

NEW MEXICO

Electronics
Hornell Mein SI

No.

Minot

TV Supply Co
108 E Front SI

S A R

Inc

Grand Forks
Team Electronics

NEBRASKA

1817

,

15

Missoula
Team Electronics

-RI

RESCO of LV

244 West 14th St.

Rochester
Rochester Radio Suppiy Co

2501 Grand Avenue

Echo Plata

Eaalon

Harvey Radio Group
2 West 45th St

Billings
Team Electronics

Inc

Oresel NIII
Kass Electronics Distributors. Inc
2502 Township Li-le Road

Nest York

Springfield
BursteinApplebee Co
1904 South Glenstone Blvd

3118 Smith

Left Radio Parts Co

225 Braddock Ave

+95 W. Rt. 59

.

321

Ciectronics

Sterling Home Electronics

Braddock
M

S+er :ing

4201 Southwest Freeway

Inc.

1800 Ayers St

ACleta Electronics Co

t9í4 Cedar Springs

Southwest Radio Supply Co.
inn N Harwood Sr
Greenville
Lavender Electronics
2311 Washington
Heualon
E ectrotex
2300 Richmond Ave.

505 Losey Blvd

So.

Madison
Team Electronics
3365 East Washington Avenue

Mil
Amateur Electronic Supply
4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue
Heathkit Electronic Center

5215 West Fond du Lac Avenu.
Team Eiecirenics
3819 West Fond du Lac Ryenua

Manitowoc
Team Electronics
root Marshall SI
Schofield
Team Electronics

725 Grand Avenue

110 Calianan St
Tale.

Radio. Inc.
1000 South Main St
8 S Radio
Kenosha
SJi South Kenosha
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IC Project Kit
Aircraft Band
Converter

0 RCA
IC Project

Kit

Ham, Gov't., &Space;

Research Band
Converter

IC

RCA

Project Kit

IC Project Kit
Police & Fire
Band Conveler

Maritime, Mobile,
Fire, & Police Band
Converter
nc4cos

Buda this 118 -136 MHz Bend
VHF Converter Kit and receive
and other broadcasts
noaircraft
your AM radio. (See other
side for more VHF Converter

`.:' MHz 3ee.y VHF
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,
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.

Kds.

RCA
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KM radio. Oro
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pore VHF Converter rois
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e. 10 and receive
and other n oad,orar AM radio
,Sr e other stet for more
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RCA
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Turn any AM radio into a multi -band receiver! Sophisticated in design,
but so easy to build, these RCA Integrated Circuit Converter Kits "take
you where the action is!" You'll monitor your local police and fire
departments, tune into aircraft, ship -to- shore, ham, and even space
research stations! Without interconnecting wires. Without interfering with
AM reception! And, only $10.95' each.
KC4007 Aircraft IC Converter Kit -tunes any AM radio to 118 -136 MHz.
KC4008 Ham, Government & Space Research IC Converter Kit (134 -150 MHz).
KC4009 Marine, Mobile, Fire, & Police IC Converter Kit (148 -164 MHz).
KC 4010 Police & Fire IC Converter Kit (160 -174 MHz).

NEW RCA
IC KITS
FOR THE

Also available for home -owners, h bb yis ts,
tape fans and students (from unde $5.00'):

KC4006 Fire Alarm IC Kit.
KC4005 Intruder Alarm IC Kit.
KC4001 2- Channel Mixer IC Kit.
KC4002 Audio Oscillator IC Kit.
KC4003 Amplifier /Oscillator IC Kit.
KC4004 9 -V Regulated Power Supply IC Kit.
KC4000 Mike Preamplifier IC Kit.
Plus the KC4500, a handsome, sturdy case
for any RCA IC Kit, complete with input
and output jacks, switch and hardware!
Now available at any of the distributors
listed on the preceding pages.

ACTION
BANDS

`optional distributor resale prices

ftc,'
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CATO H IN

CAN

INFRARED OR

LASERS

FIND

Everyone associated with flying -including
the passengers- expects and knows how to
avoid air turbulences associated with changes
in barometric pressures such as storm
centers. Most such disturbances are accompanied by clouds and are visible. Not so with
other turbulences which have plagued air travel
for years and for which some sort of solution
is only now beginning to appear.

I\

WORLD WAR II when first frecluently reported by military fliers, jet
si reams were dismissed by ,round -based meas delusions. Earlier, "air pock ets" hat aviators of the 1940's said they hit
luid been chalked up to over -active imaginations.
Now clear air turbulence, or CAT, has
musltrnomed into the world spotlight. It's
definitely linked with jet streams, lee waves
created by mountain ranges, and other still mysterious kinds of turbulence. Even the basic
concept of the "air pocket" has been revived
-with its label changed to "microcosmic atmospheric cell."
tATE

I

CLEAR AIR

TURBULENCES?

Government agencies. private indust ry, and
research orgauizatious are all trying to zero
in on CAT.
Just what is this unseen phenomenon that
bears a feline title?
In December, 1966, the U.S. Department of
Commerce brought together a National Committee for Clear Air Turbulence. Meteorologists, pilots, physicists, and safety officials
immediately found they didn't even agree on a
definition of their target. From their parley
came an official description: CAT consists of
"all turbulence in the free atmosphere of interest in aerospace operations that is not in or
adjacent to visible convective activity."
Less precise but more vivid descriptions
conic from veteran pilots who have had several
bouts with severe CAT. One describes the
encounter as "like having a pneumatic jack
hammer work on your plane." Another says
that a jet in the paws of CAT reacts like a
car roaring over a cobblestone street at high
speed.
Many but not all occurrences of CA 'l' stem
from interaction of two different kinds of
wind shear. One is horizontal -caused by friction between masses of air moving side by
BY WEBB GARRISON
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WIND
SPEED
(KNOTS)
75

100
150

At left

a cross section of the jet
where different layers of air
move In the same direction but at different speeds. Greatest turbulences occur where the layers are close together.

is

stream

200

Disturbances occur if two a r streams
of different temperature an i velocity
are
flowing in different directions,
one above the other, such as slow westerlies near ground udder jet stream.

THREE
KINDS
OF

CAT
__

Favorite spot for CAT to hide is on the
lee side of mountain ranges. Thus they
may be found, for instance, up and down
Atlantic Coast, east of Appalachians,
and east of Rockies where plains begin.

/

J

v
,

Y

side at different speeds. The other is vertical
and is created by friction between two air
masses (again moving at different speeds)
that flow in relatively distinct levels, one above
the other.
When first recognized to be real rather than
imaginary, CAT was thought to be met at
altitudes between 20,000 and 40,000 feet. Now
it is known to be found as low as 6,000 feet
and as high as 80,000.
New interest in it stems partly from the fact
that more sophisticated instruments are just
now beginning to show how deadly it can be.
As late as 1964, it was suspected of having
caused some spectacular crashes but had not
been convicted. Last year CAT was implicated in at least eleven crashes by civilian
planes. Its most formidable threat to military
craft is linked with air -to -air refueling operations.
Costly programs aimed at detecting CAT
and discovering what forces produce it, and
why, aren't based on the relatively few crashes
it now causes, however. More and more small
planes are being flown by private individuals
and corporations. These craft are particularly
vulnerable to sudden assaults by CAT.
30

\
_

---

There's every indication :lint tl supersonic
v rinerable in
ways different in degree and kind rom today's
planes. Rapid cycles of vibration are likely to
be set up in the SST by choppy jolts and severe lateral gusts that would si ply buffet a
B -52. Supersonic transports will be especially likely to encounter CAT durir g climb and
descent-roughly 20% of the ' 'gist profile.
Structural failure can result ur less stresses
associated with CAT are fully un i erstood and
taken into consideration by desi ners.
As a result the CAT which neNer purrs has
become the subject of an all-on search. Answers are being sought to quest ons on subjects ranging from the nature of atmospheric
energy exchanges to the optimt wavelengths
at which to capture radiation em tted by CO,.
Lacking tine hardware producid by today's
electronic technology, neither t 1e quest for
basic understanding of CAT no attempts to
detect it quickly and accurately ould be undertaken.

transport (SST) will also be

;

Radar Tried First. Before tl) existence of
CAT as a special meteorological phenomenon
was positively established, sor e searchers
POPULA

ELECTRONICS

tried to locate it with radar. Their efforts were
futile.
A break came in 1962. RCA technicians
tracking missiles with C -band radar sets operating above 5,000 _MIIz noticed that they
were getting substantial backscatter on some
days when skies were clear. Could these unexpected echoes point to areas where CAT is

found'
Working with U.S. Army meteorologists at
Fort. Monmouth, N.J., engineer:; added a low moise amplifier to their radar. Early results
made them jubilant; a clear, rapidly changing
line on radarscopes seemed to mark the tracks
of the CAT.
A press release of this era gloated that
"Once they are certain they have cornered
('.AT, avoidinr its dangerous attack will be a
simple matter for the careful pilot."
In practice, it has proved to be anything
bitt simple. Part of the difficulty lies in the
size of the zone in which CAT hides. Its likely
to he 400 to 500 miles long, more thrill 100
nulles wide and two or three miles thick. A
typical C:AT region, on the other hand, is
minute in global terms. It is seldom more than
50 to 100 miles long, 10 to 20 miles wide, and
a mere 1,500 to 2,000 feet thick.
Ground- based radars such as the ultra sensitive ones at Wallops Island, Virginia, do
pick up clear -air echoes. Such echoes presumably stem from scattering caused by variations in the refractive index and hence point
to atmospheric levels associated with CAT.

A world -wide network of radar facilities
equal to or better than those on Wallops Island would be necessary for ground -based remote detection of CAT. Even if such a network
were available, computer systems with which
to retrieve data in time to warn a jet pilot
are far in the future. Radar's chief contribution will probably be in the area of basic understanding of CAT rather than location of
turbulent areas.
This spring at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado, fine
metal chaff was dropped into the path of
winds blowing over the mountains. Two Doppler radars, pointed into turbulent areas at
different angles, were used to gain data. Physicist Roger Lhermitte hopes eventually to
build up a three- dimensional picture of the
dynamic structure of the atmosphere in target
areas studied.
Outcome of the trial won't he known until
all the data have been analyzed. If Lhermitte
and his colleagues succeed in finding just how
a turbulent area reacts, groundwork for more
precise detection will have been laid.
Air -borne radar lias proved useless in the
search for CAT. No matter how violent its
currents may be, clear air includes no solids
of sufficient size to register on sets small
enough to be mounted in aircraft.

Thermal Sensors Employed. \[any rapidly moving air currents, including the jet
streams, vary from the temperature of sur-

WIND
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Schematic diagram of the laser doppler technique used for remote measurement of wind velocity; trailing
vortex detection experiment. Varying wind velocities are one of the chief causes of CAT. (NASA diagram.)
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rounding air masses by a few degrees. At least
in theory, air -borne infrared sensors should
pinpoint such differences-effectively subduing CAT.
North American Aviation and Barnes Engineering Company have tossed their hats in the
ring in a race to develop a workable thermal
sensor. Both companies had prototype systems
in operation by 1967.
Electronics engineer Edward Flint of North
American developed a compact infrared
sensor suitable for mounting on top of a plane.
Capable of scanning 45° on each side of the
flight path, the instrument could detect temperature variations of less than one degree
Fahrenheit in atmospheric carbon dioxide 20
to 40 miles away.
Using a Canadian T -33 jet trainer, Barnes
flight-tested an instrument that used a therm istor bolometer as the sensing element.
Scannning was accomplished by means of the
rocking etalon assembly of a Fabry-Perot
spectrometer.
Both devices worked -up to a point. Each
revealed changes of temperature within distant air masses. Neither came anywhere near
the then -desired range of 25 miles. Both suffered from a defect that hasn't yet been overcome : the infrared signal is passive. That is,
it conveys no information about intensity of
turbulence or size of the area affected. Greatly
refined and recently patented, the Barnes instrument has logged enough hours on Pan Am
and other commercial planes to demonstrate
that it can be of great help to pilots.
Stable data were first obtained in May,
1969. That month the Barnes IRCAT was
used on two long- distance flights PA72 from
New York to Frankfurt on the 20th; PA ONE
from London to New York on the 29th.
In the joint program between Barnes and
Pan Am, the approach utilized has been the
straight horizontal forward look in the 15micron CO2 band of the infrared region at a
volume of air ahead of the aircraft. Very
recent findings indicate that a "two color"
system tuned in to both CO2 and 03 would
probably give more accurate information
about defamation of the tropopause by vertical air mass movement. Before such a system
can be put to test, additional new instrumentation will be required.
Range of the best detectors being used at
present is far short of that required for an
SST cruising at 2000 mph.

detection by means of temperature variations.
They set out, instead, to find ways by which
atmospheric discontinuities may be directly
observed. Laser radar, now com nonly called
lidar (LIght Detection And Ranging) seemed
to offer intriguing possibilities.
At Stanford Research Institu:e, M. G. H.
Ligda developed pulsed -ruby-las er radar especially for atmospheric researcl . His system
didn't perform as expected, so the Navy
awarded Stanford a contract for a more complex one that employed four-headed lidar.
From this instrument and its successors,
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center moved
to a laser -Doppler technique. Small particles
that are caught up in a turbul ant air mass
create a Doppler effect by wl-ich the frequency of scattered light is shifted a trifle before it returns to a receiver.
At Marshall, physicist Robert M. Huffaker
has developed an optical Doppler system
which he says has proved itself .n feasibility
studies. He hopes to have an airborne version
in operation early in 1971. The system operates on much the same principle as conventional Doppler radar. Instead of radio
frequency, however, it employs. a coherent

:

New Role for Laser. Some pioneer searchers for CAT deliberately rejected attempts at
32

Sensing head of the Barnes infrared system for
spotting CAT in cockpit of a Pan -Am Boeing 707.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Infrared sensor of the Barnes
IRCAT is mounted on the top of
Pan -Am plane to spot CAT. So
far data gathered looks good.

pulse from a. carbon dioxide laser. Asa result,
the resolution of the instrument is about 10,000 times better than that of today's conventional Doppler radar on aircraft. Radiation

employed is at 10.6 microns -out of the visible
sped rum.
Most other laser systems aimed at CAT detection have been dismissed, says Iluffaker,
because they "just would not work." He expects to find the CO., laser -Doppler far more
effective than "passive" systems that seek to
infer turbulence from an indirect measure-.
ment such as temperature or intensity of back
scattered light.

Error -producing Factors. Past experi-

ence su rests the possibility or even probability that the latest device aimed at trapping
CAT will run into unexpected complicating
factors. That has been the case with all equip-

ment produced so far.
At first it was hoped that CAT could be
trapped by means of conventional instrument: used to measure velocity of ordinary
kinds of wind. This approach proved vastly
oversimplified instrinnents distorted the flow
to such an extent that interpretation of results was uncertain even after a plane had
passed through CAT in search of data.
Radiosonde networks, extremely useful in
many branches of meteorology, proved ineffective with CAT. Because this kind of
turbulence is essentially a small -scale phenomenon, it usually eludes the wide -meshed
radiosonde network.
Even jet streams have proved uncooperative. Early tests with a heavily instrumented
T -33 were scheduled to take place from a base
in Alberta, Canada. IIigh- altitude streams are
commonly found at this latitude in mid -autumn. However, operations bad to be shifted
:

Low -frequency infrasonic waves, created when energy is relleased into air by various causes, is
used by General Telephone & Electronics and Washington State U. to get data that will find CAT.
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to California because the jet stream abruptly
changed its course.
Radiometric detection, the most promising
technique that has been flight- tested, has its
problems, too. Unless temperature inversions
are tilted with respect to the sensor, it usually
fails to respond to them. Cumulonimbus
clouds render present models of the IRCAT
blind.
A great many false alarms, some of them
produced by exhausts of jets that were miles
away, indicated to Barnes engineers that they
were using a wavelength too far away from
the center of absorption of CO2. Now the
chosen wavelength is centered at approximately 14.1 microns. This increases attenuation and minimizes detection of phenomena
not associated with turbulence -but also shortens the range of the instrument.
Early tests of North American Autonetics'
system (infrared) produced a great many
false readings. Examination showed that some
of them were produced by bodies of insects
that splattered on the sensor window during
climb and descent.
A relatively small mass of air whose temperature differs from that of air around it
may not be sensed by the best infrared equipment now available. That's because the in-

strument integrates contributions from a volume of air thirty to forty miles ahead of the
plane rather than measuring temperature at
a given distance. When positive and negative contributions cancel one another, IRCAT
can't spot microscale disturbances that are
linked with CAT.
Even sharp pitching or banking so that infrared sensors looked toward the ground produced a high percentage of false alarms in
early tests. This factor has been largely controlled by use of an automatic deactivation
circuit that operates from aircraft attitude
gyro signals. After four or five "generations"
of refinement, even the best infrared detectors
do not meet needs expected to become increasingly urgent as planes become faster.

most effective detector available Though it
can perform as a remote senso when clear
conditions exist along the flight path, it too
has limitations.
Presently, even IRCAT doesn t give navigators a clear picture of how fa ahead temperature- linked turbulence is -o how severe
it may be. Clouds and haze redu the optical
path length of the IRCAT and cu its range of
detection. Under hazy conditions roduced by
ice the range becomes very short
To make things worse, CAT p obably isn't
universally linked with tempera e gradients.
Atmospheric electrical phenomena, still largely shrouded in mystery, may 'e associated
with many turbulent areas too lear for detection by air-borne radar.
Australian scientists have sub gested (but
haven't conclusively demonstrate i) that, when
CAT occurs in a thermally st 'le environment, gravity waves or Heimholt . waves somehow break down into random tur aulent eddies.
No detectors now in use are des ned to pinpoint energy changes of this so
Inflight remote detectors, regar less of type,
will probably have to be sup al emented by
ground -based CAT detectors. Bi, ger and bigger information networks will h ve to be developed. Ultimately, a global sy - em continually receiving and rapidly pre essing data
from great numbers of satellita -borne CAT
detectors may become essential.
Some of these things are far
the future.
But by refining and combining a variety of
systems, experts in government . nd industry
hope for a major break -throug in the 70's.
When it comes, small private e aft and big
supersonic ones will receive war ings in time
to avoid the CAT that strikes from its invisible lair.
-{}:

PARTS

ALK

Single Solution Unlikely. No one is ab-

solutely sure that the shock wave ahead of an
SST won't destroy the coherence of a laser
beam. Growing evidence suggests that even
if the laser -Doppler instrument now in development performs as well in flight as in
wind tunnels, it probably won't defeat CAT
singlehandedly.
Until that instrument or others on the drawing board are operational, the general consensus is that the Barnes IRCAT remains the
34
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Light-emitting Diodes

NEW SEMICONDUCTORS FOR READOUT AND COMMUNICATION

of the least known but most fascinating
of semiconductor devices is the light -emitting, diode (LED). Until quite recently, these
devices were too expensive for widespread
use; however, technological advances ':n their
fabrication now make possible moderately
low prices so that they are attractive to the
electronics experimenter.
'l'he first recorded instance of light being
generated by a "diode" was in 1907 when II. J.
Bound torched a pair of battery wires to a
crystal of silicon carbide. Much to his surprise,
flashes of yellow light Nvere emitted at the contact region of one of the battery wires -he had
accidentally discovered the LED. Unfortunately, his discovery was forgotten and not
until the early 1950's did scientists once again
study semiconductor light emission. At that
tune several patents were applied for covering
LED's made from silicon or germanium-common semiconductor materials. One of these
patents not only described the principle of the
One

LED but listed several fascinating uses for
the device. Among them were light -beans communication systems, light "radar ", and light beam alignment devices.
Unlike the 1907 silicon carbide eat whisker
diode, the 1950's LED's emitted infrared light
(see Fi. 1) The invisible beam was desirable
but researchers beg-an a concentrated effort to
fabricate LED's in the visible range. The first
company to market any kind of LED was
Texas Instruments, Inc. Their diodes included
infrared emitters made from gallium arsenide
(GaAs) and visible emitters made of gallium
arsenide phosphide (GaAsP). These diodes
were expensive; but their appearance on the
commercial market in 1962 whetted the appetites of design engineers -and of course was
of great interest to other semiconductor manufacturers. While scientists at IBM and Bell
Telephone performed basic research on the
devices (especially visible emitters), General
Electric, Monsanto, Electro \uclear Labore.
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"He's a good worker.

I'd promote him
right now if he had
more education
in electronics."

Could they betalking about you?
You'll miss a lot of opportunities if you try to get along
in the electronics industry without an advanced education. Many doors will be closed to you, and no
amount of hard work will open them.
But you can build a rewarding career if you supplement your experience with specialized knowledge of
one of the key areas of electronics. As a specialist,
you will enjoy security, excellent pay, and the kind of
future you want for yourself and your family.
Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a
36

full -time job and family obligations. But CREI Home
Study Programs make it possible for you to get the
additional education you need without attending
classes. You study at home, at your own pace, on
your own schedule. You study with the assurance that
what you learn can be applied to the job immediately.
CREI Programs cover all important areas of electronics including communica ions, radar and sonar,
even missile and spacecraft guidance. You're sure to
find a program that fits your career objectives.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

IN-DEPTH
COVERAGE OF
SOLID STATE
ELECTRONICS

...including
integrated circuits!

CREI, Home Study Division
Mc3raw -Hill Book Company
Dept.1211A,3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010
Please mail me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I
am employed in electronics and have a high school education.
NAME

You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE
book gives complete information. Mail postpaid card
for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon at right
or write: CREI, Dept. 1211A, 3224 16th St., N.W.,Washington, D.C. 20010.
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Fig. 1. Most infrared LED's emit light at a wavelength of about 0.9

microns of the electromagnetic spectrum. Visible LED's may emit from
0.53 microns to the limit of visible region at about 0.75 microns.

tories and others began competing with TI.
Since the LED lias an almost unlimited
lifetime and because of its low operating current, many claims were made for its potential
in flat screen television, indicator lamps, night
lights, and even as a source of room lighting.
The extremely fast modulation capability of
the LED made possible several demonstrations
of voice communications permitting two
parties to converse over a beam of invisible infrared light for clear weather distances of
several mil es.
How Does It Do It? The LED is different
from conventional incandescent lamps because
the latter rive off light as a byproduct of heat.
That is, the filament must first be heated to
incandescence before light is produced. This,
of course, is the reason for placing incandes-

cent filaments in evacuated or gas -filled glass
bulbs. If the filament were exposed to oxygen,
it would quickly be consumed. Not so with
LED's; they operate with or without the presence of air. In fact, the main reason LED's
are placed in containers is to protect the rather
delicate contact wires. Often, in fact, the LED
is simply protected by a layer of clear epoxy
which serves both as a protective cover and a
lens. Since the LED produces far more light
than heat, it is a more efficient source of light
than the incandescent lamp.
Production of light by an LED comes under the broad heading of "electro- luminescence." Luminescence describes light produced
by means other than incandescence. Since luminescing bodies are generally at the temperature of their environment, they are sometimes
referred to as sources of "cold light." Fireflies,
many species of fish, rotting wood, marsh gas,
and many other objects are sources of luminescent light.
Light from an LED is the result of stimulation by a small electric current. As is the
ease with all luminescent bodies, the light is a
result of sub- atomic events. The cause of these
40

events may be chemical, as w.th the firefly, or
electrical as with the LED.

Light Generation. In the LED, emission
of light is called "pn janctioi luminescence."
As shown in Fig. 2, light i emitted at the
junction of an LED when electrons which have
been stimulated to higher than normal energy
levels move across the junctini and fall back
into their normal places. Th s energy loss resulting when an electron reoclupies its normal
slot in an atom is accompanied by the emission
of a photon of light at a wavelength related
to the difference in energy Jetween the two
bands. Since junction luminescence involves
the combination of electrons with holes, physicists often refer to the effec, as "recombination radiation."
The sub- atomic physics of semiconductor
light emission can be highly efficient. But the
mechanisms of bringing the light to the surCONDUCTION BAND

LIGHT

INJECTED

ELECTRON
N

VALENCE

JUNCTION

BAND

HOLE

LIGHT

Fig. 2. Light is emitted wren an electron
crosses the np junction interface and falls
from the excited to the unexcited state.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

face and the application of electrical current
to the diode can be terribly inefficient. Sources
of inefficiency are :
1. Internal absorption of light within
the p or n region of the semiconductor following its emission at the junction.
2. Reabsorption of light which is reflected back into the diode due to the
"critical interface" problem.
3. Resistance at the electrical contacts
and in the semiconductor.
Many of these inefficiencies have been
partially resolved as a result of years of research. Consider, for example, the critical interface problem. Since most semiconductors
have a high index of refraction, they tend to
reflect light at air -semiconductor interfaces.
The effect is similar to that of an observer
looking through a glass window and seeing his
own reflection as well as objects on the other

side of the window. The effect results in the
loss of light that is generated at the junction.
An ingenious solution to the problem was
suggested by early research and was first used
commercially by Texas Instruments. It consists of forming the light emitting region of
the diode into a dome. Since the light is only
bent and not reflected back into the diode, all
light reaching the surface is emitted (see Fig.
3). Unfortunately, the dome approach does
have its drawbacks -the longer path that the
light must travel before being emitted causes
more internal absorption than in planar emitters. Also, grinding domed diodes is an expensive process.
In an effort to gain the benefits of both
planar and domed diodes, many manufacturers now coat planar diodes with a transparent dome of epoxy which essentially serves
the same purpose of the semiconductor dome.

PHYSICS OF LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

Modern atomic physics tells us that electrons within the confines of a particular atom
are allowed to occupy only discrete energy
levels or bands. Energy levels between the
outer two bands, the valence and conduction
bands, are separated by a region called the forbidden gap. Under special conditions of doping, an electron may occupy one or more levels
within the forbidden gap for relatively brief
periods of time. The forbidden gap plays an
portant role in semiconductor light emission,
-lore transitions from the conduction to the
alence band provide the mechanism for photon generation.
An efficient way to cause transitions between the valence and conduction bands is to
pump or inject electrons into the n region of
a semiconductor diode. If a sufficient number
of electrons is injected, the potential barrier
at the junction of the n and p regions will be
overcome and current will flow through the
diode. Having crossed the junction barrier,
the injected electrons seek their equilibrium
point and drop from their excited position
in the conduction band to the valence band.
In essence, the electrons drop into holes or
_ions in a band where there is an electron
lc liciency.
The act of electrons combining with holes
is called recombination and results in the
magic of pn junction electroluminescence or
light emission. An electron falling from a
high to a low level releases the energy which
propelled it over the junction as heat, light,
or some of each. Heat emission is accompanied
by vibrations in the crystal lattice and if

left uncontrolled, results in thermal destruction of the diode. Heat emission predominates
in indirect band gap semiconductors such as
silicon and germanium. The forbidden gap in
such materials permits an electron falling from
the conduction to the valence band to loiter
briefly at one or more levels. Transitions between the various levels in the forbidden gap
may result in either light or heat emission.
It is interesting to note that an ordinary
silicon or germanium diode emits a minute
quantity of infrared light when forward biased.
However, light emission in such diodes is far
less efficient than heat production and development of practical semiconductor light emitters
followed research with direct band -gap materials.
Gallium arsenide GaAs is normally a direct band -gap material. Since electrons injected into a GaAs diode recombine with holes
without pausing at intermediate levels within
the forbidden gap, light emission is very efficient and production of heat is generally
limited to contact resistance and bulk absorption of some of the emitted light within the
semiconductor.
GaAs diodes are so efficient as light emitters
that scientists chose them as candidates for
early work concerning the feasibility of fabricating semiconductor lasers. In the fall of
1962, researchers at G.E.. IBM, and MIT announced almost simultaneously lasers made
from specially prepared GaAs diodes. In a
future issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, the operating principles and characteristics of the
diode laser will be described.
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3. The critical interfa e
problem. Much more light is
emitted by hemispheric dio e
but some is lost in the thick
n- region. Some planar emitters
are provided with a reflector
to give greater light output.
Fig.

N

P

PLANAR

EMITTER

HEMISPHERICAL
EMIT -ER

How Are They Made? As mentioned earlier, the LED usually consists of a. pn junction
of one type of semiconductor, the most common being gallium arsenide. A typical diode
may consist of a small wafer of positively
charged (p) material in intimate electrical
contact with a metal header similar to a transistor ease. Before it is mounted on the header,
the wafer is given a thin top layer of negatively charged (n) GaAs by either diffusion or epi_
ta.xial growth. The p portion of the finished
wafer is connected to one of the wire leads of

the header, resulting in a t ne pn junction
diode.
To collect the light output from the wafer
in an efficient manner, a meta 1 can with a lens
or flat window at one end i s welded to the
header. The can also serves a protection (see

Fig. 4).
How Are They Used? Now that we know
something about the history, physics, and mechanical construction of the ED, what are its
applications other than those ound in the labi

In practical
applications,
Fig. 4.
the LED is mounted within a metal
enclosure, similar to a transistor,
for mechanical protection. A transparent window permits the light to
exit from one end of the enclosure.
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oratory? Especially, how can the experimenter
use these tiny sources of "cold light."
An important military use of the LED is
as a covert source of illumination for night
vision devices. The usefulness of the Army's
starlight scope is greatly enhanced by invisible
infrared illumination supplied by one or more
LED's. Another military use is in covert communications. The Navy, for example, has several types of infrared, line -of-sight LED voice
communicators for ship -to -ship and ship -toshore.
Recently, commercial applications of the
LED have been revealed at an unprecedented
rate. Several companies are mass producing
tiny alpha- numeric displays consisting of arrays of LED's. These displays operate at a
much lower voltage than conventional mechanical, incandescent, cathode ray, or gas discharge displays.
One manufacturer has demonstrated a complete VOM in a probe! Using several of the
new numeric displays, the futuristic unit is
similar in size to a standard scope probe. Volts

MORE INFORMATION
For more information about commercial
light emitting diodes, write to one of the follcwing manufacturers:
Electro- Nuclear Laboratories
115 Independence Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Miniature Lamp Department

General Electric Company
Nela Park
Cleveland, OH 44112
Monsanto Electronic Special Products
10131 Bubb Road
Cupertino, CA 95014
Radio Corporation of America
Electronic Components and Devices
Harrison, NJ 07029
Texas Instruments
Semiconductor-Components Division
Box 5012
Dallas, TX 75222

Fairchild Semiconductor
313 Fairchild Drive
Mountain View, CA 94040
Hewlett- Packard
1501 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304

Motorola Semiconductor Products
Box 20912
Phoenix, AZ 85036
Sharp Electronics Corporation
178 Commerce Road
Carlstadt, NJ 07072
An excellent booklet on LED's is sold by the
General Electric Company for $2.00. Called
the "Solid State Lamp Manual," it describes in
detail theory, characteristics, and applications.

and ohms are read directly from the small
light display. The Hamilton Watch Company
will market a digital watch using LED muneric displays, and Bell Telephone is hard at work
on new types of blue, green, yellow, and red
LED's for use in home telephones. Infrared
LED's are being used in several types of new
intrusion alarms. One company even markets
a complete line of LED voice communicators
and burglar alarms.
One of the most unusual applications of the
infrared LED is as a light source for small
mobility aids for the blind. Such devices may
eventually be marketed at a price comparable
to most hearing aids.
An important result of all these new uses
for LED's is a large drop in price. LED's are
available for under $2.50 each in small quantities. This price is competitive with that of
miniature, long -life indicator lamps. And of
course, the LED offers sturdier packaging, a
million -hour lifetime, and far less current consumption.
Only a year ago, the cheapest infrared LED
retailed for $18.00. At least five manufacturers now offer GaAs LED's for under $7.50.
These devices are far more efficient than
visible LED's and are therefore usable in experiments in secret communications.
To sum up then, the LED is superior to the
conventional filament lamp in the following
ways

:

-

Response time is extremely fast
most LED's operate in a fraction of a
second rise and fall times. Some LED's
can reach a speed of 100 MIL.
2. Because it is a solid -state device, an
LED has no warm -up time, is completely
free of microphonics, is just about impervious to mechanical vibration and
other environmental conditions, and is
usually of very small size and Iveight.
3. The LED light output is nearly
monochromatic-far from being a laser
but close enough to have most of its light
in a relatively narrow bandwidth. This
makes it possible to use optical filters to
reduce ambient noise.
4. The LED is a low- impedance device
with forward characteristics similar to
those of a conventional silicon diode and
it can he driven from ordinary low -voltage supplies with conventional transistor
circuitry.
Elsewhere in this issue you will find a
unique construction article for a low -cost LED
communicator. Other projects using LED's
will appear in future issues.
1.
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3

OPPORTUNITY
AWARENESS
Thoughtful Reflections On Your Future
Eighth in

The Sacred Club of Engineers
I am sick and tired of losing out on good
engineering assignments and promotions because I don't have a college degree. Six
years ago, I earned an Associate Degree
from a two -year technical college. I graduated with honors, but since I don't have a
bachelor's or master's, the job openings that
I go for seem to be snapped up by junior
engineers with 10% of my experience. Sure,
I am making a living wage, but I am also
at a dead end. How do I break into the
sacred club?

Since you have kept abreast of the field
with specialized home study courses, I must
assume that you have no aversion to further
scholastic endeavors. Have you attempted to
convince your employer to subsidize your
college education? Many employers are perfectly willing to give their people time off to
attend college classes. Some of them pay part
or all of the tuition.
It is an unfortunate situation, but at the
moment, it appears easier for employers to
screen out people who might not be able to
do the job than to test and interview people
who might do the job predicated on lesser
education, but more experience.
It's sad, but the only way around the problem at this moment is to pick up some more
"formal" credentials. Besides getting your
bachelor's degree, a fine credential is a Pro-

fessional Engineer's certificate from your
state. Many states don't require Professional
Engineers to have a college degree, since
they are given an examination-which you
should find relatively easy to pass. Also consider membership in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and other
professional societies.
In his new book, Education and Jobs: The
Great Training Robbery, Ivar Berg says that
an ever increasing percentage of workers
spend their time on jobs requiring less formal
education than they have. This may be true.
Statistics are beginning to show that the
44
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Monthly Series by David L. Heiserman

less educated, but more e perienced employees have a lower turn . er rate and a
better aptitude for the job than the over-

educated engineer.

Which School is Best?
I want to take a home -study course in electronics. However, all of be home-study
schools claim that they are t best in terms
of training, laboratory mate ials, job placement, etc. Isn't there some u to rate these
schools?

If you read between t
school advertisements, you
differences. And, it is becaus
ences that is is impossibl
"rate" one school above ano
The best electronics home
you is the one that has a to

lines in the
will see subtle
of these differ to objectively
her.
tudy school for
thing objective
that matches your career al. You should
try to make up your mind e actly what you
want to study before cont ting the home
study schools. Then, write fo literature from
the schools that advertise le sons to fit your
objective. If you have a fir goal in mind,
you can narrow down the nu ber of possible
schools that can be of any h Ip.
Note that one home study school may emphasize radio and TV repai as its primary
teaching objective. Anothe school will attempt to reach a different ind of student;
possibly one already employ d in electronics.
The course outlined for the I atter school may
not even mention television A third school
may emphasize cominunicat ons and may be
aiming at helping you get n FCC license.
If you know what you w nt to study beforehand -which is not as mpossible as it
may sound -there will be a much smaller
chance that you'll be swaye t from your con viction by flashy sales litera ure or the sometimes over -eager sales repr sentative.
As far as a school's bu ess reputation
is concerned, you can alw ys depend on a
school that has been appr ved by the National Home Study Council.
e
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ASSEMBLE AN LED COMMUNICATOR-

THE OPTICOM
PRIVATE COMMUNICATIONS VIA
AN INVISIBLE LIGHT BEAM
This optical communications system is a very
practical and useful application of the light emitting diode, the theory of operation of
which is discussed elsewhere in this issue.
The communicator operates at 9400 angstroms and has a range of over 1000' in darkness. Both the transmitter and receiver are
simple to build and use relatively easy -to -find
components.

coking for a totally private, jam-proof,
interference -free communications system
Try the " Opticom," the low-cost younger
brother of the POPULAR ELECTRONICS Laser
Communicator.
Using a light- emitting diode (see the article
on page 35) in the transmitter and phototransistor in the receiver, the Opticom Is a

voice -modulated infrared optical communicator. It operates at 9400 Angstroms and lias a
range of over 1000 feet in darkness. The range
is considerably less in daylight; but, depending on the angle of the sun and the cloud cover, it can easily reach 100 feet without the use
of special filters or light shields.
The key to the amount of range obtainable
s in the lenses used at the transmitter and
receiver. In the prototype, simple, low -cost
lenses were used. Employing a pair of binoculars or a low-cost telescope at each end would

greatly increase the operating range.

Transmitter. The circuit of the transmitter is shown in Fig. 1. During voice operation,
QI and Q2 provide amplification and impedance matching between the 20 -mV signal
from the crystal microphone and Q3. The am-

BY FORREST M. MIMS,
November, 1970
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C4
.00I 47pF

RIS

56K

TEST

transmitter consists of a two -stage audio amplifier driving
a Darlington modulator. When S1 is depressed, the audio amplifier is converted to an audio oscillator, used for making the original optical setup.
Fig. 1. The LED

PARTS LIST
TRANSMITTER

-9

-volt battery
B2-Two 1 %-roll C cells
CI.C2-- 0.047 -uF, 10-volt capacitor
C3- 4.7µF, 10 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C1- 0.0047-µF, 10 -volt capacitor
B1

DI- Light-emitting diode (GE SSL -5C)*

R1,R5- 180,000 -ohm, % -watt resistor
112-10. 000 -ohm.
R3- 30,000 -ohm,

54

-watt resistor

5' -watt resistor
111-1000-ohm. 5:i-watt resistor

R6,R

10

-3900 -ohm. % -watt resistor

117-20,000 -ohm,

5i -watt resistor
R8-200 -ohm,'= -rcatt resistor
1M- 10.000 -ohm, 1 -watt potentiometer
ll fnllury MLC 14L or similar)
1111- 10 -uhm. ?r -watt resistor
ti 12-4700 -ohm, 54 -watt resistor
EE

plifier formed by QI and Q2 is coupled to
provide a low- frequency cutoff to minimize
' O -TTz response. Darlington emitter follower
(t.1 supplies bias current to the LED from B2.
Po1enti?meter R9 provides an utunodulated
current- level adjustment for the LED and
should be set so that 1/2 volt is read across P,11.
En im Ohms law, i/2 volt across 10 ohms indicates a current level of 30 milliamperes.
This is \veil below the .100 -mA capability of
the SSL 5C LED without a beat sink.
Tone operation is provided by connecting
46

R13- 56,000 -ohm.5i-watt resistor
SI- Normally open pushbutton switch
S2 -Dpst slide or toggle switch
Q1.Q2- MPS6514 ..r HEP728 transistor
Q3- Darlington transistor (Moto-ola
MPSA 12)

Misc.- .Suitable

chassis, miniature crystal
microphone. lens. battery ho ders. battery
clips, mounting hardware, cement, wire,
solder, etc.
*Available from Miniature Lamr Department,
General Electric Co.. P.O. Bos 2422, Cleveland, OH 44112, $7.05, plus postage.
Note -The following are available from M1TS,
4809 Palo Duro N E., Albuquerque, NM
87110: etched and drilled PL board, $2..50;
PC board and all electronic items except
switches, microphone, and batteries, $12.00;
complete kit of all parts in_ladin,g lens,
chassis, switches, and nu;crophovte, $17.00;
all postpaid.

the feedback circuit comprised of B13 and C4
to the input of Q1 through Si. With SI depressed, the amplifier formed by QI and Q2
oscillates at about 500 Hz and supplies 100%
modulation to the LED.
The transmitter circuit is Lssembled on a
printed circuit board as show 1 in Fig. 2. In
installing the semiconductors, use care -particularly with the LED, whose leads should
have a heat sink attached v, hile soldering.
Make sure that the window 3f the LED is
parallel to the PC board.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Fig. 2. The PC board foil pattern is shown actual size. When installing the components,
use a heat sink on the LED (Dl) and make sure that the window is facing the component
side of the board. Make the board larger than the foil pattern to allow mounting holes.

Si

ADJUSTABLE
SPACERS

MI C

LICH
PAT f:

a BATTERIES
Assemble the transmitter on four adjustable
spacers so that the window of the LED can
be placed at the focal point of the lens.
When assembling complete chassis be sure
to mount the batteries so that they do not
obstruct light path between the LED and
the lens. Although the prototype has the
microphone on chassis, a remote mike can
be used. Even S2 can be mike -mounted push to -talk switch. Oscillator switch Si is rarely used, so can remain mounted on chassis.
MIC
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In assembling the

transmitter, arrange the board
and lens mounting so that the LED window is on
the center line of the lens. The text explains
how to adjust the board to make the lens focus at
the window of the light- emitting diode on board.

The receiver must be assembled in a manner similar to the transmitter-with the win ow of Ql at
the focal point of the lens. In both receiver and
transmitter, once the focus has bee
attained, a
drop of cement on screws will prevent slippage.

Receiver. A. schematic of the receiver circuit is shown in Fig. 3. Phototransistor QI
passes a current proportional to the light intensity at its active surface. In essence, light
replaces Q1's base lead. Since Q1 is quite light
sensitive, even a moderate level of ambient
illumination will drive it into saturation.
Transistors Q2 and Q3 provide a dynamic
load for Q1, preventing saturation or cutoff
and extending useful daylight receiving range.
The FET, Q4, matches the high impedance of
the detection circuit to the audio amplifier
formed by Q5 and Q6. The complete receiver
circuit provides a voltage gain of about 400.
A foil pattern and component layout for
the receiver printed circuit board are shown
in Fig. 4. Be very careful when installing
phototransistor QI because it has a plastic
package and the leads are fragile. The collector of this transistor is indicated by a small
arrow on the bottom. Place the transistor
through the 0.175" hole at the center of the
receiver board (domed window to the component side), be sure the leads are properly
oriented, and then solder them to the correct
points. Use a clip-on heat sink when installing
all semiconductors.

can use the arrangement describe here or you
can strike out on your own. If, or example,
you need only a 15- to- 20 -ft. rang , an optical
system is not required. All you have to do
is aim the two boards at each of ier, depress
the transmitter Test pushbutto , and align
the two units. Then release the button and
talk.
If you want a night range of up to 1000',
you must use a lens at both tra smitter and
receiver. Obtain two low-cost magnifying
lenses at least one inch in diameter and remove
the lenses from their housing or frames.
Measure the focal length of each ens by placing it in the beam of a fairly listant light
source. The sun is ideal, but an ov rhead lamp,
about 10 feet away will do. The focal length
is determined by placing the lens at a distance
from a piece of white paper so tl at the smallest recognizable image is displ yed on the
paper. Measure the distance bets een the lens
center and the paper -this is the ocal length.
The chassis to be used should be long enough
so that, with the lens mounted at one end and
the PC board carrying the LE or photo transistor at the other, the dist nee between
the two can be adjusted to the focal length
of the lens.
The chassis used must have a over so that
the interior is dark when the sys em is in use.
Drill four holes for mounting he PC board

Assembly. Once both boards have been
completed and checked for possible wiring
errors, the system is ready for packaging. You
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Fig. 3. Consisting of an audio ampli ier driven by a phototransistor circuit, the
receiver can use either two or three audio stages for day or night operation. There
is no actual base connection to Q1 as this function is performed by light from LED.

PARTS LIST
RECEIVER
B1

R8-22.000-ohm, ?:;-a-att resistor

R9- 3900.ohrn,'; -watt resistor
R10- 200- ohni.',c -matt resistor
li 11- 75.000- ohrrt, -watt resistor

-9 -colt battery

?

resistor
slide or toggle switch
Spdi .slide or toggle switch

S1 -Spst
.

2

Misc.-Suitable

chassis. lens. battery connectors, battery clips. mounting, hardware,
cement. earphone (250 ohms or more),

Ql-

solder, wire. etc.
Note -The followinig are mailable from 111TS.
4809 Palo Daro N.E.. Albuquerque, Á.11
87110: etched and drilled PC board. 52.75;
PC hoard and all electronic items except
switches, earphone and batteries, 511.00;
complete kit of all parts including lens,
chassis, switches, and earphone, $15.00; all
postpaid.

in one end of the chassis. Temporarily mount
the chassis with four screws and nuts to allow
for adjustments. Make measurements to determine the hcation of the center of the -2ightsensitive semiconductor with respect to its location on the chassis wall.
The center of the lens must be in the same
position on the opposite end. Alake the hole
for the lens about 1/4" smaller in diameter than
the lens.
The crystal microphone and two switches
for the transmitter are mounted on the same
The lens hole should be slightly smaller than the
lens. Use epoxy cement to mount the lens to inside
of the chassis to prevent accidental loosening.

November, 1970

í

RI4- 100- ohm..'i -writ l

C1,C2.(.1,C6--- 0./ -pF, 10 -tolt capacitor
(.3-0.001 -pF. 111 -roll capacitor
(..i 2.2-pF, 111 -roll electrolytic capacitor
(.7.C8 35-,uF. 10 -colt electrolytic capacitor
J1- Earphone jack and plug
11EP312 phototransistor
Q2,Q3-2/'3906 or 11EP715 transistor
Q4 -2Á'S -158 or 11EP801 FET
Q5,Q6- MPS6514 or I1EP728 transistor
R1.R12-1500 -ohm.'; -watt resistor
R2- 2.4- n,egohnr.'I -cyan resistor
R3,R4- 1.7- megoluo.'i -wait resistor
R5 -1700 -ohm, 'i -wait resistor
R6,R13- 10.000- ohm,'i -matt resistor
R7- 150,000- ohm,3;i -watt resistor
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Fig. 4. When mounting Q1 make sure the window is facing the component side of the PC

board. Connect collector to the foil that
goes to R3 and Ql, and the emitter to the
large common foil adjacent to the Ql hole.

end as the PC board on the transmitter chassis. Cut a clean hole for acoustic access to the
microphone, which is cemented to the inside
of the chassis. The battery clips are mounted
within the chassis, in a location where the batteries do not interfere with the light path
from the lens to the LED.
On the receiver chassis use similar locations for the two switches and the earphone
jack. Before mounting any components on the

DAY

OM

S2
SI

¡NIGHT
JI

BVIIII

chassis, make sure that all m unting holes
have been drilled and deburre ; and, if desired, paint the chassis. Mount se PC boards
with long screws to permit a justment of
focus. Put nuts on the screws n both sides
of the boards to permit makis the adjust ment and locking the board in lace.
When the wiring is comple e and before
mounting the lenses, test the us its by aiming
(Continue on page 98)

A DJ USTA&LE

SPACERS

Like transmitter, assemble receiver board on four adjustable spacers so that the windo N
of Ql is at the focus of the lens. Once again, make sure batteries do not obstruct ligh
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ASSEMBLE A

DIGITAL MEASUREMENTS

LAB

MAIN FRAME POWER SUPPLY AND READOUT
WITH 20 -MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER MODULE
(MORE PLUG-IN MODULES TO COME)

This article is the first in a series on the construction of an integrated, modern, digital
readout instrument having a common main
frame with power supply and readout) which is
capable of accepting a variety of individual

do not necessarily have to be connected, why
not have a "modularized" type of measuremellt system-with a highly accurate digital
readout (with a power supply) on a main
frame and measurement modules that can be

plug -in units. The use of the plug -in module
concept makes it possible to have digital test
equipment of high accuracy at a very economical cost.

plugged in !
The "Digital Measurements Lab" is such
n system; and its hallmarks are economy, accuracy and flexibil tv. In this issue of Poe t-l..n ELECTRONICS, are assembly instructions
for the main frame, which houses the readout
and power supply, and one measurement
module, a 20 -MHz Frequency Counter. In
future articles, other modules, which can be
added at little additional cost, will be described. Tease will include a Dual -Slope VoltOhmmeter
eter and a Capacitance Meter.
The Digital \ieasnr^ments Lab employs

(

PRIMAP1 PURPOSE of most elec-

THE
tronic measuring instruments is to provide
a numerical indication of the level or yZlne of

the inantity being measured. It maulers little
whether the measurement is in volts, amperes,
ohms, Hz, or elapsed time; only the accuracy
of the measurement is important. Sú ce the
readout device and the measuring. inst ruments

BY DANIEL MEYER

November, 1970
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100l1

01

2N5129

1. Except for point marked
+200, all other indicated points
Fig.

route through 15- contact connector to various circuits that make
up Measurements Lab. The +200
(volt) point goes directly to

D9

R5

10011

DIO

is an inte-

DCU board. Also, S1

gral part of all modules in Lab.

SI-S pst switch
PARTS LIST
MAIN FRAME
C1 -6000 -gF, 10 -volt

electrolytic capacitor

C2-12 -gF, 250 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C3,C4-640 -gF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C5,C6-500 -gF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
Dl -D8- 400 -PIV, 1- ampere silicon rectifier
(1N5060 or similar)
D9-D 1 1-DHD800
1\914

(General

Electric)

or

silicon rectifier

D12,D13-1N4740 zener
F1 -1- ampere fuse

Q1-2N5129 transistor

diode

(National Semiconductor or Fairchild)
Q2- MJ3055 transistor (Motorola)
R1,R6,R7 -150 -ohm, % -watt, 10% tolerance
resistor
R2- 220 -ohm, -watt, 10% tolerance resistor
R3,R5 -100 -ohm, 34-watt, 10% tolerance resistor
R4 -100 -ohm printed circuit type potentiometer

52

(see Frequency Cour ter Parts

List)

Tl -Power transformer (117 -volt primary/
280 -volt, center -tapped (at 20 mA); 30 -volt,
center-tapped (at 100 mA); and 12.6-volt,
center-tapped (at 1.5 ampere) secondaries
1- "Utilogic" 31/s -digit display and counter kit
Misc.-Main frame chassis and cowling; control knob; power supply printed circuit
board; ac line cord and strain relief; fuse
holder; 15- contact socket; solid arid stranded hookup wire; machine hardwure; spacers; solder; etc.
Note-The following items are available from
Southwest Technical Products Corp., Box
San Antonio, TX 78216: power supply circuit board No. 170 -Pb for $2.85; complete power supply kit, including board, No.
170 -C for $14.55 plus postage on 4 lb; com16297,

plete main frame kit, including caassis and
cowling, display time control, reset switch,
etc., but minus readout assembly No. 170
CP for $19.55 plus postage on 8 lb; "Utilogic" display- counter kit No. th NX -1 for
-

$49.50.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

transistor -transistor -logic (TT L) integrated
circuits and other modern design techniques
to provide maximum accuracy and reliability.
The readout system consists of decoders,

The Main Frame. The Digital Measurements Lab can be built around almost any
type of decimal counting system capable of
responding to 20 MIIz or more. For example,
you can use either of the two decoder/driver
systems that have previously appeared in
POPULAR ELECTRONICS (see "Build Numeric
Glow Tube DC[," Feb. 1970 and "Assembling
The Popular Electronics Mini DVM," Sept.

\

drivers, and ixie© neon -glow tubes to pro vide 31/2 decades and, thus, 3 -place accuracy.
The cost of the parts for the main frame is
estimated at less than $75; while the Fre,,uency (muter module is about $42.
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CIE training helped pay
for my new
Gene Frost was

"stuck"

house,"

says Eugene Frost
of Columbus, Ohio

in low -pay TV

repair work. Then two co- workers suggested he take a CIE home study
course in electronics. Today he's living
in

a

new house, owns two cars and a
and holds an important
at North American Avia-

color TV set,
technical job
tion. If you'd
he did, read

like to get ahead the way
his inspiring story here.

FYOU LIKE ELECTRONICS

-and are paring for better jobs by studying elec-

I trapped in a dull, low- paying job-

the story of Eugene Frost's success
can open your eyes to a good way to
get ahead.
Back in 1957, Gene Frost was
stalled in a low -pay TV repair job.
Before that, he'd driven a cab, repaired washers, rebuilt electric motors, and been a furnace salesman.
He'd turned to TV service work in
hopes of a better future -but soon
found he was stymied there too.
"I'd had lots of TV training," Frost
recalls today, "including numerous
factory schools and a semester of advanced TV at a college in Dayton. But
even so, I was stuck at $1.50 an hour."
Gene Frost's wife recalls those days
all too well. "We were living in a
rented double," she says, "at $25 a
month. And there were no modern
conveniences."
"We were driving a six -year -old
car," adds Mr. Frost, "but we had no
choice. No matter what I did, there
seemed to be no way to get ahead."

Learns of CIE
Then one day at the shop, Frost got
to talking with two fellow workers
who were taking CIE courses ...pre54

tronics at home in their spare time.
"They were so well satisfied," Mr.
Frost relates, "that I decided to try
the course myself."
He was not disappointed. "The
lessons," he declares, "were wonderful -well presented and easy to understand. And I liked the relationship
with my instructor. He made notes on
the work I sent in, giving me a clear
explanation of the areas where I had
problems. It was even better than taking a course in person because I had
plenty of time to read over his comments."
Studies at Night
"While taking the course from CIE,"
Mr. Frost continues, "I kept right on
with my regular job and studied at
night. After graduating, I went on
with my TV repair work while looking for an opening where I could put
my new training to use."
His opportunity wasn't long in
coming. With his CIE training, he
qualified for his 2nd Class FCC License, and soon afterward passed the
entrance examination at North American Aviation. "You can imagine how
I felt," says Mr. Frost. "My new job
paid $228 a month more!"

Currently, Mr. Frost reports, he's
an inspector of ma or electronic systems, checking the work of as many
as 18 men. "I don't lift anything
heavier than a pen :il," he says. "It's
pleasant work and work that I feel is

important."
Changes Standard of Living
Gene Frost's wife hares his enthusiasm. "CIE training has changed our
standard of living completely," she
says.
"Our new house is just one example," chimes in Mi. Frost. "We also
have a color TV and two good cars
instead of one old one. Now we can
get out and enjoy life. Last summer
we took a 5,000 mile trip through the
West in our new air -conditioned

Pontiac."
"No doubt aboLt it," Gene Frost
concludes. "My CIE electronics
course has really paid off. Every minute and every dollar I spent on it was
worth it."
Why Training is Important
Gene Frost has discovered what many
others never learn until it is too late:
that to get ahead in electronics today,
you need to know more than soldering connections, testing circuits, and
POPI,LAR ELECTRONICS

replacing components. You need to
really know the fundamentals.
Without such knowledge, you're
limited to "thinking with your hands"
...learning by taking things apart and
putting them back together. You can
never hope to be anything more than
a serviceman. And in this kind of
work, your pay will stay low because

you're competing with every home
handyman and part -time basement
tinkerer.
But for men with training in the
fundamentals of electronics, there are
no such limitations. They think with
their heads, not their hands. They're
qualified for assignments that are far
beyond the capacity of the "screwdriver and pliers" repairman.
The future for trained technicians
is bright indeed. Thousands of men
are desperately needed in virtually
every field of electronics, from 2 -way
mobile radio to computer testing and
troubleshooting. And with demands
like this, salaries have skyrocketed.
Many technicians earn $8,000, $10;
000, $12,000 or more a year.
How can you get the training you
need to cash in on this booming demand? Gene Frost found the answer
in CIE. And so can you.

Send for Free Book
Thousands who are advancing their
electronics careers started by reading
our famous book, "How To Succeed
In Electronics." It tells of the many
electronics careers open to men with
the proper training. And it tells which
courses of study best prepare you for
the work you want.
If you'd like to get ahead the
way Gene Frost did, let us send
you this 44 -page book free. With

C'

it we'll include our other helpful
book, "How To Get A Commercial FCC License." Just fill out
and mail the attached card.
If the card is missing, use the
coupon below.
ENROLL UNDER G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under
the new G.I. Bill. It you served on active duty since January 31, 1955, or
are in service now, check box on
reply card for G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

NEW

r Cleveland

COLLEGE -LEVEL CAREER
COURSE FOR MEN WITH

PRIOR EXPERIENCE
IN ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
covers

...

steady -state and
transient network

Technology
Electronic
Communications

theory, solid state
physics and circuitry

pulse techniques,

computer logic and
mathematics through
calculus. A college level course for men
already working in
Electronics.

Institute of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me without cost or obligation:
1. Your44- pa a book "How To Succeed In Electronics"
describing the job opportunities in Electronics today,
and how your courses can prepare me for them.
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."
I am especially interested in:
Broadcast
Electronics
First Class

Name

Engineering
Industrial
Electronics

FCC

License

Electronics
Engineering

(Please Print)

Address
City

L

Check here for G.I.

State
Bill information.

Zip
PE -10

CIR CLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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THEORY OF POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
The power supply used in he Digital

Fig. 3. Power supply (PS) and readout (DCU) boards
and 15- contact connector are wired together as
shown. Potentiometer R20 is display time control.

1970). However, since the "Utilogic" threeanda -half-digit display and counter assembly
was designed specifically for the Lab's main
frame, its use is recommended (see _Main
Frame Parts List)
The first step in putting together the main
frame is to assemble the readout system from
he plans provided in a previous issue or with
;he "Utilogic" kit. Next, assemble the power
supply circuit, the schematic diagram for
wlliclt is shown in Fig. 1, on its printed circuit hoard. In the event you plan to etch and
drill your own circuit board, an actual size
(gelling guide and components location and
orientation diagram are given in Fig. 2. When
assembling the power supply circuit hoard,
pay close attention to the orientations of the
diodes, transistors, and electrolytic capacitors.
I-se hare #22 hookup wire for the three
j nmpers.
Once the boards are assembled, they must
he wired to each other and to a 15- contact
connector. The connector provides a ocean;
for routing the signal and power lines to and
from the ping-in modules: The wiring procedure is greatly simplified by the fact that all
wiring holes in the circuit boards are assigned
a letter -code designation. This code is set up
so that like letters mate with each other and
with the coding on the connector as shown in
.
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3. between the boards, you can use solid
hookup wire, but between the beards and connector, it is recommended t mat you use
stranded wire.
After the wiring is completed, bolt the readout circuit board to the chassis with machine
hardware and
spacers. Then use #6 hard ware to bolt the power transformer (Ti) to
the floor of the main frame's chassis (see Fig.
4) and temporarily set the power supply
board in its appropriate location. _Measure
the secondary leads from T1 to their respective
holes in the power supply board. Add about
an inch to each measurement a id trim away
any excess lead lengths. Strip away 1/2" of
insulation from each lead, prsh the leads
through the holes in the power ,u pply board,
and solder them to the foil pattern.
Mount the RATE control and the RESET

Measurements Lab and shown schematically
in Fig. 1 is designed to provide all of the
voltages required by the circuits .hat make up
the Lab. The +200 -volt output is used for
firing the readout tubes and neon lamps in the
multi-decade readout assembly. This output
is not critical and is, therefore, unregulated.
The various transistor circuits in the Lab
are powered by the +10- and -10 -volt outp111which are voltage regulated by zener diodes
1)12 and D13. For the more crit cal demands
of the IC's. the +5 -colt outpi t is derived
from a special regulator circuit that maintains the output voltage within 5% of the 5volt level at point K. The regulator circuit
consists of series -pas transistor 22 and error
amplifier transistor Q 1. In operation. a sample
of the output voltage is applied to the base of
Ql by the wiper of voltage level control R4.
If any loading condition attempts to force the
output voltage to increase, the base voltage of
Ql will also increase slightly and cause Ql
lo draw more collector current. The increase
In ,ollector current then causes a decrease in
tip. base voltage of Q2 of sufficient magnitude
to maintain the output voltage at its original
+5 -volt level. If. on the other hand, loading
conditions attempt to decrease the output
voltage level below 5 volts at point K, the
opposite action will occur.
The positive and negative 1 -volt outputs
are obtained from the bridge rect fier assembly
up of diodes D3 -D6 and fil er capacitors
C4 -C6. The +200 -volt output is obtained from
a separate T1 secondary winding. diodes Dl
and D2. and filter capacitor C2
The +5 -volt output is obtained from a third
secondary winding, D7 and D8, and Cl. Potentiometer R4 is a voltage level control. capable
of varying the output voltage between approximately 4 and 6 volts. This control would
normally be set to provide a 5 -volt output.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

DCU
ASSEMBLY

Locations of power supply (right) and
31/2 -digit decoder/driver assembly, reset switch, and display time control
(below) are shown mounted on respective sections of main frame chassis.

DISP_AY

TIME
CONTROL

Molex connector is recommended for use in Digital Measurements
A 15- contact

Lab for positive electrical contact.

switch on the front panel of the main frame.
Then, on the rear apron, mount the fuse holder
and pass through its entry hole the ac line
cord and fasten it in place with a strain relief.
Then finish wiring the power supply primary
circuit, referring back to Fig. I. and Fig. 3
for details.
November, 1970

Solder one end of a length of hookup wire
to one of the lugs on the RESET switch; the
other end goes to hole M on the DCU board.
Cut a length of stranded hookup wire to size,
and connect and solder its ends to the same
lug on the RESET switch and contact M on
the connector. Then connect and solder a final
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Fig. 5. By connecting D to D' and B to C, basic Time Base circuit shown
can provide single 2000 -Hz range. To obtain full 20 -MHz, five -range capability, Scaler /switching arrangement would be connected to these points.
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CONNECTOR

Fig. 6. Four 7490 IC's, logic diagram for only one of
which is shown in Scaler circuit, connect to Q1 stage.

length of wire between the free lug of the
switch and chassis ground.
Locate the 15- contact connector and pass
it through tlic cutout in the center wall of the
main frame's chassis so that it is easily accessible through the plug -in compartment.. Then
neatly lace together the wiring.

Testing the Main Frame. Temporarily
connect a jumper wire between the two S1

contacts on the connector (see Fig. 3) P1112
the line cord into a convenient 117- volt,(lollz ac outlet. Ise a voltmeter to check the +10
volt, -10 -volt and +200-volt outputs from
the power supply. Your readings should be
within 10% of these values. Then connect the
meter to point K in the over supply and
chassis ground and adjust L'.1 for lui exact 5yolt reading.
Now, check the front panel of the main
.

PARTS LIST
FREQUENCY COUNTER

Time Base:
BP1,BP2-Five -way binding post (one black.
one red)
C1- 10 -pF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2,C4 0.1 -tuF, 12 -1olt disc capacitor
-pF, 15-volt electrolytic capacitor
C3
C5- -0.01 -µF. 12 -colt disc capacitor
C6-50 -pF, 15 -colt electrolytic capacitor
DI- D3 -111.914 diode
IC1,1C4- LU322B integrated circuit (Sig-

-1

netics)

IC2- LU380A integrated circuit

(Signetics)

IC3-LU321 A integrated circuit (.Signetics)
Q1 -T1S58 transistor (Texas Instruments)
Q2,Q5-MPS6566 transistor (Motorola)

Q3,Q4-2N51,39 transistor (Fairchild)

Q6- 2N4870 or 2N4871 uni junction transistor
Q7-2.N5129 transistor (Fairchild)

R1- 1- Megohm
R2 -1700 -ohm
R4,R5,R7.R 16,
R 18,R 19

-1 000 -oh m

R6,R9,R13- 220 -ohm

12- 10,000 -ohm
R10-100-ohm
R10
-100 -ohm
R11-170-ohm

R 14 -190 -ohm
R 15- 2200 -ohm

R17-4700-ohm

All resistors Mwatt, 10% tolerance

R3 -5000 -ohm linear -taper potentiometer
S1 -10- position, 4 -deck non -shorting rotary
switch with spst switch attachment for 51
in power supply

Sealer:

C1,C2 -0.1 -pF, 10 -volt disc capacitor
ICI- IC4-MC7490P integrated circuit (Motorola)
Q1-2N5129 transistor (National Semiconductor or Fairchild)
R1,R2- 1000 -ohm, 1/a -watt, 10% tolerance resistor
Misc. -Time Base and Scaler printed cire ,.it
boards: 33,000-ohm, -watt. 10% tolerance
resistor (see text) ; control knobs (2) ; L
bracket chassis; 15- contact plug to match
SOI in main frame; 4 -40 machine hardware; l" -long spacers (8) ; solid and stranded hookup wire; solder; etc.
Note -The following items are available fron,
Southwest Technical Products Corp., Box
16297, San Antonio, TX 78216: complete
Time Base kit, including circuit board, No.
TB -2, for 517.50: Complete Scaler kit. including circuit board, No. S -410 for $14.95.
both kits plus chassis and 15- contact plug,
No. FC -2 for $34.95 plus postage on 3 lb.
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Fig. 7. Actual size etching gu des for Time
Base and Scaler printed circi it boards are
shown at left and above, res ectively. Use

etching guides to check for older bridges
between closely spaced conductors after all
components are soldered to Circuit boards.
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frame: with power applied, the readout tubes
and neon lamps should glow. If so, depress
and release the RESET switch. If the main
frame is operating properly, all tubes should
immediately reset to "0 ". Then set the main
frame aside.
Frequency Counter Module. As men tioned earlier, the tient in the series of integrated plug -in construction plans is a 20 -MHz
Frequency Counter. The module, employing
TTL integrated circuits, consists of two basic
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Fig. 8. When mounting electrolytic capacitors,
diodes, IC's, and transistors on circuit boards
carefully orient them exactly as shown here.
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circuit assemblies: one is the Tiare Base and
the other is the Scaler, shown schematically
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. For minimum loading on the circuit under test, the
counter module is equipped witlt a high -impedance source -follower field effect transistor
input circuit.
The Frequency Counter mot nie lias fullscale ranges of 1000 Hz, 10 k Iz, 100 kHz,
1 MHz, and 10 11Hz with a 100 percent over range capability. This means tha it will count
pulses up to a frequency of 19.9k MHz directPOPULA
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SC

Fig. 9. Time Base and Scaler connect
to each other and main frame via rotary switch and connector assembly.

Note legend at lower left of drawing.
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ly when the module is used with the main
frame. Also, the counter has a built -in TEST
circuit to which you can switch at any time
to check the operational status of the Lab.

Assembling the Module. The use of integrated circuits in the Time Base and Scaler
subassemblies makes it necessary that the cir(Continued on page 96)

Fig. 10. Time Base and Scaler circuit boards fasten to chassis with 4-40 machine hardware and spacers. A 33,000 -ohm resistor (1/2 -watt) is used to limit
current through decimal point in readouts. Wires connect to foil sides of boards.
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TIME

7JUM2ES
GAME
IF FOUR

IS

BETTER THAN TWO, IS SIXTEEN BETTER THAN EIGHT?

In 1961, POPULAR ELECTRONICS turned
loose an avalanche and has lived through a
storm of brickbats and bouquets. At that
time, the "Sweet Sixteen" represented a hi -fi
system that many readers wanted to build
and find out first hand if the multiple- speaker
idea would work. Sometimes it did, many

times it didn't. In this article, our specialist
on speaker systems tells why.

TO THOSE

SYMPTOMS of national madness, such as the tulipmania craze in the
1600's, most knowledgeable audio enthusiasts

usually add the multiple -cheap peaker epidemie of the early 1960's. Poe JL_ R I.LECTuoNtes1'2 instigated the cons ruction of
thousands of speaker systems, el ch contain ing 16, or more, small 5" perma2 ent magnet
speakers. Although the heyday f the craze
has abated, hundreds of these systems are
still being constructed-usually for the wrong
reasons.
According to the builders of the multiple
speaker systems, the obvious advantages
could be summarized as follows:
A. The system produces noticeably
BY DAVID
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lower distortion because the amplifier
power is divided between many speakers.
B. The use of multiple speakers extends the bass range since mutual coupling permits all speaker cones to
work together in unison at the lower
frequencies.
l'. The (lips and peaks in the response of individual speakers are averaged out and the overall frequency
response of the system is very smooth.
1). The use of small cones in the
multiple speaker system insures the
generation of a good treble response.
E. The multiple small speaker system does not require a crossover network and thus eliminates phase shift
elfects.
F. There is a noticeably ''11122er"
sound due to the expanded area of the
source.
G. The multiple small speaker system can be built for a very low dollar
figure.
111 of the above qualities represent worthy
goals. The reasons supporting each goal seem
clear and logical. Yet, the manufacturers of
hi;,li fidelity speaker systems have failed to
exploit the use of multiple cheap speakers.
It is natural to ask why.A hard look at the
various concept; and the advantages claimed
for lip nc may disclose the answer.

Distortion. The sound output from a
loudspeaker is usually not a true representation of the electrical signal input. The production of harmonic and inter'inodnlation distortion are mentioned most often in considering louulspeaker system performance.

harmonic distortion, frequency doubling,
tripling, etc., can be produced in a speaker
by either a nonlinear cone suspension or a
nonuniform magnetic field surrounding the
voice coil. Most speaker cone suspensions
exert an increasing force on the cone as the
cone moves away from its rest position. By
intentional design, the suspension of a high quality speaker tends to exert the sane restoring force on the cone throughout its normal movement range. The magnet and voice
coil structure of a good speaker is usually
deep enough to always keep the voice coil
operating in a field of uniform flux density.

Cheap speakers are made for applications
where the normal power handling requirement can be measured in a fraction of a watt.
At such sound intensity levels the cone movement-and distortion -is kept within tolerable
limits. Since an array divides the power between all speakers, harmonic distortion should
not be a major problem in normal use. At the
very least, harmonic distortion will generally
be lower than if one cheap speaker were
used in the system.
However, if the speaker array is used to
generate a high level of sound intensity at
low frequencies, the cone movement can become excessive -producing distortion. In this
case, the nonlinear suspension can be relieved
of part of its distortion producing effects by
installing the speaker array in a sealed enclosure. The captive air in the enclosure acts
as a restoring force and tends to limit cone
movement. Unfortunately, the creation of
this "pressure box" treatment causes another
problem that is discussed later on in this article.

Intermodulation distortion

is

the mod-

Generalized response curve of a
cheap speaker in a sealed box has
a resonance peak at 245 Hz. Amplitude of peak would depend upon
speaker and enclosure properties.
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ulation of one audio frequency by another
audio frequency. Low frequencies can modulate high frequencies when both are being
produced by the same speaker. High quality
speaker systems reduce intermodulation distortion through the separation of bass and
treble ranges. Thus, these two-way or three way systems are also not as severely limited
in their power handling capacity through a
limitation of cone movement. Excessive cone
movement aggravates and increases inter modulation distortion.
Bass Response. The bass response of any
speaker falls off below the frequency of the
fundamental cone resonance. The frequency
of cone resonance is lowered as the compliance and mass of the cone are increased.
The simplest and most obvious method of
obtaining extended bass response has always
been to choose a speaker with a low fundamental cone resonance frequency.
The idea of using a number of speakers to
generate low audio frequencies at very high
power levels was suggested as early as 19313
Because of this suggestion, there have been
claims that mutual coupling extends the bass
response to a degree that is limited only by
the number of speakers used. However, subsequent to the publication by POPULAR
ELECTRONICS of the "Sweet Sixteen" system,
James F. Novak' presented a mathematical
analysis showing that coupling occurs at certain bands of frequencies and that these
bands are determined by the separation between individual speakers. For example,
when the center -to-center spacing between
speakers is less than Ms wavelength, the air
mass offers a reactance to the sound output.
For the usual separation -about 6" to 8 "this puts a lower limit of about 200 Hz on the
coupling range of an array of small speakers. To lower this frequency, the speakers
should be moved farther apart; but confusing the issue, to make the coupling more
effective, speakers must be close together.
Besides contending with the problem of
spacing between speakers, the builder must
also decide whether the enclosure holding the
speaker array is to have an open back or be
built as a sealed enclosure. Since mutual
coupling increases the air load, the effective mass of the speaker cones is increased
tending to lower the resonant frequency of
the array below that of a single speaker.
However, when the array of speakers is
mounted in an airtight enclosure, the fundamental resonance of the speaker system is
66
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Effect of changing listener position from L1,
on -axis with two speakers, to L2, off-axis.
Difference in sound path lengths at L2 makes
phase shift. Cancellation occurs if difference is lA wavelength (phase shift of 180`).

raised. In this trade -off, if he enclosure is
small enough to add some re toring force to
the cones and reduce distort on, it will also
have the effect of raising the rray resonance
probably far above the ori, mal frequency
of an individual speaker. heoretically, a
cheap speaker in a sealed nclosure should
have its amplitude of peak resonance vary
inversely with the damping on the speaker
(see illustration) . Cheap s eakers are notoriously poorly damped, t oth electrically
and mechanically. Of cours , the point of
resonance can be lowered by emitting the enclosure back, but the distorti n increases and
the frequency response cury of the speaker
system becomes dependent n the shape of
the open- backed box.
A large, shallow open -b . eked box proI

L

Off -axis listener to multiple speaker system
is at different path lengths from various
speakers. Differences change as he moves from

location to location. (Drawing not to scale.)
PCPJLAR ELECTRONICS

duees less peak amplitudes and more extended response than a small, deep open -backed
box. Unless distortion becomes a major problem, the back should always be removed
from the enclosure of a multiple cheap
speaker system to improve the bass response.

Synthetic Bass. Distortion, especially that
caused by driving the speakers to the limits
of their suspensions or magnetic fields, nnay
produce the illusion of more bass frequency
response. (lrilhiths' experimented with electronically induced distortion and seems to
have confirmed the existence of this illusion.
In the Griffiths experiment, clipping and
distortion, similar to that produced by overdriven cheap speakers, was purposely designed into an audio system with a 200 -IIz
lots -end cutoff. The percentage of distortion
Win; controlled by the listener until the bass
was IIi night to be "equal" to flint produced
by a loth- distortion full-range audio system.
Experimental results indicated that most listeners heard more "bass" vOlen the distortion
in the filtered system was increased to ccrt;tin
arbitrary values.
.Another kind of synthetic bass oecnrs in
speaker systems that have a prominent resonance. A resonant frequency in the upper
bass range -say about 2:i0 Hz-may make the
system sound full and bossy, although music
played tiin iigi¡ it has a distinct one -note
quality. The earliest vacuum -tube amplifier
juke boxes were noted for their generous
bass response-most of it at one frequency.
Listeners can also be deceived into hearing'
bass frequency response that isn't there in
the first place! A land line telephone system
doesn't reproduce the fundamentals of a
known voice, but the harmonic structure is
recognized by the listener and the ear and
brain supply the missing information. This
tendency to hear the missing .fundamental
notes often leads the owner of a miniature
transistor radio receiver with a 2" speaker to
col npliment the product on its "fine tone."
Some types of synthetic bass may sound
satisfactory -even impressive -at first hear ing. Put if flie listener becomes accustomed
to hearing true fundamental bass response,
he won't be happy with synthetic bass again.
Smooth Response vs Phase Shift. One
of the qualities attributed to the multiple
speaker system is that of a smoothed response
-considered to be an absolute requirement
for high- fidelity sound reproduction. However, many authorities claim that a medium-

range system with a smooth response is preferable to a wide -range system that has numerous peaks and dips in the audio response
curve end, peaks are worse than dips.
It is now well accepted that a speaker's
response curve is always smoother when the
speaker is operated at a reduced volume
levels' For example. a 10" full -range speaker
may have a high -level response curve embracing the spectrum between 40- 20,000 Hz
at =12.5 d1-1. When the input is reduced by
75%, the response curve is within ±5.0 tIR,
Presumably, operating a number of- speakers
at lots volume should flatten tlic overall response enrye. I- nforinnately, what sounds
good in theory does not produce acceptable
results in practice.
The audio enthusiast who lnas built several
multiple-sis'aker systems soon realizes that
the results are fairly unpredictable. A system
using only fonr speakers may sound pretty
good, although the builder lias a. feeling that
the sound could be improved. The number of
speakers is doubled, but the sound is still not
right. The nnmher is doubled again and the
system sounds terrible. 'flue faults are numerous, but they are difficult to identify -execpt for some obvious peaks in the midrange.
The miii -range peaks are due to mui null
coupling between speakers. The maximum
coupling and boost is at the sound frequency
corresponding to a separation of one -quarter
wave length. In a. multiple-speaker system
with carter-to- center spacing of 7" to 8", the
coupling peak is at about 500 IIz. This peak
is insidious and even if not immediately
noticeable, makes the system sound "loud"
even at low volume levels and eventually
proves quite tiring to the listener.
The problem is amplified when speakers
are mounted so that there are usury identical
canter -to- center distances and for this reason
the square pattern of mounting' multiple speakers is one of the worst possible arrange ments. This also helps explain why larger
numbers of smaller speakers sometimes sound
lunch worse than a similar system with only
four to six speakers.
In addition to the boost in the mid -range
by the multiple -speaker system, the some
arrangement produces sharply defined peak
and dips ;;t the higher frequencies. These
upper -range deviations are noticeable to the
listener who is sitting' off axis of the system.
They occur at frequencies where the sound
waves from adjacent speakers reach the listener at various phase angles (see illustrations). Researcher Joel .Julie' calculated that
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erated from multiple speake
single baffle.

.

mounted on a

The Big Sound. The feel' g of spacious -,
ness from a sound source dep nds, in part at
least, upon good dispersion. arge speakers
are notoriously directional devices at the
higher audio frequencies. t frequencies
above that at which the wa -elength of the
sound is equal to the diamete of the speaker
cone, the dispersion is poor. lais, when several speakers are mounted o a square baffle
and all of them reproduce he high audio
frequencies, the source is s . read over the
baffle, and dispersion suffers.
I

Speakers of different sizes permit unequal spacing
between speakers and staggered resonances, alleviating two of worst faults of multiple speaker systems. But problem of restricted fundamental bass
response and high- frequency dispersion remains.

for a listener 10° off axis of two speakers
separated by center -to-center distance of
only 8", the 180° phase shift occurs at 4200
Hz. As the listener moves farther off center,
the frequency of cancellation decreases and
at 30° it is down to 1650 Hz.
For the two listening positions cited above,
the listener would also receive in -phase sound
boosting at 8400 Hz and 3300 Hz, respectively. At frequencies other than those specified, the sound waves mix with varying degrees of phase shift and the result is
sound -wave phase distortion.
Since the broad results represent what
happens with only two speakers, the reader
can imagine that the phase interference situation becomes incredibly complex in a multiple- speaker situation.
Phase interference can occur in an ordinary two- speaker woofer-tweeter arrangement, but only at frequencies near the crossover point where both the woofer and tweeter
are producing the same tones. Phase shift in
crossover networks may be more of a problem than generally recognized, but it could
hardly produce the nightmare that is gen68

Cost. Since the introducti of the "Sweet
Sixteen" in the early 1960 s, the cost of
building such a system now n itigates against
its construction. Numerous manufacturers
now offer a variety of woofers with resonant
frequencies and prices far ut der comparable
models available 10 years ago Meanwhile, the
cost of plywood and other I umber has skyrocketed and when this mater al cost is added
to the price of obtaining 1 speakers, the
multiple- speaker array is n longer cheap.
To make such an investment in an essentially cheap speaker system defeats one of
the main purposes of assem ing a multiple speaker system.
It would be unfair not to mention in this
article that there are useful purposes to be
served by multiple speaker ystems. Several
good -quality woofers in a ultiple system
will handle far more power 'th much lower
distortion than a single woo er. The use of
multiple speakers in a line r diator provides
good horizontal dispersion and the omnidirectional speaker system e n frequently be
used to definite advantage.
The ordinary multiple-spe ker system has
seen its day. It was a good id +a -but, the facts
of life are catching up with it.
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fn t-li -CHANNEL STEREO

is

here.

Whether it is here to stay is questionable;
but one tiling certain is that, the less it costs
the consumer, the better are its chances of
survival.
Ideally, four- channel stereo should be reproduced using a. four- channel tape play -back
machine, a four -channel preamplifier, two
stereo amplifiers, and four loudspeakers. This
will be expensive, even if you are prepared to
swap four medium -fi channels for two hi -fi
channels. It will also mean a permanents commitment to tape, which is persistently costlier
than discs and makes your disc collection obsolete if for no other reason than that you
just won't buy anymore discs.
The high cost of four separate channels is
not likely to dismay the home equipment
manufacturers. hnt if recording studios and
broadcasters have to scrap some of their
present equipment and duplicate the rest of
it in order to switch to four channels, they
will drag their feet; and that, plus consumer
resistance, could quash guadrasonits before it
ever ets off the ground. Under the circumstances, it is hardly surprising that there is
considerable interest in the possibility of going four- channel without Lavin]- to go all the
way.

:1 number of people are working on ways
of reproducing four channels via I'Vu channels; and at the tbnc this was written there
had been demonstrations of two such systems:
one developed by Peter Scheibe]. and the Idler
promoted by David Haller of Dynaco -who
points out that he did not invent it. (The
"Haller system" and some interesting variations thereof have been in use in some European countries for at least four years.) There
will be others demonstrated in the future: and
the industry will take careful note of each
because one of them may determine the future
(or lack of it) of four- channel sound.
The problem facia, these designers is that
there is simply no way, at any "state of the

a
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rt
of making two channels carry as much
information as four channels. The thing that
others some hope of success is the tact that,
most of the time, the two channels of a stereo
pair are not fully "occupied" by program
material; and when they arc, there is usually
a substantial duplication of material in both
channels. Thus, the hope is to use the "gaps"
between unduplicated signals to carry information for the other two channels or to find
a way of preventing material from wasting

space.
Both the Scheiber and Ilafier systems are
based on the latter approach, using matrixing
to suppress duplicated material in such a way
that a. later '`comparison" between the channels from which it was removed allows it to be
reconstituted. _AIatrixing, by the way, simply
refers to a process whereby differences in the
intensity and electrical polarity of two or
inure signals are used to cancel out unwanted
material and strengthen the desired material.
In the Groove. The easiest way to yisnalirc how ooitrixiny works in the Scheiber and
I[aller systems is in terms of' stylus motion in
a disc groove. The solid arrows in Fig. l show
Une direction in whitcll the stylus tip vibrates
in a conventional two- channel recording., as
viewed from the front of the pickup. Modulations in the left and right channels are at a

--SUM

-POLARITY

(CENTER)

LEFT

RIGHT
CHANNEL

CHANNEL
DIFFERENCE

Fig. 1. Stylus motions in two- channel disc groove.
Dotted arrows are resultants of left /right axes.
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45- degree angle to the horizontal and at right
angles to each other. The right -angle relationship is important as it permits the stylus to
move along one axis without changing its position along the other axis, to provide theo-

retically perfect channel separation.
The dotted horizontal arrow in Fig. 1. represents the direction of stylus motion when both
stereo channels carry identical in -phase information (that is, both move simultaneously
at 45 degrees to left or right). The average
motion then is horizontal, at 45 degrees to each
axis, separation is only 50% and each main
channel reproduces half of the resulting signal
in-phase. This condition causes the sound to
"appear" midway between the side speakers,
directly in front of the listener. Normally, it
is a "phantom" center, since it seems to be
coming from a loudspeaker where there is no
loudspeaker, but if a third speaker is connected so as to receive the combined signals
from the left and right channels, the resulting
"matrixed" signal will appear from that
speaker twice as loud as from either side
speaker. This effectively derives a third chancel from the original two.

4
D

LEFT

FRONT

RIGHT
REAR-

Fig. 2. Hafler system derives signals from sum/
difference axes to drive front and rear speakers.

The difference information in a stereo
groove comes through as vertical modulations
( dotted vertical arrow) . If a signal is equal in
both channels but out of phase, difference
(vertical) information will be at a maximum,
the front -center adding channel will "see"
equal plus and minus polarities, and complete
cancellation of the signal will occur. The
center speaker will be dead, while the side
speakers will each reproduce half of the total
signal out of phase.
Now, suppose we add a fourth loudspeaker,
connected so as to respond only to difference
signals. Equal out -of-phase signals will then
be reproduced through that speaker, twice as
loud as through the side speakers, while the
front center speaker will remain "dead." This
is how the Hafler four-channel system works.
70

Figure 2 shows how these fou channels are
represented by groove modulati ins. Note that
the front and rear modulation are at right
angles to one another (provide g 100% potential stereo separation) but .,sjacent channels are 45 degrees apart so _ paration between these cannot be better th, n 50 %. Thus,
while it is possible for a perf ctly balanced
signal to cut one channel off e mpletely, the
other three channels will contin e to be active,
be twice as
and the center one of those IN
loud ( +3 dB) as the flanking hannels. This
is enough "separation" to prs ide a strong
impression that the sound is co ing from that
center speaker, as long as you it roughly in
the middle of a four -speaker rectangle. A
closer seat to any one of th three active
speakers will make it predomin te even when
one of the others is 3 dB loude
1

But Is It Compatible? Mr. Hafler claims
that his system is "completely e mpatible with
normal two -channel stereoph ric reproduction," which is almost but not uite true. On
a two-channel system, a point -s surce rear sig.nal would emerge out- of-plias from the side
speakers, producing the vague kind of imagout-of -phase
ing normally expected fro
speakers. This is hardly compa ibility. Mono phonic playback would be eve less satisfactory, since the mixing of the ou -of -phase rear
signals would cancel them out, eatly eliminating from the music any instru ents that were
located at the rear of the listene
There are some definite ad .ntages to the
Hafler system, not the least f which is its
extreme simplicity. The playb k dematrixing
of the four channels from to can be done
without electronic hardware. 11 it takes is
four (preferably identical) lo dspeakers connetted as shown in Fig. 3. You an in fact dispense with the front center sp ker if the side
speakers are able to produce . firm and definite "phantom center" by themselves. The fact
that the consumer will not ha to buy decoding devices may, however, ac ount for some
of the industry's current lack of enthusiasm.
Another nice thing about th Hafler system,
at 'least as far as the consumer is concerned,
is that it can be used with so e existing two channel recordings to derive a egitimate rearambience signal. The theory ere is that any
natural ambience, having bee reflected several times from the walls an ceiling of the
recording hall (upholstered seats minimize
phasing, of
floor reflections), has rand
which roughly half at any 2. ven moment is
out -of-phase energy that wili be reproduced
s

1
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HOT

LEFT

Fig. 3. Dynaco's recommended loudspeaker hook-

GND

FRONT
(CENTER)

up for Hafler fo ir- channel playback. All speakers should be identical, and the two stereo
channels should be modified to provide 6 dB of

separation (unless a separate summing amplifier
is used to drive the front center loudspeaker).
GND

RT.
AMP

OUTPUT
HOT

rear lúadspcal :er. Because of the
!tinned separation belii'oen the roar speaker
and the side speakers, some .side- channel information comes tluougit the rear speaker
along with the ambience, brit there is enough
pure ambience ill many recordings to add as
.tnpressiv-e sense of spainasness to the sound,
and to make tiiu- chnuncl reproduction sound
ii.l ln.hhudv ,.flat" by comparison.
As I)ace lIaIIei' points out, the effect could
be greatly heightened il' the recordings companies actually added extra out -of-phase ambience to their two-channel recordings, instead
.1' lependitlg 4010 random -phase picl:np 1'10111
their ))res(' n1 mike setups. His suggestion has
not been met with overt enthusiasm from the
major .American recording companies, lint
:ndlislr.\- scuttlebutt bas it that some European companies are already doing this, and
four- channel playback of some recording; a
a Haller) would scent to confirm this rumor.
have not beard of any disc manufacturer
who is making -or even contemplating -'our
channel ping -punir recordings for Haller
ldayback, :ilthungli this would be possible 'vith
the separation and compatibility limitations
mueldioned previously.
Peter Scheiber IU1 nut, to my 1:nol le.lgc,
Made any claims for the compatibility of liis
s.o
In tact it is less compatible than the
Hader proposal. The Scheiber system .Ise,:
exactly the same mat Fixing procedures as
Ibiller, but with two significant differences.
hie of these is shuii-n in Fig. 4, iilwerc it will
be noted that the stylus axes hot' the 100111
channels lie mloIw;t betty ci, the axes nse( bvihe 111111er system. It is as thuugli the whole
arrangement had been rotated 221 , degrees.
This initial phase rotation or "encoding
tan :es place ill a circuit that is a inasterp cce
ul' simplicity, involving only a handful of
resistors.
by Ilu

I

exactly the same thing in reverse, but because the axes of adjacent channels are at 45°
;)ogle' too each other, the adjacent-channel
separation is no better than from the Haller
system. Scheiber carried things a bit farther,
though, by addini to the basic decoder circuit
a pair of i-ariable -gain control amplifiers and
sensing circuits. Now, .whet a signal is suppose)) tu appear in one channel only, the device senses the very large separation betNveen
That channel and the opposite one and atttonuitically .shuts off flue two adjacent channels
where crosstalk is appearing. At the same
time, the levels of both the "speaking" channel
and its opposite iwliich has unlimited separation) are increased tu overcome the 3 -dB denmtixiir. loss. The control action is almost
instantaneous so it can operate selectively
within the structural details of a complex signal, "picking out" each cycle and routing it to
the proper speaker.
<.

I

c

l

Something Extra. The denuitrixint decoder for the Scliciber system playback rues

22- I/2°¡
45°

FRONT

FRONT

LEFT

RIGHT
REAR

REAR

LEFT

RIGHT

Fie. 4. Scheiber system produces modulation axes
221/2° rotated from those used in Hafler's system.

I alike the huller .sstem, the Scheiber ran
reprudare lour -channel pill, -poug effects, and
this is in fact its strong point Al the demon siraltion I attended, i was not able to tell any
difference whatsnei-er between a 1'0111- ehatuu'l
tape of ping -pang- tunes -two material and the
Scheiber playback, lout I wasn't SO sure ahnnt
hew it behaved with aunr complicated pro gram material. Perhaps complex signals such
(('u11(ilnnv]
imfte 100
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Look! You get 25 kits...

more than ever before at no extra
cost...for your practical "hands on" learning of electronics send
TV with RCA Institutes Home
Training! Send postcard today!
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Now, RCA supplies 25 kits in its home study career program -at no extra
cost! Be sure to compare this with

other home -study electronics programs. And note, you never have to

take apart one kit to build another
piece of equipment because there are
literally thousands of parts making up
the kits. Information on them is included in the catalogue which you'll
get when you mail in the reply postcard or the coupon.
Absolutely practical, your k is are
used to build such permanent, professional and useful equipment as an

signal generator, a
multimeter, and a fully transistorized
breadboard superheterodyne AM re-

oscilloscope,

a

ceive. They will give you years

of

valuaole service.
In addition, an easy way to learn -the
career prcgrams are all based on the

easy, step -by -step AUTOTEXT

method. AUTOTEXT is unique and exclusive with RCA Institutes. Math and
circuitry problems simply melt away!
So check the wide range a electronics and TV career programs.
Eleven Career Programs: Television
Servicing (including color 1V and
November, 1970

FCC License Preparation
Automatic
Automation Electronics

CATV)

Controls

Industrial Electronics

Nuclear Instrumentation Electronics
Drafting ircluding these four all -new:
Digital
Semiconductor Electronics
Electronics Solid State Technology
Communications Electronics.
Also check the new Computer Programming course- trains you to work
on today's largest data processing
systems including IBM1360 and RCA
Spectra 70, the Third Generation Corn puters.
You get tuition plans as flexible as you
wish: pay -as- you -order or pay- by -the-

month...you choose! No interest
chages! No other electronics home
study school offers both these
choices.
Classroom training also available
day and evening coeducational
classes start four times a year. No
previous training required -you can
take preparatory courses if you
haven't completed high school.
Placement service, too -with RCA
Institutes classroom training, you get
the full benefits of the RCA Job Placement Service. RCA Institutes grad-

uates are now with companies that
include Bell Telephone, GE, Honeywell, IBM, RCA, Westinghouse. Xerox,
and major radio /TV networks. This
placement service is also available to
Home Study Graduates.
Veterans: enroll now -all courses are
approved under the GI bill

Accredited Member National Home
Study Council.
If reply postcard has been removed. mad this coupe

RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
Home Study Dept. 604-011.0
320 West 31 Street. New York, N.V. 10001

Please send
catalog.

me

free

illustrated

career

Age

-

Name

(please print)

Address

city
State
For GI information, check here

Zip
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roll THE PRODUCT GALLERY
Third in a Monthly Series by "The Reviewer"

A GENERAL RULE I would prefer not
to discuss a couple of allied products in
the same column, but the summer months
provided the opportunity to take a close look
at CB (Citizens Radio Service). As a result,
I am devoting much of this column to a CB
antenna that has been around for several
years and a 5 -watt input mobile CB transAS

ceiver that apparently typlifies current
trends in circuit design and performance.

The Avanti "Astro- Plane." There is no
textbook explanation or analysis of the unusual physical configuration of the AstroPlane. It is a CB antenna totally unlike
every other base station antenna. To a minor
extent the Astro -Plane might be thought of
as an inverted colinear with vastly shortened radials and a trombone matching section. But even this supposition is not entirely
correct, although maximum signal radiation
appears to come from the 4' "clear" section
beneath the capacity -hat or top -loading
radials.
Power to the Astro -Plane is introduced
to one leg, is divided at the bottom of the
antenna and passes to the other leg going
up to the "grounded" side of the coaxial line
(gamma matching ?) and is balanced in the
top -loaded section against the lower section
of the antenna. The manufacturer claims a
vertically polarized 4.4 -dB gain over an isotropic dipole and an SWR of less than

1.4:1.

Installation. The Astro -Plane is shipped
disassembled in 15 pieces sans supporting
mast. The supporting mast section should
be at least 12' long in order to provide a 4'
clearance between the bottom of the AstroPlane and all other surrounding objects
(metallic tower, other antennas, etc.) A
coaxial cable feedline must be provided by
the user and should be 52 -ohm cable. The
manufacturer recommends the use of
RG -8/U cable for runs longer than 30 -35'.
.
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The smaller diameter cabl RG-58/Umay be used for short runs.
Assembly time will vary ccording to
what provisions you have vailable for
mounting the supporting mast .ection. Bolting together the Astro -Plane self will require under one hour and should be done
in an open area where support can be provided to keep the bottom closed loop and the
top -loading radials off the gro d.
The antenna itself is light eight (31/2
lb) and is physically well- bal.nced around
the supporting mast. Althou ,h it doesn't
look it, wind loading is min al and no
bending or distortion has bee observed at
wind gusts up to 40 mi /h.
On the Air. Switching over o the AstroPlane from a colinear produce several immediate surprises. The back, round noise
level took a nose dive, long ran e (1000 -plus
miles) skip signals were stron er and close in skip (400 -500 miles) was eaker. The
decrease in background noise vel was admittedly disturbing and a the k was made
on the SWR with the followi g favorable
results
Channel Number
SWR
1
1.5:1
4
1.4:1
7
1.4:1
10
1.35:1
13
1.3:1
16
1.3:1
19
1.25:1
22
1.2:1
Candidly, the exact reason f the reduction in background noise level as not been
determined at this writing an may be due
to a variety of contributory auses. However, the skip effects appear a first view to
verify the manufacturer's clai of greater
signal concentration (lower a gle of radiation) close to the horizon. Th Astro -Plane
is strongly polarized verticali and in comparison with other CB ant nnas seems
:
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to attenuate horizontally polarized signals
on the order of 24 to 26 dB.
Mounted at the legal height for CB antennas, signals have been heard on ground
wave out to 45 to 50 miles. Sky wave signals
(both double -hop sporadic -E and F2 layer)
have been heard at distances exceeding 2000
miles. As far as can be determined, the hori-

zontal pattern of the Astro -Plane is omnidirectional and the SWR does not change
radically when operating the CB base station in a rain shower. After eight weeks of
use, I am still pleased with the results and
will report further on this antenna during
the summer of 1971 after it has been subjected to a winter in the northeastern states.

Don't forget to caulk coax cable plug when it is attached to
the Astro -Plane input connector. The liberal use of caulking prohibits moisture from corroding the silver plating on
the connector and keeps it from entering the coaxial cable.

The Avanti Astro -Plane may be thought of as inverted colinear with short radials (top, above)
and a trombone matching section below. Shortened
top -loading radials are made of pre -bent seamless
aluminum tubing. Liberal use of lock washers (see
photo at right) practically eliminates the possibility of wind or ice loading bending the radials.

(More Product Gallery overleaf)
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Product Gallery continued
The B & K Cobra 24. This CB transceiver
(5 watts input) can be operated on any one
of the assigned 23 channels. The unit is

designed for mobile operation (positive or
negative ground -up to 14 volts dc input
and a 117 -volt ac power supply is available
as an optional extra for $32.95. The receiver circuit is dual- conversion with a first
)

i -f

of 10.595 -10.635 MHz and a second i -f
of 455 kHz. A ceramic mechanical filter to

provide adequate adjacent channel rejection
is used in the first 455 -kHz i -f stage and
an integrated circuit is used in the second
stage. The first mixer is a FET, but the
r -f stage is a bi -polar transistor.
A full -time series -gate noise limiter is
included in the receiver circuit and the
squelch is adjustable see below) The receiver circuit makes use of amplified age
and bootstrap secondary age to minimize
breakup and overloading when in the immediate vicinity of a very strong signal.
The transmitter and receiver are fed from
a 14- crystal frequency synthesizer with
tolerances exceeding FCC requirements.
The modulation is hi -level with audio filtering and speech compression- called "Dyna
Boost." The output is rated at 3.5 watts
into 50 ohms. Antenna loading may be optimized by adjusting one section of the output network ( rear panel insulated screw(

.

driver adjustment 1.
A switch on the front panel disables the
transmitter and feeds the modulator audio
output to an external PA speaker. The PA
volume is adjustable using panel volume
control.

Laboratory Tests. The Cobra 24 tested
by POPULAR ELECTRONICS was equal to or
better in terms of sensitivity, selectivity
and rejection than the manufacturer's published specifications. Absolute AM sensitivity was 0.5 µV for 10 -dB (S -F N) /N and
the squelch threshold operated at the same
level. The squelch range is limited tight
and will not cut off signals exceeding 200
(

µV input.

1

Selectivity was measured at just under
kHz wide at 6 dB down and 18 kHz wide
at 60 dB down. On the test model the second i -f had ended up on 452 kHz instead
of 455 kHz which resulted in a lopsided
adjacent channel rejection equalling the
manufacturer's claimed 50 -dB rejection on
the high -frequency side and over 70 -dB rejection on the low frequency side. Rejection
of interference possibly breaking through
on the first i -f exceeded 90 dB.
The agc characteristic for a variation of
r -f input of 80 dB was about 8 dB. This is
7
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within the specifications su pplied by the
manufacturer who estimates the variation
to be ±5 dB ( ?) with an in put change of

5,Vto0.5V.
u

The measured power output ( carrier only,
unmodulated) with 13.6 volts dc input was
3.25 watts. Modulation is 100f with absence
of clipping and distortion althc ugh the builtin compression circuit limits only positive
peaks.
;

On the Air. The Cobra 24 vas air-tested
for several weeks as a mobile unit and performed better than average (i_ there can be
such a thing) CB transceiver . Base-to-mobile transmissions were reg ilarly carried
out to distances of 15 -plus m Iles using the
Avanti Astro Plane antenna (see above)
and the Antenna Specialists M -125 mobile
antenna. Modulation from th e Cobra 24 as
received at the base station Kvas crisp and
even a woman's voice appeare d to modulate
the carrier to 90- 100%. The niOise limiter in
mobile unit was effective.
Electronically, the Cobra 29 is an exam pie of the circuit refinements now seen in
many Japanese top -quality mports. Personally I would have liked to se e the addition
of delta tuning to clear up re( eption of the
CB'ers operating slightly off fi equency. The
thumb wheels on the squelcl and volume
controls are sufficiently unusua I to be a little
awkward to handle. Inside the Cobra 24 all
i

parts appear to be well -mour ted and pre
sumably the transceiver can w ithstand road
shock for a long time to come
-

Work in Progress. Quite few unusual
products are scheduled for r eview in the
next few issues. They include ti e new Heathkit solid -state color TV, an Un gar IC de -soldering kit, various pieces of t e st equipment
and several audio /stereo item In addition,
I am making up a column of snmaller product
that will include a co uple of things
that just barely stay on the right side of
the line from being fraudulenttly advertised.
have been fascinated by ludic rous products
and frequently wonder if peol Ile really buy
things that just couldn't possi bly live up to
their advertised claims. As muich as I detest
the idea of giving some people free publicity,
I nevertheless feel that it is t he purpose of
this column to bring some of t he phonies to
your attention. It'll make inte resting readL

ing.

My personal thanks to the many readers
who wrote suggestions and constructive
criticisms. Your letters were answered and

your thoughts appreciated.
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The Cobra 24 is one of the slightly deeper mobile
CB transceivers. This may present a mounting problem in same automobiles. To be on safe side, allow
a minimum of 12" (including the coax cable connec-

tor) if you don't want a transceiver that projects
too far out from under the dashboard of your car.

Meter indicating incoming signal strength and relative power output is small and uncalibrated. This
is of minor importance in mobile operation where
visibility is limited and a rough indication is all
that is required. However, as a base station, a
true, accurate S -meter might be more desirable.

Your reviewer had some mixed
feelings about the thumb wheels
on the volume and squelch controls. They are unmarked, cannot be reset and require more
than a little "getting used to."

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Astro Plane -Circle No. 86 on Reader Service Page 15.
Cobra 24- Circle No. 87 on Reader Service Page 15.
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COMMUNICATIOriS
SHORTWAVE LISTENING

WWV Time Booklet Available-The 1970 edition of "NBS Frequency and
Time Broadcast Services, Radio Stations WWV, WWVH, WWVB, and WWVL"
is now available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 for 25¢. This 16 -page booklet
contains detailed information on all the major services provided
by the National Bureau of Standards through the WWV chain of stations.
Catalog coding for this Special Publication 236 is SD Catalog No.
C13.11:236. A copy is invaluable for interpreting the propagation
forecast and geophysical alerts.
CITIZENS RADIO (CB)

German CB- Citizens Radio in the Federal German Republic is
a farce, according to a first -hand report by Dave Dunwoodie, KDM3
published in the "7 -11 Monitor," Spokane, Washington. Dave says
that there are two classes of CB license -one limited to 2 watts inpu
and a second limited to 30 watts input. Licenses are good for one
month (!) and you get no callsign, but pay a minimum of $10
depending on the number of mobile units. All outdoor antennas are
illegal and operation on channel 17 is frowned upon since it is
supposedly used by the ambulance services. Working skip is legal
and you can yak your heart (and pocketbook) away.

i

44,

TELEVISION
TV Channels Go Land Mobile -The Federal Communications Commission has
finalized a new plan to permit sharing of TV channels 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 20
with public safety (police/fire), land transportation, industrial and domestic
public radio services. Restricted to certain cities (urban areas) the plan
permits land mobile operation in the spectrum occupied by TV channels 14 and 15
in New York /northern New Jersey; 14 and 20 in Los Angeles; 15 and 16 in Detroit;
16 and 17 in San Francisco /Oakland; 14 and 16 in Boston; 17 and 18 in Washington;
14 and 18 in Pittsburgh; and 14 and 15 in Cleveland. Allocations for Chicago
and Philadelphia are to be made in a feu. months. TV viewers will now be
treated to a hash of public safety signals -as an entertainment bonus.

SHORTWAVE LISTENING

Changes at BBC? The External Service of the BBC is in for a rou
time according to a press report in the London Sunday Telegraph
( August 16) . International shortwave broadcasting costs about
$28,500,000 per year and the Foreign Office is unhappy about spendi
that much money without having a bigger say of how it is to be spen
and how the External Service is run. Should the Foreign Office
put the External Service under its Central Office of Information,
the "image" of the BBC's objective news coverage will be lost
forever. Shades of Radio Moscow!
80
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CITIZENS RADIO (CB)

And in New Zealand -The information is confusing; but, in response
to inquiries about weak phone signals yes, there is a Citizens Band
in New Zealand! The maximum power input is 1 watt and the channels
(in numerical order) are: 26,425; 26,450; 26,475; 26,500; 26,525;
26,550; and 26,575 kHz. Sample location prefixes are: AK, Auckland;
CH, Christchurch; IN, Invercargill; DN, Dunedin; and WN, Wellington.
More specific information about licensing and equipment would be
appreciated by the Editors.
:

AMATEUR RADIO

Hamfest Directory-A Directory of 1971 Hamfests is being
prepared by Art Collatz, K9JZM. Distribution will be nationwide.
Amateur radio clubs are urged to appoint a representative to notify
Art about their hamfest plans by Dec. 1, 1970. Address: Art Collatz,
K9JZM, 2127 Market St., Blue Island, IL 60406.
TELEVISION
One More Try For Phonevision -In late August, the Federal Communications
Commission granted Zenith Radio Corporation approval to proceed with its
Phonevision system. Zenith Radio and Phonevision (now a misnomer) have been
advocating a form of subscription television since 1947. The system was tested
over the air via station WHCT (TV), Hartford, Conn. from July 1962 to February
1969. Phonevision is a means of scrambling a TV picture and sound so that
it cannot be received via a non -customer's receiver. Subscribers rent a special
decoder to unscramble the signal and pay only for those programs that they
want to watch -in contrast to cable TV. Zenith radio has given options to RKO
General, Teco, Kaiser, and Field Enterprises to use the Phonevision system
in selected cities. Subscription-type Phonevision is expected to start in late 1971.

SHORTWAVE LISTENING

Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty-There is a strong
possibility that both Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty will
discontinue part of their services to eastern Europe within the next
few months. The West German government has reportedly made informal
inquiries to the United States about cessation of broadcasts until
after the 1972 Olympic Games. RFE has cut back on its New York City
staff (probably an uncorrelated action) and there are indications
that Radio Liberty may reduce its hours of operation. If true,
the excessive Soviet block jamming would cease -but heaven help
the Communist Chinese when all that surplus jamming equipment
is transferred to Siberia.
BROADCAST BAND

King David -A new pirate AM broadcasting station went on the air at 6:00 a.m.
(GMT), September 1. Calling itself "Capital Radio," this pirate is operating

several miles of} the Netherlands coastline aboard the trawler "King David."
The operating frequency is 1115 kHz with 10 -kW output power and a daily
schedule from 6 :00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Instead of the top -heavy mast used by many
pirate broadcasters -to their grief (see "Radio Hauraki," September issue)
Capital Radio uses a ring -type antenna that is claimed to radiate no sky wave!
NRC and IRCA DX'ers take note!

-

RESEARCH

It Looks Like a Boo-Boo -Broadcasters -both AM and FM-have
begun a campaign to force General Motors (Delco Radio Division)
(Continued on page 102)
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One Hundred Seventy -Fourth in

enthusiasts demanding multi-hundred -watt amplifiers,
industrial engineers needing multi -kilowatt
power controls, and communications specialists seeking higher and higher powers at
ever -increasing frequencies, it is not surprising that nearly all semiconductors manufacturers are devoting major efforts to creating
more powerful solid -state devices. But, it
may come as a mild shock that most of these
same manufacturers have smaller, but equally devoted, engineering groups assigned to
developing devices with minute power requirements.
Actually, absolute power levels are relatively unimportant in most signal -handling,
signal- processing, instrumentation, logic and
computational applications, except where
physical work must be performed. Electromechanical devices such as solenoids, loudspeakers, and motors require substantial
power, naturally, as do induction and dielectric heaters, microwave ovens, and ultrasonic cleaners and machine tools. And, of course,
relatively high powers may be required for
long- distance data transmission and communication to compensate for fairly large
line and radiation losses, but information
handling circuits do not, in themselves, require much power. After all, one of the most
effective of all information processing and
control systems, the human brain, is a relatively low -power device.
The development of effective low -power
circuits and equipment designs, then, offers
a fertile and challenging field for the serious
hobbyist wishing to push the state-of- the -art
to its lower limits. A powerless functioning
circuit, while a theoretical ideal, would be a
virtual impossibility, but circuits with power
requirements measured in the microwatt
range are not only theoretically possible, but
within practical reach.
An advanced experimenter tackling micro power projects for the first time should find
the following guidelines of value:
Use only low- leakage active and passive devices -i.e., high -quality silicon rather
than germanium transistors, and ceramic or
mica capacitors instead of electrolytics.
WITH ROCK -AND -ROLL
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Monthly Series by ou Garner

Where possible, avoid the se of power robbing bleeder networks.
Series diode chains rathe than resistive voltage dividers are prefer ed for stage
biasing.
Design for the minimu
bandwidth
compatible with application r quirements.
Employ series and/or co plementary
circuits where feasible, and Darlingtons
where high gain is needed.
Use high -value load resist s to achieve
maximum gain per stage.
If practicable, use class :, or class C
amplifier stages in preference to class A
designs.
Optimize the circuit stage by- stage.
Seek the minimum out out voltage
swing consistent with reliable operation in
the intended application -th t is, don't
"overdesign."
On the commercial level, at East two major firms are now offering micr. att IC amplifiers as off- the -shelf produc'.-Fairchild
Semiconductor 313 Fairchild P rive, Mountain view, CA 94040) and Soli on Devices,
Inc. Semiconductor Division, :808 Balboa
Ave., San Diego, CA 92123)
A monolithic operational am lifier requiring only 100 µW standby power hen operated on a ±3 volt dc supply, Fairchild's µA735
utilizes a direct -coupled, three -.tage circuit
featuring twenty -one transistor-, and sixteen
thin -film silicon- chromium resi.tors. Six of
its transistors are diode- conne .ted. The device furnishes an output volt..: e swing of
only ±1.2 volts when powere by a low voltage source, but can supp
swings of
±12 volts when a ±15 volt sower source
is used. At the higher supply voltage the
1A735's standby power is rais d to 6 mW.
The device's large -signal voltag gain ranges
from 20,000 with a low-voltaLe supply to
over 40,000 when higher sourc voltages are
used. As is typical of operational amplifiers,
its frequency response is depe dent on the
type (s) of compensation netw rk used, but
a suitable choice of external f:edback components will extend the respon- - to over 100
kHz.
Solitron's UC4250 is a ge eral- purpose
a

(

(

.

:
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operational amplifier designed for use with
power supplies of from +1 to ±18 volts.
With a ±1 volt do source and its quiescent
current adjusted to 10 MA the device has a
standby power requirement of only 20 it
The UC4250 can furnish a gain of 100,000
into a 10,000 -ohm load when operated on a
±6 volt supply, with its quiescent current adjusted to 30 1tA.
In tests at Solitron, two miniature electronic watch batteries were used to power a
square wave oscillator using the UC4250.
The circuit's load current checked out at a
mere 100 pA, thus indicating that the oscillator should be able to run continuously for
30 months on one set of batteries. Unfortunately, the actual operational battery life is
somewhat less, for these small cells have a
rated shelf life of only a little over 15 months.
The circuit's power drain is so small, then,
that its power supply batteries would fail
chemically long before they are exhau..ted
electrically. How about that for low power?
Micropower circuits are particularly useful in medical electronics, biological and geophysical telemetry, portable instrumentation, long -term monitoring, and miniature
computers. A recent development in another
field may make such circuits of even greater
value in medical appliances.
Working with selective catalysts, Drs. J. H.
Fishman and T. F. Henry at Leesona Corporation's Moos Laboratories Division (Great
Neck, N.Y. have developed experimental
fuel cells using human blood as a source of
both fuel and oxygen In practice, two electrodes are immersed directly into the blood
stream, one of which reacts with glucose and
similar organic materials, the other with
oxygen, to produce electric power. The experimental units tested to date yield approxI

:

imately 5µW for each square centimeter of
electrode area. Although this power yield
may be improved considerably as techniques
are refined, it is already sufficient to operate
circuits comparable to Solitron's UC4250.
Looking to the future, one day we may see
implantable solid -state heart pacers and similar aids which are powered by the patient's
own blood stream.
Your editors would be interested in hearing of any micropower circuits developed by
our readers. If of general interest, we may
find a place for it here.
Reader's Circuit. A practicing engineer
as well as an enthusiastic experimenter,
reader Eugene Richardson ( 310 East Mason
Ave., Alexandria, VA 22301) feels that the
programmable unijunction transistor, or
PUT, has not received the attention it deserves and, therefore, is not as widely used
by most hobbyists as are such familiar devices as transistors, SCR's, diodes and conventional unijunctions. As he points out, the
PUT is an exceptionally versatile device.
Essentially an anode -gate thyristor, the
PUT is functionally equivalent to standard
unijunction devices, but has a number of
superior features. Its stand -by and holding
currents are much lower, its on resistance
considerably lower, and its peak current rating much higher. Further, its firing threshold can be either programmed or made variable and, in addition, its inherent regenerative
action gives it a fast -acting characteristic.
As evidence of the PUT's versatility, Eugene has submitted the sweep /frequency
divider circuit illustrated in Fig. 1 for consideration and possible use by other experimenters. Capable of delivering either saw tooth or pulse waveforms, its output can be

RI

///

SAWTOOTH

OUTPUT

SYNC

INPUT

a_

T _
-

R9

b

0-

Fig. 1. Programmable unijunction transistor, Q3, is used in sweep /frequency divider circuit to deliver either sawtooth or pulse waveforms synchronized with an external signal.
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synchronized with an external signal. He
suggests that the circuit can be used as a
general purpose waveform or pulse generator or, if preferred, incorporated into other
equipment, such as an oscilloscope as a
linear sweep, or in a counter as a pulse frequency divider.
In the circuit, the PUT, Q3, is used as a
modified relaxation oscillator, with QI serving as a bias control device and emitter follower Q2 as a sync amplifier/buffer. In
operation, Q3's anode- cathode capacitor
(Cl, C2, or C3.) is slowly charged toward
source voltage through a series resistor
(RI and R2), forming the leading ramp of
a sawtooth waveform. During this period,
Q3's gate is maintained essentially at source
voltage, because Qi, (part of the gate bias
voltage- divider consisting of R4, R5 and Q1's
emitter -collector resistance), is operated
without base bias and acts as an open circuit.
Under these conditions, the PUT cannot
"fire" (i.e., switch to a conducting state)
If, at this time, a positive -going sync pulse
is applied to Ql's base, the transistor starts
conducting, dropping the PUT's gate voltage
below its anode voltage and causing it to
fire, discharging the anode-cathode capacitor through cathode resistor R3 and develop-

ing a sharp output pulse. With he capacitor
discharged, Q3's anode volta e drops and
the device switches back to a non- conducting state, permitting the cycle o repeat.
For optimum operation, t sync pulse
rate should be at a frequency omparable to
or higher than the relaxatio oscillator's
"natural" frequency, as deter fined by the
supply voltage and its anod -cathode RC
time constant (R1 -R2 and Cl, 2 or C3) In
fact, the sync pulse rate m
be several
times higher than the circuit' natural frequency, for the PUT will not fire until its
anode voltage reaches a p e- established
peak value. Since the outp
pulse rate
(across R3) can be an integr fraction of
the sync frequency, the circui may be used
as an effective frequency divid r.
In practice, 21 serves as a fr: quency range
control, selecting various ca . citor values
and thus changing the relaxati n oscillator's
RC time constant. Similarly, ariable resistor R1 acts as a "fine frequent " control. Potentiometer R7 provides an djustment of
sync amplitude.
Eugene has not specified co onent values
for his circuit, indicating that these will be
determined by the individual devices used,
by the dc supply voltage, b the desired
u

.
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Fig. 2. R -f power amplifier employing npn VHF silicon power transistors can be used
held, base station, or mobile applications. Operating frequency can be changed by va

either handng LC values.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
general purpose receiver, the
grammed to suit any interest: S
tory, Broadcast, Marine Radio, etc
150 -500 KHz plus any (23) 500 KHz I
A

MODEL

SPR -4

FEATURES:

$44900
NET

Direct Frequency Dialing All Solid State
Programmable Coverage FET Circuitry
For more details write: R. L.

DRAKE COMPANY,

pole crystal
second IF
4.8 KHz for:
and overload
and 12 VDC
SW bands

Linear dial with

filter

in
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IF

Three bandwidths:
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1

Sup

performance
Pow
Crystals supplied
Built-in speaker
I
ACCESSORIES: 100 Khz calib
transceive adapter (T-4XB), DC
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SPR-4 may

be pro Amateur, LaboraFrequency Coverage:
Inges,.500 to 30 MHz.
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or LW, BC and seven
otch Filter.
ator, noise blanker,
ower cord, loop anVL,

540 Richard St., Miamisburg, OM( 45342
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repetition rate (s) (frequency) and similar
factors. However, he has suggested that the
PUT can be GE types D13T1 or D13T2, or
Motorola types MPU131 to MPU133. The
other transistors (QI, Q2) should be low leakage, general purpose npn silicon devices.
A relatively low value (under 50 ohms)
resistor should be used for R3 to insure a
sharp output pulse and short discharge time.

The circuit is a straightforward arrangement with two cascaded npn common-emitter stages, Q1 and Q2. Broadband coupling
is used throughout to insure satisfactory
operation with FM signals. Adjustable input
(C1 -C2, L1 -L2) and output (C5 -C6, L5-L6)
networks are included to provide efficient
coupling to the driver and antenna, respectively, while a tapped coil, L3, insures a
match of interstage impedances.
Referring to Fig. 2, QI and Q2 are Fairchild type MSA8508. Capacitor Cl is a 1.5 -20
pF Arco type 402; C2, C5, and C6 are 0.4 -40
pF Arco type 403; C3 and C4 are 8 -60 pF
Arco type 405; C7 and C8 are 0.47 AF ceramic discs; C9 a 47 pF mica capacitor; and C10
and C11 are 1000 pF feedthrough types. Resistors Rl and R3 are 47 -ohm, 1 -watt, 5%
resistors; while R2 is a 330 -ohm, 1/4 -watt,
5% unit.
Both hand -wound and commercial coils
are used in the amplifier. LI, L5 and L6 each
consist of 2 turns of #18 wire, ?} " diameter;
L3 consists of 3 turns, #18, t } " diameter,
with a tap at 11/2 turns; L2 and L4 are 33 off
chokes; while L7 and L8 are small ferrite
chokes (Ferroxcube # 200- 10 -3B)
In common with most VHF projects, layout and lead dress are reasonably critical.
Good r -f wiring practice must be observed

,

Manufacturer's Circuit. Originally designed for operation in the Land Mobile Communications band, the r -f power amplifier
circuit in Fig. 2 was abstracted from a brochure published by Fairchild Semiconductor
to illustrate the use of their MSA8506 -08
series of npn VHF silicon power transistors.
Hams should find the circuit of particular
interest, for it can be used in either handheld, base station, or mobile applications. A
complete transmitter may be assembled by
adding a suitable crystal -controlled FM oscillator/buffer, an antenna, and a dc power
supply to the basic amplifier. The circuit's
center operating frequency (175 MHz may
be shifted to other bands simply by changing
its LC component values, although the transistors specified in the design are characterized for optimum performance at from 150
to 175 MHz.
1

.

If you can't come to the world's newest, largest
and most exciting electronics department
store, well mail the store to you!
Exclusive!
Knight -Kit and
Science -Fair
Kits.

New! 1911 Allied Radio Shack Catalog
460 pages- thousands of electronic values!

Exclusive!
Realistic
Lifetime

Big Choice of Audio Items

...

Factory- Direct Savings!
Allied TD -1099. 3 -Head Stereo Tape

Tubes.

i

Exclusive!
Battery -A-

Deck. Walnut -grain case.

t

Realistic STA -120.

Month
Club.

Stereo Receiver.
wi th case. $269.95

MAIL COUPON
r,

one book!

I

$179.95

WidebandAM,

FET -FM

World's finest
selection of
famous brands

-in

t l r

... or

140

Watts.

bring to Allied Radio Shack store.

ALLIED RADIO SHACK, 100 N. Western Avenue,
614
Chicago, Illinois 60680
Yes! I want your big new 1971 Catalog. I enclose $1 for mailing
and handling (refundable with my first purchase of $1 or more).

-1
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First

Middle

Last

ADDRESS
Street or Route and Box No.
r

N

oPATANov

CORP

L
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I

e

close

STATE
check

money order

ZIPEE=
cash.

WORLD'S LARGEST! OVER 800 STORES IN 4, STATES. SEE YOUR PHONE BOOK.
November, 1970
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SOLID STATE

There's Only One

(Continued from page 85)

ANTENNA
FOR YOU...

when duplicating the circuit, with signal
leads kept short and direct and common
ground points used in each stage.
According to Fairchild, the basic circuit
will deliver 5 watts r -f output when driven
by a 200 mW signal and operated on a 6 -volt
dc source. The design is not critical with respect to either drive or supply voltage, however, and, within reasonable limits, both
higher and lower drives as well as do voltages may be used without changing component values. With a 12 -volt power supply
and 400 mW drive, for example, the amplifier
should deliver over 8 watts,

NU
CB MOBILE
MODEL TLA -21L

$1495
COMPLETE

-if

If you are hard to please
you
want optimum performance
it's the HUSTLER TLA -27 -L
trunk lip mounted fiberglass
antenna -only 48" tall -ready
for easy installation: no holes to
drill, cable to trim or solder (a
Hustler exclusive). Complete,
including 17' coax cable with
connectors and priced S4 below
-yes four dollars below any
similar competitive model.
It's HUSTLER for any re-

quirement

-

118 models

-

choose from

covering

citizens -band, amateur radio
and monitoring.
RUSH CATALOG

CB

I

HAM

R.F. Preamp. We discovered the schematic illustrated in Fig. 3 in the back
of a catalog recently issued by Teledyne
Crystalonics (147 Sherman St., Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02140) Although relatively
simple, the design should have numerous
potential applications in r -f instrumentation
and communications as a general purpose
preamplifier.
Featuring a type CP651 n- channel JFET
in a grounded-gate configuration, the preamp could be duplicated easily in a single
evening by any hobbyist with average skills.
Standard components are used throughout,
with Cl and C2 small ceramic capacitors,
RI a half -watt resistor, and LI a 2 mH. r -f
choke. Inductor Ti is a 200:50 -ohm untuned
impedance matching r -f transformer. A 20volt do power supply is required, with the
unit drawing 30 mA.
Crystalonics indicates that the preamp
has a bandwidth extending from 500 kHz to
40 MHz and can furnish 10 -dB voltage gain
with a dynamic range of 140 dB. It will accept input signals of up to 3 volts p -p and
has a noise figure of only 2.5 dB. Its cross modulation characteristics are quite good.
With 1 -volt, 3 -MHz and 5 -MHz test signals,
the 3rd order product is down 44 dB, while
0.25 -volt signals reduce the 3rd order product to a low -80 dB.
.

NAME
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15800 COMMERCE PARK
ANEW TRONICSCORP. BROOK PARK, OHIO 44142k
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McGEE RADIO Co.
WORLD'S BEST SELECTIONS
AND LOWEST PRICES
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11/2
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18 INCH

WOOFERS -TWEETERS- CROSSOVERS

MANY HIGH FIDELITY KITS
McGEE'S

176

PAGE

SENT FREE ON

1971

CATALOG

REQUEST

NORELCO HI -FI SPEAKERS
McGEE HAS ADDED A FULL LINE OF NORELCO
HI -FI SPEAKERS FOR THE SYSTEM BUILDER.
McGee ships orders all over the U.S. When requesting
our catalog please give name, address and zip code.
Our 41st year in Kansas City. Catalog offers everything for Hi- Fidelity audio P.A. systems. All kinds of
microphones. Names such as Shure, Bogen, ElectroVoice, University, Altec, Ampex, G.E. Tubes and Transistors. All kinds of parts. Everything for Educational
and Industrial electronics. Write for your catalog today.

McGEE RADIO

CO.- 1901 -PE

McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 64108
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Device News. Two new MODEM IC's, the
MC1488L and MC1489L, have been announced by Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc. (P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ
85036) . Supplied in 14 -pin dual in -line ceramic packages, both devices are DTL /TTL

compatible monolithic integrated circuits
designed to provide systems interfacing between communication networks and data
terminal equipment. According to the manufacturer, these two new units are the forePOPULAR ELECTRONICS

runners of a planned line of MODEM system
circuits.
The MC1488L is a quad line driver consisting of four NAND gates: three two -input
gates and a single input gate. Its output
current is limited to 10 mA to comply with
an applicable EIA standard.

The MC1489L is a quad line receiver including four special two -input NAND gates,
with each containing three inverting stages.
One input of each gate can be used as a response control node, and feedback is provided from the second to the first stage of
each. With the response control input open,
(Continued on page 94)
n- channel JFET in grounded-gate
configuration (left) has applications in r -f
instrumentation as a general purpose preamp.

Fig. 3. An

OUTPUT

New MODEM IC's from Motorola include a quad
line driver containing fo:Jr NAND gates (below
left) and a quad line receiver which contains
two -input NAND gates. Both are DTL /TTL.
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If you're switched on

to CB, switch up to Courier

New

New
Ranger 23

Sleek and sassy, it's
the world's smallest 23 channel
CB radio. Instant warm -up, solid -state dependability, 100% modulation. All chrome cabinet
and diecast face. One year warranty.

Great performance,
great value. Features cascode front end
for greater sensitivity, nuvistor mixer for improved S/N ratio and full -time range expand.
S -RF meter. Complete with all crystals for 23
channel operation.

Traveller It

$13995

$19995

New

Classic II
A legend in its
own time, it's a

Special Offer!
17 "x22 "CB
Psychedelic Posters
In Full Color

sleek mobile rig
with equally good
base station capabilities. Built -in AC power
supply and P.A. function. 23 channels with
100% modulation. Illuminated S meter, slide
controls, ANL delta tuning. One year warranty.

$19995

Courier Communications
100 ioffman Place, Hillside, New Jersey 07205
Please send me more information on:

New
Base Station Mike BMT -1

II

Traveller

11*
Classic
Ranger 23 Plus
BTM -1 Mike
Erclose $1 each and we'll send you a 17" x 22" full
colcr psychedelic CB poster featuring the sensational
new D Classic II D Traveller II (check one or both)

Improve the performance of your
CB, AM, FM or SSB transceiver
with our base station mike with
built-in pre -amp. Only $2995

Name

Address
City
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New from Heath...ii ì time
New Heathkit ° solid -state
modular color TV
The result of over five years in research and development, these
sets represent one of today's greatest color TV values. Here's
why: a total of 45 transistors, 55 diodes, 2 silicon controlled rectifiers, 4 IC's containing another 46 transistors and 21 diodes plus
2 tubes (picture and high voltage rectifier) combine to deliver
performance and reliability unequalled by any conventional tube
set. Other features include: MOSFET VHF tuner; high -gain 3-

stage solid -state IF; emitter -follower output; automatic tine tuning; VHF power tuning; built -in degaussing plus manual
degaussing coil; automatic chroma control; adjustable noise
limiting and gated AGC; "instant- on"... sound instantly, picture
in seconds; bonded -face, etched glass picture tubes; adjustable
tone control; exclusive hi -fi outputs; and 48 -hour factory service
facility for modules. The sets are designed to be owner- serviced
.. the only sets on the market with this exclusive feature. A
built -in dot generator, volt -ohm meter, and modular snap -out
epoxy circuit boards make routine adjustments and service a
snap ... virtually eliminating service calls and offering significant
savings over the life of the set. It all adds up to the color TV buy
of a lifetime in the GR -270 and GR -370 ... ready now for Christmas giving!
Kit GR -270, 227" 20V tube, 114 lbs.
Kit GR -370, 295" 23V tube, 127 lbs.
Kit GR- 370MX, GR -370 with RCA matrix tube,
127 lbs.

Modular plug -in circuit board construction
MOSFET VHF tuner and 3 -stage IF
Pushbutton channel advance
Hi -fi sound outputs
for amplifier
Designed for owner-servicing

-

$489.95`
5559.95*
5569.95*

Exclusive modular design
4

5

6

/1

1

2
3

Exclusive check -out meter

Tilt -out convergence /seconday control panel
Gun shorting switches

4 3 -stage IF assembly

/e

y

5
6
7

8
9

10

10
11

Plug -in AGC /Sync circuit board
Plug -in 3.58 MHz oscillator circuit board
Plug -in Chroma circuit board
Plug -in Luminance circuit boa d
Service and Dots switches
Plug -in Video Output circuit b and
High voltage power supply
Plug -in Vertical Oscillator cirçuit board
Plug -in Horizontal Oscillator circuit board
Plug -in Pincushion circuit board

12
13
14
15 Conservatively -rated power supply components

14

16 Circuit breaker protection
17 Plug-in Sound circuit board
18 Master control panel
19 Hi -fi sound output
20 Plug-in wiring harnesses and ;onnectors
for faster assembly

Choice of factory -assembled cabinets
3 models in 295 sq. in.
Luxurious Mediterranean

Deluxe Early American

Contemporary Walnut

Cabinet...factory assembled of fine furniture
grade hardwoods and
finished in a flawless

bled of hardwoods & veneers and finished in

bled of

Mediterranean pecan.
Statuary bronze trim

handle. 30 -1/2," H x 47"
W x 1734" D.
Assembled GRA304.23,
78 lbs.
$129.95"

3

models in 227 sq. in.

Exciting Mediterranean
Cabinet...assembled using fine furniture techniques and finished in
stylish Mediterranean
pecan. Accented with
statuary bronze handle.

"H

27 "4,

19y,."

88

x

41z/s

"We

D.

Assembled
85 lbs.

GRA-202.20,

$114.95`

Cabinet...factory assem-

classic Salem Maple.
29''h," H x 37/4" W x
19a/4" D.
Assembled GRA -303.23,
73 lbs.
$114.95`

Contemporary Walnut
Cabinet and Base Combination. Handsome walnut finished cabinet sits
on a matching walnut
base. Cabinet dimensions 20 "h," H x 31%."
W x 184á" D. Base dimensions 73/4" Hx27/"
W x 183/4

"D.

Assembled GRA- 203 -20
Cabinet, 46 lbs. $49.95
GRS-203 -6 above cab.
w /matching base,

59 lbs.

$59.95

Cabinet...factory assem-

fire veneers &
solids with an oil- rubbed
walnut finish. 29'!,, H
x 3511¡' W x 19743" D
Assembled GRA- 301.21,
60 lbs.
874.15.

Handy Roll- Around

Out

Cabinet Combilation. Features the CIA203-20 walnut cabinet
plus a walnut -tri mned
wheeled cart with s orand

age shelf.

GRA-203 -27
Cabinet, 46 lbs. 949.15
GRA-204.20 Roll-Around
Cart, 19 lbs. ..919.15
ORS-2035 Cart & Cibinet Combo,
65 lbs.
$59.35

Assembled

-
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for Christmas giving
New Heathkit
Electronic Oven
...only $399.95*
Now, through the miracle
of microwave energy, a cooking
revolution that frees you from

conventional kitchen drudgery forever!

Imagine a baked potato in 4 minutes; baked beans in a little over 6
minutes; a five -pound roast in 45 minutes. This is the miracle of
microwave cooking. And now Heath brings you this modern miracle
for the first time in money- saving, easy -to- assemble kit form. For
busy families on the go, meal preparation is a matter of minutes.
You can cook on china, glass, or even paper dishes since only the
food becomes hot. Your cooking dish can be your serving dish.
Frozen foods can be defrosted in minutes for quick spur- of-themoment frozen meals cooked right in their own containers. And
there is not the slightest cause for concern about the safety of your
Heathkit electronic oven. Exclusive door design prevents microwave leakage from the oven cavity. And with a SAFETY INTERLOCK
SYSTEM UNIQUE IN THE INDUSTRY, not only does the oven stop
cooking if the door is opened, but the door can't be opened unless
the interlock is operating properly. A second independent door
interlock is also provided for maximum protection. And all interlock
mechanisms are tamperproof. Assembled in accordance with the

manual, the GD -29 meets all the new federal standards for safety
and radio interference. No special precautions are required when
operating. The Heathkit electronic oven is as safe as your conventional oven! Quality components are used throughout: magnetron
tube by Litton, the uncontested leader in the field; avalanche diode circuitry for longer tube life; simp ified wiring harness with
push -on quick- connectors for reliability and ease of assembly. GD29 prototypes endured grueling "life- tests" equivalent to over 60
years of continuous service...further assurance of uncompromised
reliability. Another feature is portability: the Heathkit electronic oven
operates on regular household current. Plug it in anywhere...on a
countertop, a wheeled cart, in the kitchen, on the patio, at the
cottage...anyplace a grounded 120V AC power outlet is available.
Make this a Christmas to remember by putting a Heathkit electronic
oven under the tree. It's a gift your wife will thrill to... and a present
the whole family will enjoy... meal after meal after meal.
Kit GD -29, 80 lbs.
8399.95'

New Heathkit portable
solid -state color TV
Big set performance, portable convenience

MOSFET VHF tuner & 3 -stage IF

Modular, self-service design
102 ", 14 V picture tube

What do you do for an encore after you've created the solid -state
GR -270 and GR -370 big -screen sets? Simple. Make them portable. That's virtually what's been done in the new Heathkit GR -169
solid -state portable color TV. Heath engineers took the same cool running solid -state circuitry from the large screen chassis and
packaged it in an easy -to- assemble compact chassis...with the
same nine plug -in glass epoxy circuit board modules used in the
big sets. In fact the only difference is the smaller preassembled
horizontal deflection and high voltage power supply. The same
MOSFET tuner and high gain 3 -stage IF found in the big sets offer
superlative color performance. And, as in the larger sets, complete
owner -service features are provided by inclusion of built -in dot

generator and degaussing along with an exclusive volt -ohm checkout meter. 48 -hour factory service facilities for modules are also
provided with the GR -169. Other features include: built -in antennas and connections for external antennas; instant picture and
sound; complete secondary controls available behind the hinged
door on the front panel; high resolution circuitry for sharp, crisp
pictures; adjustable noise limiting to keep external interference to
a minimum. If you're looking for big set color fidelity and performance with portable convenience... put the new Heathkit GR -169 on
your Christmas shopping list now!
Kit GR -169, 48 lbs.

November, 1970

$349.95'
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New Heath -gift ide, s... for
-

M

S..ngia2221

New Heathkit® AJ 29

AM -FM -FM stereo tuner

This is the feature -packed tuner section of the famous HeathkitAR -29
stereo receiver... now available as a stereo "separate." The pre assembled, factory- aligned FM tuner boasts 1.8 uV sensitivity for
whopping station pulling power using FET design for superior overload characteristics. Three IC's in the IF section offer superior AM
rejection, hard limiting, temperature stability, and outstanding reliability. Other features include a computer- designed 9 -pole L -C
filter for greater than 70 dB selectivity; new "blend" and "mute"
functions; and a built -in AM rod antenna that swivels for best reception.
Kit AJ -29, 19 lbs., less cabinet
$159.95'
Assembled AE -19, oiled pecan cab., 9 lbs
$19.95*

New Heathkit ® A -29
100-watt stere amplifier
Power -packed amplifier section of the I- eathkit AR -29, the AA -29
stereo "separate" marks another miles one in superior Heathkit
amplifier design. Its 70 -watts of contini ous power is more than
enough to drive even the most inefficient speaker systems. A mas sive, fully -regulated and filtered power supply, 4 conservatively
heat sinked output transistors and the b :st IM and harmonic dis tortion specifications in the industry ad up to sound fidelity you
never expected to hear outside the theat r. Modular plug -in circuit
boards make assembly easier ... snap ut in seconds for future

servicing.
Kit AA-29, 27 lbs., less cabinet
Assembled AE -19, oiled pecan cab., 9

s

I

$149.95`
$19.95'

New Heathkit® floor rinodel

speaker systems

In the new Heathkit AS -101 and AS -102 speake

systems, Heath engineers
have combined the best of both worlds of noun and beauty. The AS -101
Heath /Altec- Lansing 2 -way system features a 1 ' woofer and sectoral horn
delivering from 35 to 22,000 Hz with uncompromi ing accuracy. The AS -102
Heath /Bozak 3 -way system uses a 12" woofer,
mid -range, and two 21/2"
tweeters in an infinite baffle design to produce lean natural reproduction
from 40 to 20,000 Hz. Both systems are housed
assembled Mediterranean
pecan cabinets, 295/e" H x 273/4"W x 197/e" D.
Kit AS-101, 53 lbs.
$259.95*
Kit AS-102, 39 lbs.
$259.95*
i

AS-101

New Heath

stereo equipment
credenza
Romantic Mediterranean styling in wife -pleasing one -piece console design ... yet with plenty of room for your favorite separate
stereo components. Six -and -a -half feet of solid craftsmanship
executed in North American Hi:kory veneers anc solid oak trim,
finished in oiled pecan. Comple'ely assembled and finished, ready
for installation of Heath or other components. Speaker enclosures

90

are ducted port reflex design, pre -cut f
able shelf has room for stereo receiver

12" speakers. An adjustcartridge or cassette tape
player or separate tuner and amplifier. 3elow the shelf is room for
your turntable and record storage. Acce ;sory marching drawers on
ball bearing slides are available for turn able and tape player.
Model AE-101, 90 lbs
$189.95`
r

,
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home, shop and ham shack
New Heathkit® 1C15 MHz
frequency counter... 199.95*
A highly accurate, low cost frequency meter for anyone requ ring
accurate frequency measurements. Compare these features to

counters selling for over twice this low price: accurate countirg,
Hz to over 15 MHz; integrated circuitry; automatic trigger level for
wide range irput without adjustment; five digit readout with Hz/ kHz
ranges and overrange indicators for eight digit capability; high input impedance; storage circuitry for non -blinking, no- count -up
readout; computer -type circuitry, no divider chain adjustment temperature- compensated crystal time base oscillator; BNC input with
cable; double- sided, plated -thru circuit board with sockets; three wire, removable line cord; heavy -duty aluminum case handle /tilt
stand and die cast zinc front panel; no special instruments required
for accurate calibration.
Kit IB -101, 7 lbs.
$199.95'
1

IB -101 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Range: 1 Hz to greater than 15 .MHz.
Accuracy: -t-1 count = lime base stability. Gate Times: 1 millisecond or
second with auonna:ic reset. Input Characteristics: Sensitivity: 1 Hz to 1
1
A1Hz, less than 100 mV rms. 1 MHz to 15 MHz, less than 250 mV rms. After
30 minutes warmup. Trigger Level: Automatic. Impedance: 1 Meg ohm shunted
by less than 20 pi. Maximum Input: 200 V rms, DC -1 kHz. Derate at 48 V per
frequency decade. TIME BASE: Frequency: 1 MHz, crystal controlled. Aging
Rate: Less than 1 FPM /month after 30 days. Temperature: Less than -h2 parts
in 10r /degree C. 20 to 35 degrees C after 30 minutes warmup. ±.002°/, from
0 to 50 degrees C. GENERAL: Readout: 5 digits plus overrange. Temperature
Range: Storage; -35 to 80 degrees C. Operating; 0 to 50 degrees C. Power
Requirements: 105 -125 or 210-250 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 8 watts. Cabinet Dimensions:
84." W x 34e" H e 9" D not including handle. Net Weight: 4'h lbs.

See these and 300 other
Heath -gift suggestions at one of the
following Heathkit Electronic Centers:
Anaheim, Calif. 92805
330 E. Ball Road
Boston Area
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
165 Worcester St.
Chicago, Illinois 60645
3462 -66 W. Devon Ave.
Chicago Area
Downers Grove, III. 60515
224 Ogden Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44129
5444 Pearl Road
Dallas, Texas 75201
2715 Ross Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80212

Milwaukee, Wisc. 53216
5215 W. Fond du Lac
Minneapolis Area
Hopkins, Minn. 55343
101 Shady Oak Road
New York, N.Y. 10036
35 W. 45th Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19149
6318 Roosevelt Blvd.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235
3482 William Penn Highway
St. Louis, Mo. 63123
9296 Gravois Ave.

5940 W. 38th Ave.

San Diego Area
LaMesa, Calif. 92041
8363 Center Drive

Detroit, Michigan 48219

San Francisco Area

18645 W. 8 Mile Road
Fair Lawn, N. J. 07410
35 -07 Broadway (Rt. 4)
Houston, Texas 77027
3705 Westheimer
Los Angeles, Calif. 90007
2309 S. Flower St.

Redwood City, Calif. 94063
Middlefield Road
Seattle, Wash. 98121
2221 Third Avenue
Washington, D. C. Area
Rockville, Md. 20852
5542 Nicholson Lane
2001

New Heathkit® HW-101
SSB transceiver
The Hams at Heath have done it again ... with an uprated version
of the Heathkit HW -100, one of the most popular pieces of ham
gear on the market! The HW -101 features improved receiver circwtry resulting in better than 0.35 uV sensitivity for 10 dB S+N /N.
Image and IF rejection are better than 50 dB. Other improvements
are a new 36 -to -1 ball- bearing dial drive; new selectable SSB or
CW filters and attractive new front -panel styling.
Kit HW -101, 23 lbs
6249.95

New Heathkit

wattmeter/SWR bridge
Two switch -selected ranges allow measurement
of RF output from 10 -200 W and 100 -2000 W.

All Heathkit Electronic Centers are units of Schlumberger Products Corporation.
Heathkit Electronic Center Prices Slightly Higher.

Built -in calibrator permits 10% accuracy throughout the 80 -10 M ham bands.
Kit HM -102, 3 lbs.
$29.95`

During 1971, consult Heathkit Catalog Supplements and local
newspapers for announcements of new Heathkit Electronic Centers opening in these places:
Long Island Area
Westbury, New York
Miami, Florida

Los Angeles Area
Woodland Hills, California
Atlanta, Georgia

D

San Francisco Area

Cerrito, California
Cincinnati, Ohio
El

...

H34ATH$ZT'
Dept. I0 -I I
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
HEATH COMPANY,

a Schlumberger Company

Enclosed is $

,

plus shipping.

Please send model (s)

Prices listed are factory mail order.
Retail prices are slightly higher.

or send for your FREE
factory mail order catalog

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

D Please

send Credit Application.

Name

Address
City

State

Prices

Si

Zip

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.
specifications subject to change without notice.

CL -394R
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SOLID STATE

Jensen

NEW

(Continued front page 87)

GENERAL
PURPOSE
SPEAKER
CATALOG
The newest, largest
selection of General
Purpose, Musical
Instrument and
Special Application
speakers. Anywhere!

Send for your
Send also

FREE

copy today!

Ni -Fi Catalog

Commercial Sound Catalog
Jensen Manufacturing Division, The Muter Company
5655 West 73rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60638
Name
I

Address
City

State

Zip
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SYDMUR

The Last Word in

"CD" Ignition Systems

SAVE

MONEY
on GAS! COILS!
SPARK PLUGS!
TUNE -UPS!
heavy duty solid state "CD" ignition systems
available. Take advantage of the latest technology
get the most out of your car's engine.
Increased mileage
Greatly extended spark plug life
Fast cold weather starting
Fewer tune ups
Well built, conservatively rated components.
Every Sydmur part is pre- tested and guaranteed, The
easy to install Sydmur is fully adaptable; 6 or 12
volt systems, positive or negative ground.
Fly -away assembled
$60.00 prepaid
Fly -away kit
44.50 prepaid
Compac assembled
$34.75 plus $1.00 handling
Compac kit
24.95 plus $1.00 handling
Or Build Your Own -Free Instructions!!
Power Transformer plus detailed instructions
SPC -4 (6 and 12 volt) _
$14.95
in June 1965 Popular Electronics
As described
NEW

...

.

.

(New York State residents add sales tax)

Recommended by many of the world's leading automotive manufacturers- Send check or money order
today.

For free literature and parts list write:
SYDMUR ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES

1268 East 12th Street

I

the receiver has a typical turn -on threshold
of 1.25 volts and a turn -off of 1.00 volts.
Thus, a 250 -mV hysteresis is provided to
prevent possible oscillation from noise occurring during the rise and fall times of a
slow input waveform.
Although MODEM circuits are used primarily in data transmission systems, the
versatile characteristics of these new Motorola devices could be of real value to all
serious experimenters working with digital
projects.
A series of six new high -voltage npn transistors is being offered in plastic packages
by Fairchild Semiconductor ( 313 Fairchild
Drive, Mountain View, CA 94040). Featuring excellent beta linearity from 1.0 mA to
50 mA, these new units are registered as
types 2N5964 -65 and 2N5830 -33. The first
two are supplied in 700 mW dissipation TO105 packages, the latter four in 310 mW
TO -106 packages. All six are complements
to the 2N4888 -89 pnp types.
Both the input capacitances and the leakage currents of Fairchild's new devices are
quite low-only 4 pF maximum capacitance,
while leakages are but 10 nA for the 2N5833
and 50 nA for the others in the series. The
2N5833 and 2N5965 operate with an LW..
of 180 volts while their companion units
range in sustaining voltage from 100 to 150
volts.
The TRW Semiconductor Division (14520
Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260) has
recently announced a number of new high frequency transistors, including the 2N577376 series, the PT6738, and the PT6729. Of
these, the 2N5773 -76 series is a family of
four broadband transistors for use in the
200- to 500 -MHz range; power output levels
range from 1.5 .watts for the 2N5773 to 40
watts for the 2N5776.
A new SSB transistor furnishing 30 watts
PEP across the 1.5 -to -18 -MHz band, the
PT6738 has a power gain of 13 dB, with its
intermodulation distortion guaranteed at
-30 dB or better. Designed for operation on
a 28 -volt dc source, the unit is packaged in
a TO -59 case.
The type PT6729 is claimed to be industry's most powerful 150 -MHz communications transistor. Delivering 120 watts r -f
power output with 6 dB gain when operated
on a 28 -volt dc power supply, this new device
is packaged in a 4 -lead diamond configuration case.
That concludes our Solid State story for
November ... until next month and the Holiday Season, keep cool.
-Lou

Brooklyn, NY 11230
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M-25
$19.95

INTERFACE

Co LOR ORGAN KITS

524.95

(Continued from page 10)
serious beginner with a limited budget.
C.

JAP.OSZ

Baltimore, Md.

Congratulations on your "New Look." The
upgrading is a welcome change and seems
to signal increased confidence on your part
in your readership.

R. BUNGER

Los Angeles, Ca.

It must have been coincidence that I picked
up your "New Look" September issue and
found it so interesting. Probably very few of
your readers were aware of Olson's live orchestra /filter test and I was particularly
happy to have this historical fill -in. The
article on building small audio transformers
was a bonus. However, the greatest satisfaction was the return of Gordon Holt to print.
He and I had mutual friends in the 1950's and
I found him very honest and fair.
I would be happy to swap information on
disc recording which is a hobby of mine and
not a profession.
A. R. JOURDAN

Meriden, Cann.

Whether they liked it or not, the Editors appreciated the time that several hundred readers took to write us about the "New Look."
Some readers sorely missed the old monthly
departments, but most were willing to wait
and see what POPULAR ELECTRONICS looked !ike
in the months to come. The majority of letters
and postcards (and telephone calls) were in
favor of the changes and improvements.

Two channel, perform with brilliant ever -changing colored
light patterns, which rise & fall with the tone & intensity
of the music: used with AM -FM radio, tape decks, Stereo,
musical instruments, etc.
M -27 HEIGHT 24"
M -25 HEIGHT 24"
WIDTH 12" ALL SIDES
FOUR DIFFERENT
PRISM PLATES

WIDTH 12" ALL SIDES
TWO DIFFERENT

PRISM PLATES

TOP & BOTTOM ARE
PRISM PLATES
MAY BE PLACED ON SIDE
10 SQUARE FEET
OF SURFACE

FOR 3D EFFECT

4 SQUARE FEET
OF VIEWING

SURFACE

Usually Sold in Pairs -Send Check or Money Order to

ELECTRONIC LIGHT CO.

LAGUNA BEACH. CA. 92652
BOX 413
CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

CAN YOU QUALIFY
FOR MOREAr EOPONCIBILITY
AS A CIRCUIT DESIGNER?

If you have a degree in engineering or formal
training in electronics and work in the electronics industry, the Center for Technical Development's DIGITAL DESIGN PROGRAM (DDP -1)
can make you more valuable as a trained circuit
designer. DDP 1 is a new concept in practical
home study courses designed to give you useable know -how fast. YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO
WAIT ANOTHER DAY
.
.
WRITE FOR
FULL DETAILS NOW!
.

We 'll also send you

information on our IC Log-

ic and Power Supply courses.

Write Director, Dept. PE -11O
THE CENTER FOR TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT, INC.

Boy, sure hope they bring some more
of these on their next trip up here!
I

November, 1970

517 East Main Street

Louisville, Ohio

44641
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MEASUREMENTS LAB
(Continued from

Lafayette's
1971 Golden

Jubilee
Catalog
Your 1st Guide To
Everything in Electronics
Stereo /Hi -Fi Components
Musical Instruments and Amplifiers
Photography Equipment
Ham and CB Gear
Public Address
Systems
Tools and Test Equipment
Educational and Optical Equipment
Black and
White /Color Televisions
Police and Fire Monitor Receivers
Books and Parts
Plus Thousands of Additional Items

Lafayette Radio Electronics Dept. 35110
P. 0. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 11791

I
'

Send Me the Free Lafayette
Golden Jubilee 1971 Catalog 710

35110

Name

I

i

Address
City

I State.. ............................Zip
(Please include your zip code)
I

111
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avanti
EVERYTHING IS COMING UP ASTRO PLANES

33-35 WEST FULLERTON AVENUE.
ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101

AVANTI RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT, INC.
THE PACESETTER

CIRCLE NO.

2 ON

IN

HIGH PERFORMANCE

ANTENNAS
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cuits be assembled on printeci. circuit boards.
If you want to make your own boards, you can
do so with the aid of the etching guides given
in Fig. 7.
_Mount the components on their respective
circuit boards (see Fig. 8), paying careful
attention to the orientations of the IC's, transistors, diodes, and electrolytic capacitors.
When you finish soldering, examine the foil
sides of the boards, comparing them against
the guides in Fig. 7, to deterníne if any solder
bridges exist between the closely spaced foil
conductors. If you locate a solder bridge, reheat the connection adjacent to it and remove
the excess solder.
Now, referring to Fig. 9, wire up range
selector switch Si, and make all necessary
connections between Si, the two circuit
boards, and the 13- contact plug. (Note: Make
absolutely certain that the wiring to the plug
conforms with the wiring to the socket in the
main frame. Use stranded hookup wire to and
from the socket.) Then mount the circuit
boards, TRIGGER LEVEL contro'L, range switch,
and input binding- posts on the L bracket
chassis as shown in Fig. 10. Before tightening
he hex nut on SI (in the module) position
it so that lugs 1 and 11 point upward; titis
way the index on the control knob will conform with the dial markings. Wire the TRIGGER
LEVEL control and binding posts into the circuit. Then neatly lace together the wiring and
put the control knobs on the shafts of the two
controls.

Testing the Counter Module. Connect
the plug un the nodule to Ille socket in the
main frame and tuns on the power by rotating
the range switch to the 1000 -Hz position.
Rotate tille DISPLAY IRATE control on the nain
frame to its fully clockwise position and observe the readout display. With no input signal to the module, the readout tubes should
reset to "0" as soon as the reset pulse occurs.
Now, apply an input signal of 0.1 volt or snore
to the binding post input on the module and
again observe the readout display. After a discrete interval, determined by the setting of the
DISPLAY RATE control, the readout system
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

THEORY OF COUNTER DESIGN

In the sync circuit, the input and timing
signals are synchronized in such a manner that
the count always starts at the same point in
the input cycle to avoid any "one count" ambiguities in the reading. The "one and only
one" circuit formed by ICI, when armed with
a pulse, allows only one timing cycle to occur.
The display time setting of R20 determines
the firing rate of unijunction transistor Q6.
When Q6 fires. a sharp pulse appears across
R13. After amplification through Q7, this pulse
is applied to the S input of the R -S flip -flop in
ICI, causing the Q output to go to "high ". The
high signal is next applied to the J input of
the JK flip -flop in ICI, setting the flip -flop to
change state with the next clock pulse from
the time base network.
The first clock pulse that occurs after the
display time circuit is fired switches the JK
flip -flop. The Q output goes to high and is fed
into the K input of the same flip -flop. This
will result in the flip -flop going back to its
original state on next clock pulse. The not Q
output goes to low (0 volt) on the first clock
pulse, since it is the Q output's complement,
and resets the S -R flip -flop and sets the sync
switch of IC4 to switch with the next clock
pulse. The clocking pulse in this case is the
input signal.
Now, the following occurs: On the first
negative -going pulse that occurs in the input
signal, IC4 switches so that the Q output goes
to low and opens the gate in IC2 for signals
to pass into the counter. The negative-going
pulse that switched the flip -flop is inverted
before being applied to the gate so that it
becomes a positive -going pulse that does net
pass through the gate to the counter.
The first count occurs on the next negative
pulse of the input signal. When the "one and
only one" circuit receives the second clock
pulse from the time base, it switches back to
its standby state to await another display generator pulse. This causes the sync switch to
close on the first negative -going input pulse
that occurs after the inputs change state. The
leading edge of the pulse that opens the synchronizing circuit is applied to the inverter
through C5 to the reset buss in the counter,
resetting the counter just before the next pulse
train to be counted is applied to point A.

The 20 -MHz Frequency Counter Moduli ° is
divided into two basic sections -the Time
Base circuit shown in Fig. 5, and the Scaler
circuit in Fig. 6. The Time Base circuit mploys a high- impedance source-follower FET
input stage (QI) to minimize loading the circuit under test. The signal, fed first through
Ql, is direct -coupled to Q2 where it is amplified to a level sufficient to drive the Q3 -Q4
Schmitt trigger. The driving signal level to the
Q3 -Q4 circuit is primarily a function of the
TRIGGER LEVEL

Control R3.

The purpose of the Schmitt trigger is to
condition the signal, giving it fast rise and fall
times. This is necessary to prevent false counts
on low- frequency signals. Although the TTL
gates and flip -flops in ICI, 1C2, and IC4 will
operate at almost any frequency, the gates can
produce multiple counts if the signal passes
through the trigger point too slowly. The
Schmitt trigger, as a result of shaping the signal, eliminates the possibility of multple
counts.
Every time the input signal at the base of
Q3 fires the Schmitt trigger, the output at the
collector of Q4 changes state, producing a
series of square waves. After this, the square wave pulses are amplified by Q5 and fed to the
sync circuits.
To obtain a readout in Hertz, the signal must
be gated into the counter for a specific period
of time. This is accomplished with the time
base made up of IC3 and half of IC4. The
time base network is a divide -by -six circuit
that counts down from the 60 -Hz power frequency (applied at point R and obtained from
one side of the 12.6-volt secondary winding in
the power supply) to provide at point B a
series of pulses that occur every 0.1 second.
Diode Dl clips the negative alternations of the
6.3 -volt input, and capacitor C3 filters out any
high- frequency noise that might be present on
the ac line.
The output at point B can be directly
coupled into the sync circuit at point C to provide a single counting range of 1000 Hz. Or,
it can be coupled through the Scaler subassembly lsee Fig. 6) through SI for further divisions to provide the 10 -kHz, 100-kHz, 1 -MHz.
and 10 -MHz ranges. The signal can now be
applied to point C in the sync circuit.

FREE

1lltIn osh

Get all the newest and latest information on the
new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the
McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an
FM station directory that covers all of North

America.

CATALOG and FM DIRECTORY

SEND TODAY!

r McIntosh Laboratory

Inc.
PT-1170
Binghamton, N.Y. 13903
2

Chambers St., Dept.

NAME
f

MX

1

t4

ADDRESS

FM /FM STEREO TUNER
CITY
and STEREO PREAMPLIFIER
L
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Olson
ELECTRONICS

FREE
Catalog
Subscript

,Fill

in coupon for a FREE One Year
to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantastic Value Packed
Catalog
Unheard of LOW, LOW PRICES on
Brand Name Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools,
Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB, and other Values. Credit
plan available.

_

should display the frequency of the applied
signal. Let the instrument reset itself several
times and if the numerical in:lication remains
the same for two of the Iliree significant
figures, this range is operatir g properly.
Test. each of the remaining ranges individually as described, using an appropriate frequency signal to produce a readout display.
Then, on any of the ranges, feed in a signal
that exceeds the range capability by more than
100 percent and check to see that the over range indicator lamp glows.
Finally, set the range sw teli to the TEST
position and observe the read nit display. You
should obtain a G0 -Hz reading every time the
instrument automatically resets itself. If
everything checks out, you can start using
your frequency counter on the job.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

GIVE ZIP CODE

If you have a friend interested in electronics send
his name and address for a FREE subscription also.

OLSON ELECTRONICS
DEPT.

IK,

260

S.

FORGE

STREET,

AKRON,

OHIO

44308
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DISCOVER HIDDEN
N. TREASURE
A powerfully
sensitive instrument
detects gold, silver, coins,
relics, etc. Fully tested
transistorized
guaranteed.

-

-

Send

WITH A JETCO ELECTRONIC
METAL
DETECTOR

-

529.95

for Free Catalog

JETCO,

w

P.O. Box 132 PEM, Huntsville, Texas 77340

The knife for

hunting,
fishing'
and

all

und
Mirror
polished,
steelt blade ahoned
use.

to a
zor's edge.
Rugged. Opens with
flick of finger. Locks into
will
when in use. Press button o in
handle to tsclose. Safety finger
Balanced forAtarget throwing. IF ROKEN
WITHIN 10 YEARS WE WILL REPLACE AT
NO CHARGE! Use 30 days. Money back if not
pleased. Special 1e Sale. REG. PRICE $1.98.
Send $1.99 & receive 2 knives. Add 49c postage, handling. Remit TOTAL $2.45 for 2 knives.
NOW! Midwest Knife Co.. 9043 S. Western
Ave., Dept.
2,
Chicago, III. 60620. Est. 1936.

position.

,To

ELECTRONICS

V.T.I. training

leads to success as technicians. field engiin communications, guided missiles.
Paters, inner, automation. Basic & advanced courses. Else.
Ironic Eangineering
Technology
Electronic Technology
curricula troth available. Associateand
degree in 29 months. B.S.
obtainable.
September,
n. campus. Hi approved.
school graduate or equivalent. Catalog.
specialists

n

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL

ó
INSTITUTE

.

DEPARTMENT PE. VALPARAISO. INDIANA 46383
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OPTICOM
(Continued f rom pege 50)
the active elements at each other. Turn on the
transmitter and measure the voltage across
1111. Adjust R9 until this voltage is Y2 volt.
With both units operating, d :press the transmitter pushbutton Si and Trove the receiver
slightly until a loud tone is heard in the earphone. If no tone is heard, tef t the receiver by
aiming it at a 117 -volt 60 -HD light. If the receiver is operating properly, you should hear
a distinct 60- or 120 -Hz hunt. If you do not,
troubleshoot the receiver. Once it is working,
and you still get no signal from the transmitter, troubleshoot it.
With both units working, mount the lenses
using a commercially availab e sealant. Mount
them on the inside of the
ssis so that they
cover the holes and their centers are in line
with the light- sensitive semiconductor elements on the PC boards.

el

Optical Alignment. Hold each unit in the
beam path of a relatively distant light source.
DON'T use the sun for this step -a common
light bulb about 10 feet awry will do. Align
the chassis so that the light fa Is on the window
of the active optical element. Move the PC
board back and forth until Pie light comes to
a sharp focus on the element window. Once
this position has been located, lock the mountPOPULAR ELECTRONICS

Modifications. There are numerous modifications and variations that can be used with
the Opticom. Telescopes or binoculars at
either, or both, ends greatly increase the
range. Even low-cost plastic Fresnel lenses
may be used. Since the light collecting area of
a circular lens is proportional to the square
of the diameter, a small increase in diameter
results in a significant increase in the effective
area. For example, a lens three inches in diameter has more than twice the light collecting
area of a two -inch lens.
Since a diverging beam of light follows an
inverse square law and produces a light energy
density dependent on the square of the distance front the light source, doubling the lens
light area will, in theory, double the range
of the Opticom. Of course, operation in daylight or over paths ]raving varied thermal conditions will limit the range. Longest ranges
can be obtained on clear, cool nights, with a
telescope at each end.
The Opticom system may also be used as a
short- distance rangefinder. Mount a bicycle
reflector on the target and aim the tone -modulated transmitter at it. From a short distance
away from the transmitter, aim the receiver
at the reflector until the transmitter tone can
be heard. The transmitter, target and receiver
should form it triangle. Once the tone has been
heard, simple geometry can be used to solve
the triangle and calculate the distance.
Daylight range can be improved if the
interior of the receiver chassis is painted flat
black. Also, a long focal plane lens can be
used to narrow the field of view and reduce
background illumination. This tightens the
beam and makes more accurate alignment
necessary. Also consider the use of a black
interior tube or shield protruding from the
lens to reduce ambient light to the phototransistor.

ing screws; and, though it is not necessary,
place a spot of cement on the screws to insure
permanence. Once both units have been
aligned optically, cheek that the batteries are
firmly mounted and assemble the &tassis
covers.
Range Testing. Place the transmitter on
it along a path unimpeded by obstacles for at least several
hundred feet. With the Test pushbutton (Si)
either depressed or temporarily shorted, walk
about 10 or 15 feet away from the front of the
transmitter carrying the receiver. Turn on the
receiver and point it toward the transmitter,
varying the aim until yon hear the tone. You
will notice the extreme directionality of the
system. Tins is what makes it so private -you
must be on the beam to get the signal. In daylight, the range will not be as great, but it can
be improved by switching the receiver Day Night switch (52) to the Night, position. If
you find the tight beam too must rainit.g, you
can de- focus the receiver by moving the PC
board slightly ill toward the lens. One side
effect of doing this is a reduction in range.
Of course, if two systems have been built
for two -way communication, do not exceed the
rat e of the worst pair.
a

Ircl mount and point

Operation. t you are using a pair of communicators as a network, the transmitter at
1

one end should be aimed at the receiver of the
other end and the transmitter Test button
pushed to tone -modulate the transmitter. Both
ends should be positioned until the tone at
each end is heard loud and clear. Once the
link has been established, the pushbutton is
released and the microphone is used for speech
communication. Manipulation of the receiver
Day Night switch (S2) will affect the range
:und volume.
ADDED MOBILE POWER WHEN
YOU NEED ADDITIONAL COVERAGE
FOR CLEAR COMMUNICATIONS

--

SMALL PACKAGED MOBILE POWER

LINEAR R.F. POWER AMPLIFIER
Covers greater distances with increased transmit power.
Can be used with SONAR BR20, FM40 or any similar FCC
approved equipment with 1.15 watt output. Designed with
top performance and dependable service when you need it.
Covers 25 -50MHz
Automatic standby /transmit switching
negative ground
transistorized power supply
range
Used an amateur 28MHz for FM- AM -SSB. Small, compact,.
rugged design. Size: 2 "H x 6 "W x 8 "D. Wt. 3 lbs.( 12 VDC

-

170 WATT INPUT
Complete with remote
power switch and indicator control panel plus
mounting brackets.
FCC TYPE ACCEPTED

Parts 89, 91, 93

SONAR RADIO CORP., 73 Wortman Avenue, Bklyn, N.Y. 11207
Please send information on Model BR 2906 Linear Amplifier.
Dept. 110
Name

Address

City

..

._..._

.

_

__

State

_.

Zip
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BUILD YOUR OWN

STEREO SCENE

LAS

((-,ii tixli, (7 from page 71)

in holography, interferometry, laser optics, communication,

many others.

ME..MOIMU
Metrologic Instrument,
Inc.

as symphonic, music, with a light degree of
"sharing" between channels a d a lot of ran doni-phase content may conf se the decoder
for I had the impression that le stereo locali-'
nation of instruments beef en the front
speakers was rather less de nite from the
-

Ride into the future on a beam of coherent light! Our HeNe
gas laser kits are lab-quality, easy to put together, and use

........MI
,
,
'

143 Harding Avenue, Bellmawr, N.J. 08030
J' ar laser- makers.
The whole idea of a light that turns me on is fascinating. And I'd
-.e to get started on building my own. Please send me the things
.-e checked below.

Scheiber playback than fro
tape, and that the rear amb
definitely coming from behind
the spaciousness of the four-e
If there are indeed some we

the original
ence, although
lacked some of

annel original,
knesses in the
housing
$79.50
Scheiber system, only time n 11 tell whether
60 -203 Transceiver Kit.° Use your laser for communicathey are inherent or can be "1 orked out."
tions. Transmit -receive"
$74.25
60 -708 Laser Optics Experiment Kit.. Lenses, prisms,
As for compatibility, it i evident from
mirrors, diffraction gratings, polarizers, beam splitters, inter- 1
Fig. 4 that the modulation ax s for the rear ferometer, lao manual
$40.00 1
o
left and rear -right signals are ot far removed
60 -625 Laser Holograph Kit.° Contains all critical optics.
film, and chemicals
$34.75
from the vertical axis, whi means those
-Laser not included
o
1 signals would virtually
Information only. Complete catalog and prices.
distil pear in monophonic playback. A two -chant 1 reproduction
Please enclose check or money order for the total amount,
would place them out of ph, e at both side
1 speakers, but because each a -is is displaced
d,ess
from the vertical toward one . ide channel, its
,
sound would he reproduced to -ard one side or
the other, and the misphasin_ would not be
CIRCLE NO. 20 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
conspicuous. More serious, th, ugh, is the loss
of effective left-right separatic n, which would
MISSILE BATTERY
be rellneed to a maximum of 7' % (only 8dB).
THE ONLY LIFETIME BATTERY
The cost to the consumer o a Scheiber deSURPLUS -NI -CAD PLASTIC SINTERED -PLATE BATTERY
coder is something that seems ather indefinite
CELLS AT APPROX. 10% OF GOVERNMENT COST
Connect these 1.2 V. cells in series to make batteries
at the moment. A spokcsm n for Advent
of any voltage. (Example: 10 cells = 12 V. Batt.). or
Corporation, which is licensee to convert the
size to replace storage batteries on autos. motorcycles,
boats, radio. etc. All the good characteristics not
basic Scheiber system into "1 larketable conpossessed by lead -acid and other alkaline batteries
Sumer products," said that tit decoder could
such as: Lifetime service, lighter wgt., constant voltage. high discharge rate (approx. 10 times AH cap.).
be "very inexpensive or quite ostly," depen doperate at 100'; cap. in temp. range -65° to +165 °F.,
not harmed by storage. discharge. overcharge, or freezing on its effectiveness The intimation was
ing. May be charged thousands of times with the only
that several versions would be ade available;
maintenance of adding distilled water and keeping
clean. Select cell sizes to fit your application below.
and, as far as performance wa concerned, the
AMP DIMENSIONS INCHES WGT.
ESSE
buyer would get what he pa' for. It scenes
HR
HIGH WIDTH DEEP
TYPE
OZ.
COST
AH4
4
6
reasonable to assume that th demonstration
2
6
1.49
AH4
4
6
2
/z
6
2.95 New
was conducted with the best v sion that could
A H6S
6
4
2 -1/2
iO
8
1.79
AH6
6
4 -%
2.%
8
1.79
,
then be made and that cheape versions would
AH6R
6
4 -V2
2-%
8
2,95 New
;á
exhibit more or less the cha acteristics of a
AHIO
10
4 -3/4
2 -3/4
1- °
16
2.29
AHIO
10
4 -Ve
2 -3/4
-is
16
4.95 New
Haller playback.
AH12
12
5.%
2
--,',
18
2.79
AH34
34
9 -1/4
3 -yá
-s
52
4.95
Ill view of the similarity etween the two
AH60
II -1/4
60
5
-?ó
104
5.95
systems, it will be interesting to see how muSPECIAL CLOSE OUT!
tualh- compatible they are. rill a ScheiberMetal cased Ni -Cad cells, ideal for motor starting.
encoded recording play back n a Haller "de30AHM -30 AH, 8 -7s x 3 x -14, Wgt. 3 -1/2 lbs.
$2.00
52AHM-52AH, 9 x 3 x -5/a, Wgt. 4 -1/2 lbs.
$3.50
coder" and vice versa, witl tile apparent
Send for complete list including made -up batteries. All cells
sound sources appearing mitt -ay between the
guaranteed for satisfaction or money back. All cells not marked
new are used but serviceable. Include postage on parcel post
speakers ? Could a Seheiber e ntrol amplifier
shipments.
allow the IIafler system to roduce single ESSE RADIO COMPANY
source ping -pong effects 2 I vill have some
Dept. PE -11
of the answers at a later dat
368 S. Meridian St.
--Er

I.

Basic Laser-Building Equipment
Complete laser kit contains laser tube, power supply and
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Indianapolis, Ind. 46225
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Let your uncle send you
through school.
Thousands of young men
today are getting top -notch
training in rewarding career fields.
And they have an uncle
footing the bill.
The Army is giving these
young men à valuable
education in work ranging from
aircraft maintenance to radar
to communications because it
needs skilled soldiers.
If you're a high school
graduate who qualifies, you can
have your choice of hundreds
of job -training courses with your
selection guaranteed in writing
before you enlist.
If you're not a high school
graduate, you can earn a high
school equivalency certificate
while you're in the Army which
will qualify you for further
education at the Army's expense..
Find out more. Talk to an
Army Recruiter.
Use the coupon or write to
Army Opportunities,
Department 200A, Hampton,
Virginia 23369.
See what your uncle can do
for a nephew.
Your future, your decision.
Choose ARMY.

Date
Army Opportunities
Dept. 200, Hampton, Va. 23369
I'd like to know more about my educational
opportunities in the Army. Please send me your
free book.
Date of Birt

Name
Address
City

State

County__

lip

Phone

Education
2PE 11 -70

COMMUNICATIONS

NEW
Short Wave Listening

VERTICAL
ANTENNA
Model SWV-7
For 11,13,16,19,25,31 and 49 meter bands
Cramped quarters keeping you from installing an SWL antenna? Your problem is
solved! Model SWV -7 mounts easily on the
roof or on the ground and stands just 13

ft., 3-5/8 in. tall.
Extensive field testing confirms that this
antenna measures up to Mosley's high
standards of performance. Construction is
of the finest material to bring you years
of trouble free listening pleasure. Complete

with installation instructions.
Get the facts from your Mosley dealer, or
write factory direct, for detailed brochure.

/By

C Cec/iton,..4.

Sac

4610 N. LINDBERGH BLVD., BRIDGETON, NO

63044

ALM
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Hey!
Hams, Engineers, Hobbyists

MARK LIKE
0","1"1111

.,

__....r..e

Any surface
*
can be marked with
DATAK'S
DRY TRANSFER
titles and symbols.
The results are

(Continued from page 81)
k at its wind nically a fine -

to take a hard, second lo
shield radio antenna. Tec
wire dipole imbedded in
glass, the new antenna ap
of the advantages and d
expected from an FM dipo
directionality. Although mo

the windshield
arently has all
wbacks to be
no gain and
mists acknowledge that the imbedded ant nna curbs vandalism, both AM and F. reception are
significantly deteriorated a d broadcasters
claim that the imbedded ipole cuts the
FM reception area by by thirds! Some
motorists claim that rece tion is worse
during rain and snow sto s whenever it
becomes necessary to use t e wipers; they
say that signals bounce u and down in
strength following the
otion of the
wipers.
r

AMATEUR RADIO

'Tain't Necessarily So -Co trary to a notice in a summer ARRL Director's Let ter, the FCC has not alte ed its amateur
radio Rules and Regulatio s -nor is there
a disagreement between
airman Burch
and the FCC staff. With
little doublechecking, interested parti s would have
discovered that someone i- crying "wolf."
Obviously, the FCC could of condone the
"student takeover" or the solicitation of
funds during spring uphea als at various
universities. Nor could it grant ham licenses to fraternal organi ations for the
purposes of establishing ommunications
networks. Both actions vio ate Part 95.39
of the Rules. There is no r son to suspect
that the FCC was "clam ing down" on
voluntary communications or events such
as parades, sports car r. Hies, the Eye
Bank Network, and so fort
.

professional,
it looks like the
finest printing!
Write for your FREE

SAMPLE and CoWog.

OUT OF TUNE

listing hundred. of
letter ehnls and

symbol sets.
Order from your distri
butor or directly from

*

W From = K.64'4- letters
and numerals

... SIM

Also available =9581
professional title
set for electronic

equipment...ss.ss

85

DA1Ak

CORPORATION

Highland Ave. / Passaic, New Jersey 07055
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"An Improved Four -1 ay Flasher"
August 1970) In the dis gram on page
80 the unit specified for t ie flasher is a
Tung-Sol type 535. This i a 3- terminal,
6 -volt unit which will not work in this
circuit. Instead, use Tung- iol type 552, a
heavy -duty 12 -volt, two -to *minal flasher.
(

.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS; MARKET PLACE
COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial
products or services. $1.25 per word (including name and address).
Minimum order $12.50. Payment must accompany copy except when
ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance.
READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell.
80c per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment
must accompany copy.

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no
extra charge. All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing Date:
lst of the 2nd month preceding cover date (for example, March
issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, New York

FOR SALE

MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 100. Greatest Values
Lowest Prices. Fertik's, 5249 "D ", Philadelphia, Pa. 19120.

FREE! Giant bargain catalog on transistors, diodes, rectifiers, SCR's,
zeners, parts. Poly Paks, P.O. Box 942, Lynnfield, Mass. 09140.

MUSIC LOVERS, CONTINUOUS, UNINTERRUPTED BACKGROUND
MUSIC FROM YOUR FM RADIO, USING NEW INEXPENSIVE ADAPTOR. FREE LITERATURE. ELECTRONICS, 11500 -Z NW 7th AVE.,
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 25Ø. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.

Ideal for miniature transmitter tests. New illustrated
catalog. 250. Single and multistage kits, cones, engines, launchers,
trackers, rocket aerial cameras, technical information. Fast service.
Estes Industries, Dept. 18 -L, Penrose, Colorado 81240.
LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog Free. KNAPP,
3174 8th Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540.
EUROPEAN and Japanese bargains catalogs. $1 each. Dee, 10639E
Riverside, North Hollywood, Calif. 91602.
ROCKETS:

WE SELL CONSTRUCTION PLANS. TELEPHONE: Answering Machine,

Speakerphone, Carphone, Phonevision, Legal Connector, Auto Dialer,
Central Dial System. TELEVISION: $35.00 Color Converter, Tape Recorder, 3DTV. $25.00 Camera. DETECTIVE: Infinity Transmitter, Tail
Transmitter, Police Radar Detector. HOBBYIST: Electron Microscope,
96 Hour Tape Music System, Ultrasonic Dishwasher, Radar -Owen,
Electronic Tranquilizer. Plans $4.95 each. COURSES: Telephone
Engineering $39.50, Detective Electronics $22.50, Anti -Detective
Electronics $27.50. NEW SUPER HOBBY CATALOG AIRMAILED
$1.00. Don Britton Enterprises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,

Calif. 90048.
WEBBER LAB's. Police & Fire Converters. Catalog 25$. 72 Cottage
Street, Lynn, Mass. 01905.
INVESTIGATORS, LATEST ELECTRONICS AIDS. FREE LITERATURE.
CLIFTON, 11500 -L NW 7th AVE., MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168.

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS: "Hawk -25 watts output -$59.95; "Hornet"
-50 watts -$98.50; "Raider"-100 watts -$139.95; "Maverick 250" -250 watts -$244.95; AM /SSB. "Scorpion" 50 watt 12 volt

II"

100 watt mobile -$169.95.

20.35
D 11 Meters.) Dealer inquiries invited. D
& A Manufacturing Co., 1217 Avenue C, Scottsbluff, Nebraska 69361.
ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. Large catalog $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.
RADIO -T.V. Tubes-330 each. Send for free catalog. Cornell, 4213
University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.

"Bandit
megacycles. (Illegal Class
mobile -$99.95;

ULTRA -SENSITIVE AND POWERFUL METAL DETECTORS -join the
many who are finding buried coins, minerals, relics and artifacts.
Don't buy till you see our FREE catalog of new models. Write Jetco,
Box 132 -PE, Huntsville, Texas 77340.
LASER parts catalog 60$. Moynihan, 107 North Brighton, Atlantic

City. New Jersey 08401.
PSYCHEDELIC catalog. Posters, lighting, etc. Send 500 for handling
to Hole In The Wall, 6055PE Lankershim, North Hollywood, Calif.

91606.
THE ART OF DE- BUGGING -$5.95. TRON -X PUBLICATIONS, P.O.
BOX 38155, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038.
Listening Devices
. $2.00.
CONSTRUCTION PLANS: LASER .
$1.00.
$1.00. Tail Transmitter
two F.M. Mike Transmitters
. $2.00.
Sound Telescope . . . $2.00. Infinity Transmitter
Equipment and kits available. Howard, 20174 Ward, Detroit, Mich-

...

...

-

igan 48235.
CLEARANCE SALE rectifiers, transistors, 1000's other items. Catalog
150. General Sales Company, 254 Main, Clute. Texas 77531.

10016.

SPACE -AGE TV CAMERA KIT! Terrific for Experimenters,

-

Industry,

Education. Solid- state. Only $116.95! Starter kits: $18.95 up.
Plans 250 up. Catalog FREE. Phone: 402 -987 -3771. Write: ATV
RESEARCH, 1301 Broadway, Dakota City, Nebr. 68731.
BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS and accessories. Controls, bells, sirens,
hardware, etc. OMNI.GUARD radar intruder detection system, kit

form or assembled. Write for free catalog. Microtech Associates,
Inc., Box 10147, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733.
PRINTED CIRCUITS. Magazine projects and experimental. free
listing. Vico, Box 1590, Los Angeles, Calif. 90053.
SENCORE, B &K TEST EQUIPMENT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES. FREE
CATALOG AND PRICE SHEET. FORDHAM RADIO, 265 EAST 149TH
STREET, BRONX, N.Y. 10451.

AMATEUR SCIENTISTS, Electronics Hobbyists, Experimenters, Stuincluding drawings,
dents
. Construction Plans -all complete,
.
Radar -Build
schematics, parts lists with prices and sources
your own ultrasonic doppler radar. Detect motion of people, automobiles, even falling rain drops. Transistorized, uses 9 volt transistor
Long -Range "Sound Telescope" -This amazing
battery -$4.50.
device can enable you to hear conversations, birds and animals, other
sounds hundreds of feet away. Very directional. Transistorized. Uses
Robot Man -Moves hands and arms -$3.50
9V battery -$3.70.
Or send 250 coin (no stamps) for complete catalog. Other items
.
46 different
include Psychedelic strobes, light shows, lasers .
projects. Technical Writers Group, Box 5994, State College Station,
Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
.

.

ANTIGRAVITY,

EXPERIMENT AND THEORY; rushed -$1.00.

U.S.

Inquiries. Intertech -7A3, Box 5373, Station -F, Ottawa, Canada.
SWL'S, Ham's, CB'ers- Rotary QSL File CB -8. MB Sales, 1917
Lowell, Chicago, Illinois 60639.
CHASSIS'S NEW. Postpaid with SCHEMATIC. AM /FM 10
$5.20 each. AM 6 Transistor $2.65 each. Information
150. Union Supply; Box 32; Niles, Illinois 60648.

RADIO

TRANSISTOR

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS- Distributor prices, Free catalog. Box
2581, El Cajon, California 92021.
STROBES, color organs, the incredible Strobit. Electric Candles,
Remote Switch, Touch Switch. All in KIT and ASSEMBLED forms.
Send 250 for complete catalog. Teletronics, Box 1266, South Lake
Tahoe, California 95705.

CHEMICAL FORMULAS and preparation instructions when possible.
Send self- addressed stamped envelope and $3.50 to Chemtronics,
Box 1266, South Lake Tahoe, California 95705.
& HONG KONG DIRECTORY. Electronics, all merchandise.
trade information. $1.00 today. Ippano Kaisha Ltd., Box
8266, Spokane. Washington 99207.

JAPAN

World

PLANS- PARTS -KITS A wide range of the unusual for the experimenter,
hobbyist and amateur scientist. Many psychedelic items; STROBES,
color organs. ELECTRIC CANDLES, Touch Switches, LIGHTNING
GENERATORS. Complete line of COMPONENTS. Air Mail Catalog 500.
Teletronics, Box 1266, South Lake Tahoe, Calif. 95705.

SEMICONDUCTORS and parts catalogue free over 100 pages. J. & J.
Electronics, Box 1437, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. U.S. Trade

CITIZEN BAND Radios, SSB, AM, Swan CB, Amateur. Accessories,
Free Catalogue. Dealers send letterhead for factory prices. Call 714894 -7555, "Baggy's" Radio, 6391 Westminister Avenue, West -

directed.

minister, Calif. 92683.
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CAPACITORS 140mfd 450 WVDC Electrolytics Brand New, ten for
$9.50. Mehaffey, 6835 Sunnybrook Lane, N.E., Atlanta 30328.
RESISTANCE decade box, featuring power, precision, convenient
size. Six decades, constructed with 5 watt 1% resistors in 4x61/2
case. Modestly priced. $44.50. Request literature. Telectric Company, Box 264, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801.

TIME BASE CRYSTAL OVEN. Center temp. 75° C. Cycling .05° C.
115 VAC. 11/2" dia. x 3" tall. Octal base. Holds HC -6/U ztal. Made
by Ovenaire. Replacement for Berkley Counters. $10.00 includes
shipping. Never used. Guaranteed. Yellow Cab Radio Dept., POB
587, Kansas City, Mo. 64108.

REPAIRS- Complete Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks,
Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $1. Refundable. Frank Bocek,
TV TUNER

SCA music adapter for commercial -free FM background music. Con.
nects easily to any FM tuner. 6- transistor :ircuit uses standard com.
ponents. Plans and 3 x 41/2" etched circuí. board $4.50. Component
kits also available. Wallace Enterprise, nc., 83 -15 98th Street,

Woodhaven, N.Y. 11421.

BUILD your own electronic COMPUTER. New book explains theory,
practical details. $2.25 postpaid. Cinna non Press, Box 8453 -A,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408.
KITS $2.99. Buy two, one free. Free infcrmation.- Aline, 434 West
4th Street, West Islip, New York 11795.

CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAMS, include olive transmitter, infinity transmitter, telephone room bugs, tailing devices, debuggers, radar jammer. Send $2.00. Matusak, 5115 S. Campbell, Chicago, Illinois

60632.

Box 833, Redding, Calif. 96001.

QUALITY PRINTED CIRCUIT: Epoxy Glass! 295 drilled holes! Outlined for three 16 pin D.I.P., plus components. 2" x 81/2". Tinned
for solderability. Send $3.00. DIVERSIFIED ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES, 1529 Buffalo Road, Rochester, New York 14624.

ELECTRONIC CD Ignitions, RPM Limiters, Precision Timers. Send
$ .50 for complete Christmas catalog. AREpe, P.O.B. 9562, San
Jose, California 95117.

DIAGRAMS- Radios $1.50, Television $3.00. Give make and model. Diagram Service, Box 1151PE, Manchester, Conn. 06042.

Ignition. Various Types. Information 100. Anderson
Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239.

ELECTRONIC

PHOTOGRAPHY sink, Plywood fiberglass. glans, instructions $5.00.
G. Miller, 9307 St. Lo Road, Houston, Tel as 77033.
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT KITS: COMPUTER, OPTOELECTRONICS, AUDIO. Catalog free. KAYE ENGINEERING, Box 3932 -A, Long Beach,

California 90803.

COLOR Organ Kits $7.50. Power Supplies $2.75. Catalog. Murphy,
204 Roslyn Ave., Carle Place, New York 11 i14.
COLOR converter for black and white television. New patented system. Do- it- yourself electronic kit, for hotbyists and experimenters.
Write for free brochure. Bele Electronic: Corp., P.O. Box 2469,
Main Office. Miami, Fla. 33101.

EXPERIMENTERS-Use any transistor radio for simple Radio Control
Experiments. Complete Plans $2. Creative Electronics, Box 4943A,
Austin, Texas 78751.

HIGH FIDELITY

ROUTER bits 1/2" shank, hi- speed, used, excellent condition, $2.50
dozen postpaid. Lillians, Box 17165PE, Chicago, Ill. 60617.

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog
P11E, lowest quotations on your individual component, tale recorder, or system re-

RADIOACTIVITY experiment, see light flashes. Material with instructions $1.00. Hamels, Box 453, Lafayette, Ind. 47902.
FOLLOW THAT CAR. ELECTRONIC TRAILING EQUIPMENT. FREE
LITERATURE. CLIFTON, BOX 220, MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168.

AVAILABLE NOW

.
Plans; Visible and infrared Solid State Lamps;
Matching receiving Photodiodes . . . Investigate fascinating optoelectronics field. Build profitable secret communications, surveillance, alarm, control systems. Amazing possibilities! New 1971
Catalog, 25¢. Lundart, University Station 4008 -E4, Tucson, Arizona
85711.

BURGLAR and FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS and supplies. INSTALLATION
MANUAL and catalog $1.00. Refunded first order. Electronic Sentry
Systems, P.O. Box 8023A, Sacramento, California 95818.
PATCH with automatic switch. Now you can record
those important conversations automatically. ONLY $19.95. Cheico
Electronics, 11835 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
NEW! PHONE

BACKGROUND MUSIC, continuous commercial -free. Solid -state
MUSICON SCA ADAPTER plugs into any FM Tuner, Receiver. Line
powered. 5 year guarantee! Only $39. postpaid. K -Lab, Box 572Z,
South Norwalk, Conn. 06856.
PACEMATE CB 2 -way radio 2 watts 3 channel $39.95. Regularly
$99.95. Request information. American Comset, 1638 W. 135th

Street, Gardena, Calif. 90249.

SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES- bright red
lights replace light bulbs. Typical life 100 years. Operate at 1.65
volts, 50 milliamps. Order 2 for $2.98 NOW. Data sheet and instructions included. Monsanto Company, Hobby Section, 10131
NEW

Bubb Road, Cupertino, California 95014.

RIK- TRONICS LITE ALERT with its exciting new Electronic Sound
starts beeping immediately when the ignition is turned off if the
headlights remain on. Installs in 2 minutes. List $11.95, you send
$9.95. Rik -Tronics, Box 625, Franklin Pk., III. 60131.
COMPUTER for sale. Best offer over $150. Send stamped, self addressed envelope. Jon Paul, 1 Bogardus PI., New York, New York

10040.

FIBRE OP -KITS, using the "magical optical fibers" that transmit
light energy. FREE CATALOG. Scientific Devices, 211E Albion,
Wakefield, Mass. 01880.

Projects, $1.00.

Sirens, treasure finders, more!

EDI, 1918B, 49th Street East, Palmetto, Florida 33561.
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LOW, Low quotes:
Penna. 19001.

all components and recorders, HiFi, Roslyn,

HI -FI components. Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We Will Not Be
Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back fuarantee. Two -year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi- Fidelity Center, 239 (P) East
149th Street, New York 10451.
Hi -Fi, components, S eep Learning Equipment,
tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Messner, 1523R, Jericho
Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.
TAPE RECORDERS,

DIAMOND NEEDLES AND STEREO CARTRIDGES at low, low prices
for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Crado and ADC. Send for
free catalog and price sheet. We will
happy to quote on any
cartridge- Magnetic, Ceramic or Crystal All merchandise brand
new and shipped PREPAID. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. P, 265 East
149 Street, Bronx, New York 10451,

b

BSR record changers; $13. McDoiald 300 -$18; 400-$20;
500 -$25. AM /FM component system -$50. Davis, Dept. 2737 Third
Ave., Bronx, New York 10451.
New

-$20-

STEREO headphones
Discounts avai able. Write H & M, Box
474, Pt. Hueneme, Calif. 93041.

WANTED
CASH PAID! Unused tubes, electronic equipment. Barry, 512 Broadway, NYC 10012.

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold, Ores Analyzed. Free Circular.
Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062.

TUBES
TUBES "Oldies ", latest.

Lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood,

Hammond, Indiana 46324.

-

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS. All Brands
Biggest Discounts. Technicians, Hobbyist:, Experimenters- Request
FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike,
Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

PLANS AND KITS

FORTY Transistor

#

quirements. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 W. 20th St., New York,
N.Y. 10011.

thousands of types of electronic parts, tubes,
transistors, instruments, etc. Send for File Catalog. Arcturus Electronics Corp., MPE, 502 -22nd St., Union C ty, N.J. 07087.
THOUSANDS and

RADIO & T.V. Tubes-33¢ each. Send fo- free
University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.

list. Cornell, 4213

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Obsolete, receiving,
prices. Foreign- American.
special purpose, transmitting tubes. Send for tube, parts catalog.
United Radio Company, 56 -P Ferry St., Newark, N.J. 07105.
TUBE Headquarters of World! Send 10c for Catalog (tubes, electronic equipment) Barry, 512 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10012.

TUBES- Lowest

TAPE AND RECORDERS
BEFORE Renting Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both ways -no deposit

-immediate delivery. Quality -Dependability- Service- Satisfaction
-prevail here. If you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial
order will prove this is no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold Coast Tape
Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station. Hialeah. Fla. 33012.
STEREO TAPES, save 20,30% and more, postpaid anywhere U.S.A.
We discount batteries. recorders. tape /cassettes, 80-page catalog
25f. SAXITONE TAPES, 1776 Columbia Road, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20009.
OLD radio programs on tape. 6 hours for $8.00. Catalog 50e. Don
Maris. 1926 Cherokee, Norman, Okla. 73069.
CASSETTES -Cash in on a tremendous All -year round market.
Send for lowest pricing and details. Include $1.00 for 2 cassette
samples. DICTATION PRODUCTS, PO Box 87 DPM, Hallandale,
Florida 33009.
OLD RADIO PROGRAMS on tape. Hundreds available, 2 -hr. sample
$6.00, 4 -hr. $9.00. Hobby Catalog for collectors of radio tapes, old
comics, movie serials, nostalgic items. only $1.25 or free with sample tape. NOSTALGIA, 9875 SW 212 St., Miami, Fla. 33157.

ELECTRONICALLY Made Moogmusic 4 track stereo. Scotch Reels.
Send $2.50 -3257 Menomonee Parkway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

53222.

mers

needed

LEARN code from tireless teacher. Wilkinson programmed course
and LP player stays with beginners to license speed. $9.45 postpaid.
Florida residents $9.83. Details free. Wilkinson Laboratories, Box
14196. Gainesville, Fla. 32601.
WANT AN F.C.C. 1st CLASS LICENSE? WANT TO BECOME A DISC JOCKEY? REI has a school near you VA approved. Call toll free:
1-800-237-2251 or write REI, 1336 Main St., Sarasota, Florida

33577, Florida Residents call: 813- 955 -6922.
AMATEUR RADIO.
Correspondence Sight- and -Sound no- textbook
courses for GENERAL, ADVANCED and EXTRA CLASS licenses
complete Code and Theory. These are NOT memory courses.
AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE SCHOOL, 12217 Santa Monica Blvd.,

-

Los Angeles,

Calif. 90025.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented: unpatented. Global Marketing Service, 2420 -P 77th, Oakland, Calif. 94605.
PATENT Searches including Maximum speed, full airmail report and
closest patent copies, $6.00. Quality searches expertly administered.
Complete secrecy guaranteed. Free Invention Protection forms and
"Patent Information," Write Dept. 9, Washington Patent Office
Search Bureau, 711 14th Street. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20005.

INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention. patented or unpatented, until
you receive our offer. Eagle Development Company, Dept. 9, 79 Wall
Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10005.

"Directory of 500 Corporations See'ring New Products." For
information regarding development, sale, licensing of your patented/
unpatented invention. Write: Raymond Lee Organization, 230 -GR
FREE

REPAIRS AND SERVICES
Tuners rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers specification.
Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF Ninety day written guarantee.
Ship complete with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51C, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
TV

TELEVISION tuners, any make VHF or UHF, cleaned. repaired and
realigned per manufacturer's specifications $9.50. One year guarantee. Quality Tuner Repair, 526 West Busby Street, Lebanon, Indiana
46052.

PERSONALS

Park Avenue, New York City 10017.

INVENTORS: Protect your ideas! Free "Recommended Procedure".
Washington Inventors Service, 4221 Washington Building, Washington, D.C. 20005.
PATENT SEARCHES,

ents.

Inventors,

including copies of related United States Patmanufacturers use our "World- Wide"
"Invention Record" form and "Information

attorneys,

Airmail service Free:

Every Inventor Needs ", Hayward Company, 1029HR Vermont, Washington, D.C. 20005.

"Tips on Safeguarding Your Invention." Write:
United States Inventors Service Company, 501 -H Thirteenth Street
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004.
FREE PAMPHLET:

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international correspondence.
Illustrated brochure free. Hermes. Berlin 11. Germany.
INVESTIGATORS, LATEST ELECTRONIC AIDS. FREE LITERATURE.
CLIFTON, 11500 -K NW 7th AVE., MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
GOVERNMENT Surplus How and Where to Buy in Your Area. Send
$1.00 to: Surplus Information PE, Headquarters Building, Washington, D.C. 20036.

INSTRUCTION
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all makes including
transistor. Experimental kit -troubleshooting. Accredited NHSC,
Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,

Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
FCC First Class License in six weeks -approved for Veterans
Write Elkins Institute. 2603B Inwood Road. Dallas, Texas

WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize! Strange catalog
suggestion, Box 24 ZD. Olympia. Washington 98501.
LEARN

LEAP! LEAP! Into BIG Money; 150.000 Computer Prcgamin 5 years. Diploma Home Study Course, Price
Breakthrough: only $9.95. Act Now. Money Back Guarantee. U.S.
Inquiries, Intertech -7G3, Box 5373, Station -F, Ottawa, Canada.
LEAP!

Training.
75235.

free.

Auto-

DEGREE in Electronics Engineering earned mostly by correspondence. Free brochure. Dept. G -9, Grantham School of Engineering,
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.

HIGHLY effective home study courses in Electronics Engineering
Technology and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your
Degree. Write for Free Descriptive Literature. Cook's Institute of
Electronics Engineering, (Dept. 15), P.O. Box 10634, Jackson,
Miss. 39209. (Established 1945).

F.C.C. FIRST CLASS LICENSE in three to four weeks. Write American
Institute of Radio, 2622 Old Lebanon Road, Nashville, Tennessee
37214 or 3986 Beach Boulevard. Box 16652, Jacksonville. Florida.

JEEPS Typically From $53.90

...

...

Trucks From $78.40
Boats,
Typewriters, Airplanes, Multimeters, Oscilloscopes, Transceivers,
Electronics Equipment, Wide Variety, Condition. 100,000 Bid Bargains Direct From Government Nationwide Complete Sales Directory and Surplus Catalog $1.00. (Deductible First $10.00 Order).
Surplus Service, Box 820 -J, Holland, Michigan 49423.
DIFFERENT? You bet. Industrial and Government Electronic Surplus.
Get our latest list now. Startronics, Box 17127, Portland, Oregon

97217.

BOOKS
FREE

catalog

aviation /electronic /space

329PE Aviation Road, Fallbrook,

books.

Aero

Publishers,

California 92028.

"UNUSUAL" Books! Catalog Free! International, Box 7798 (PE),
Atlanta, Georgia 30309.
FREE book prophet Elijah coming before Christ. Wonderful bible
evidence. Megiddo Mission, Dept. 64, 481 Thurston Rd., Rochester,
N.Y. 14619.

THROUGH TAPE RECORDED LESSONS.
Also RADAR ENDORSEMENT. Radio License Training, 1060D Duncan,
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266.

INFORMATION. Amazing Book. Swimsuits, jewelry. Write: LYN, Box
1573, Waco, Texas 76710.

MORE sales through proper training. Pacific Institute of Programmed
Instruction. P.O. Box 1326. Seattle, Washington 98102.

PSYCHOLECTRONICS Handbook, $14.95. (Sample pages Electrosex,
$1.00) Box 46156, Seattle 98146.

FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE

IG5
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MAGAZINES

RECORDS

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS GUIDE Business, pleasure, education. $5.00.
INTERCONTINENTAL, CPO 1717, Tokyo 100 -91.
OVER 2,000,000 backdate magazines! Specify needs. Midtown, Box
917 -PE, Maywood, New Jersey 07607.

POPULAR organ albums factory direct. Concert Recording, Lynwood,

Calif. 90262.

SPECIAL interest records available, produced by the editors of the
world's leading special interest magazires. Send for free catalog.
Record Catalog -PE, Ziff -Davis Publishing Company, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.

AUTHORS' SERVICES
AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York

PRINTING

10001.

OFFSET Printing. Free catalog. Speedy Vrint, 1906 Swede,
town, Pa. 19401.

HYPNOTISM

Norris-

QUALITY Printing -Both Letterpress and Offset. Economically priced.
Speedy service. Free samples on request Charles McCalister, 1222
W. Sevier St., Clarksville, Arkansas 7283).

"MALE- FEMALE HYPNOTISM" EXPOSED, EXPLAINED! "SECRET
METHOD" -THEY NEVER KNOW! $2, RUSHED. GUARANTEED! ISABELLA HALL, SILVER SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32688.
SLEEP Learning. Hypnotic method. 92% effective. Details free.
ASR Foundation. Box 7021eg HC Station, Lexington, Ky. 40502.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

HYPNOTIZE PERFECT STRANGERS- EITHER SEX -SUCCESSFULLY!
Secret Methods -they never know! Illustrated Course and 10 inch
Hypnodisk $2.00. RESULTS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED! Dr. H.
Arthur Fowler, Box 4399, Woodbury, New Jersey 08096.

FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available now. Construction,
all trades. Earnings to $3,000.00 mon hly. Paid overtime, travel
bonuses. Write: Universal Employment, Noodbridge, Conn. 06525.

EXCITING OVERSEAS JOBS. Directory
Box 942 -E, Belmont, California 94002.

MAGNETS

$..00.

Research Associates,

"HOW to get jobs overseas " -Worldwide Lists Hiring Organizations
-143 pages inside information -$2.91. Refundable. Staydrype,
Whitestone, New York 11357.

MAGNETISM (100) page script newly discovered magnetic principles
($3.00). Jesse Costa, Box 26, Waquoit, Mass. 02536.
MAGNETS. All types. Special -20 disc magnets, or 2 stick magnets,
or 10 small bar magnets, or 8 assorted magnets, $1.00 Maryland
Magnet Company, Box 192E, Randallstown, Maryland 21133.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money!
Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, Bcx 318 -N, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.
I MADE

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

"999 Successful Little Know
Plymouth 445 -K, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216.
FREE BOOK

-

SCIENCE Bargains Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ" -148 pages
Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits,
Parts. War surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., 300 Edscorp

Businesses" Work home,

$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your opportunity to do what mail order experts do. Free details. Associates, Box 136 -J, Holland,
Michigan 49423.

Bldg., Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM'
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closing dates, etc.
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count as two words.
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MAKE BIG MONEY raising chinchillas, rabbits, guinea pigs for us.
Catalog -250. Keeney Brothers, New Freedom, Pa. 17349.

9.

SPARE TIME CASH -Sell advertising Book Matches -every business
a prospect -no investment -no experience
needed -build steady
repeat business. Power house selling kit with new complete catalog
FREE. Quick sales and big cash commissions. Dept. T-1170,
Superior Match, 7530 S. Greenwood, Chicago 60619.

BAGGY'S RADIO
AM AND

CB

STINGER ANTENNAS
SWAN HAM RIGS

-

GOLD, SILVER, RELICS! Located with powerful Detectron Metal Detectors. Free information. Terms. Detectron, Dept. PE -11, Box 243,
San Gabriel. California 91778.
TREASURE FINDER locates buried gold, silver, coins, treasures.
5 powerful models. $19.95 up. Free catalog. Relco -A33, Box 10839,
Houston, Texas 77018.
FREE TREASURE GUIDE! Fact -filled

collectors edition; send 500 for
postage. Also request free literature on ultrasensitive, professional
Fisher Detectors. FISHER RESEARCH, Dept. PE -I1, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia 94303.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
30% DISCOUNT any name brand musical instrument.

Free catalog.
Freeport Music, 127 -N Sunrise Highway, Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

SHORTWAVE LISTENING

ACCESSORIES

BONUS CATALOG

Westminster, California 92683
714 -894 -7555

FREE BOOK

TREASURE FINDERS

RADIOS AND

P.O. Box 778, 6391 Westminster Ave.

Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, supplies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201.
PRODUCE Household Products. Your trade name-our formulas.
Details 500. Thinker /Tinker, Box 205PE, Riverside, Conn. 06878.
FREE CATALOGS.

"996 MILLIONAIRE Plans, Odd, Unusual, Little -Known
Businesses" on request. Work home evenings & Saturdays. National
22. Kerrville, Texas 78028.
SELL HERTEL BIBLES -Part Time. Finest reference Bible available.
Demonstrator and supplies furnished. Excellent commissions. Write
International Book, Dept. PE, Box 118, Wichita, Kansas 67201.
PIANO TUNING learned quickly at home. Tremendous field! Musical
knowledge unnecessary. GI Approved. Information Free. Empire
School, Box 327, Miami, Florida 33145.
MAILORDER! Make big money working home. Free report reveals
millionaire's trade secrets! Executive (1K11), 333 North Michigan,
Chicago 60601.
EASY to make plastic fishing worms. Costs 30. Sell for up to $1.00.
Big profits. Details and formula $2.00. Poco Plantation, Dept. 150,
P.O. Box 5046, Augusta, Ga. 30906.
MAKE MONEY in spare time. Information write. Capitol, Box 9363,
Austin, Texas 78757.
$2000.00 MONTHLY possible. Details. Ropchan, Box 5341 X,
Shermanoaks, California 91413.

SSB

SEND FOR FREE BIG

MAJOR BRANDS
CB RADIOS &

ACCESSORIES.

USE FOR:

MONITORS

HOME
BOAT

WEATHER

POLICE
FIRE

METAL DETECTORS

BUSINESS

ADAPT -A- MOUNTS

CAMPER

VFO 11 METER
SLIDER SCANNER
AND MUCH MORE!

CAR
TRUCK

DEALERS SEND LETTERHEAD
FOR
FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
CIRCLE NO.

5 ON

READER SERVICE PAGE

FREE
C ATA

& PRICE LIST

CONFIDENTIAL frequencies revealed! Over 450- spies. space, military, $2.00. EDI, 19188 49th Street East, Palmetto, Florida 33561.

RUBBER STAMPS
RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS $2.00. SIGNATURE $3.50. FREE CATALOG. JACKSON'S, BOX 443 -G, FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS 60131.

REAL ESTATE
. 232 -PAGE FALL -WINTER CATALOG! Describes and pictures hundreds of farms, ranches, town and country homes. businesses coast to coast! Specify type property and location preferred.
Zip Code, please. UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612 -EP West 47th St.,
Kansas City, Mo. 64112.

FREE

MISCELLANEOUS
WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 12276, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.
DRIVER'S License, Birth Certificate, H.S. & College Diploma,
Marriage & Divorce Certificates-Blank Forms. Fill them in yourself.
Highest quality you can buy! Confidential 3 day service! $2.00
each; any four -$5.00, post -paid. Formco, Box 834 -EB, Warren,
Mich. 48090.
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SAVES BIG MONEY ON
ALL YOUR PARTS NEEDS!
Thousandsof hand tested
SEMI- CONDUCTOR
parts in open stock. 24hour delivery on most
SUPPLY, INC.
speto
find
items. Hard
20 Commerce Street
cialties? We have them!
Springfield, N.J. 07081
Order direct and save.
CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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Tl%11aIELC LIGHTING

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

If

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
See moon shots. orbits-stars, phases
of Venus, planets close up- 60 to
180X. New improved, aluminized &
overcoated 3" diameter f /10 primary
mirror,
ntilated
ll. Equatorial
mount w/llocks on both axes. 60x
mounted
3x
telescopy,
)trip
FREE: "STAR CHART "; 272 -P,
Stock No.

85,050AV

'

ADVERTISERS INDEX
READER

Ppd.

9.4i a"
$84.50 F.O.B.
$199.50 F.O.B.

Stock No. 85,105 AV

Stock No. 85,086AV

NOVEMIBER 1970

SERVICE NO.

CHROMATIC "MACHINE -GUN" STROBE

Red, Green, Blue & White light
barrage the eyeballs every 6 seconds with this low -cost mechanical
strobe that can run continuously
without fear of burning up.
effects
GaD.evasCreated by rotating color wh
el sin
front f 100W. 120e reflector
flood lamp (incl.l elements seem to flash
on & off as colors fluctuate. Turns
store windows- posters, parties into
flashing,
pulsating productions.
Convection
Walnut current.
Brass hndle, Reg,
current.

Stock No. 71,271AV

19010x61/.")

$28.50

I

2

5

6

35

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING HANDBOOK

7

information packed pages)
Fully
in
lighting plaequipment, techniques.
developments. Covers all facets of
psychedelic light -show production
Including strobes, black lights,
organic
mils,g color tuorgans
lizrior
pooared
color, light boxes. MusirVislon,
etc. Shows how to "psychedellze"
parties.
el
shows or
how to set up electric
trips" for
private
81/2"
x 11"
v ea[ gatherings.
paper for 3 rings.
53.00 Ppd.
100

or

Stock No. 9100AV

LONG -WAVE BLACKLIGHT FIXTURE

Stock No. 70,364AV
Stock No. 60.124AV

Extremely versatile, compactly designed, long
a
(3200 -4000 angstroms) black light (ultraviolet) fixture. Has 6-watt 110 -V lamp with
built-in Sltereliminates harmful
shorter wave ultraviolet rays. Use
to identify minerals. fungi. bacteria check for surface flaws, it
pand gas leakage perfect for dislays with fluorescent
paints,
chalk, crayons, trace paper,
powder, Incl.
adjustable aluminum reflector.
Mount aDrt ., bore.,
n "oor on comer.
10" L.,
W., 11/ H.

Ppd.
$12.50
$4.75 Ppd.

REPLACEMENT BULB

1st QUALITY OPAQUE UNDER $200
_

--

Stock No. 71,272AV

Terrific Buy! Top Quality: Projects
brilliant, sharp 41/2 ft. no. image
from 8' using up to 5"X5" color,
b&w illustrations. Retains all original colors. proportions, Enlarges
drawings. coins, maps. etc- Revolutionary peanut -size quartz Halogen
lama (30 hr. life), 200mst anastigmatic lens (f3.5. 8" F.L.), unique
internal reflecting system give max(mum brightness. entire field focus.
Can be used upside down. Turborooted. 31/2 ft. cord
(Wt: 111/4 Ibs)
$89.75 Ppd.

8
9

IO

4

WRITE FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG

"AV"

Completely new edition. New
items, categories, Uinstrat ions.
148
y -to -read
pages packed
with 4000 unusual
Dozens
of electrical and electromagnetic
parts,
acofssAstronomicalouTeleBinoculars,

items.

MaRnifieMferoMaRnets
Lasers, Prisms. Many w
s
Pius Items;
for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops, factory.
Write for crOolog 33' "

'

300 EDSCORP. BLDG.
BARRINGTON,

NEW JERSEY 08007

sise. noMe -sano GOafassSE
CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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MONIST

96

Baggy's Radio
CREI, Home Study Div.,
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
Cleveland Institute of Electron es
Center for Technical Develo ment

14

107

36, 37, 38, 39
54, 55, 56, 57
95

Courier Communications
Datak Corp.
Drake Company. R.L
Communications Div., DYNAS AN CORP.
EICO Electronic Instrument C
ne.

87
102
84
9

FOURTH COVER
Edmund Scientific Co.

12

Electronic Light Co.

13

Esse Radio

14

Finney Co.
II
GC Electronics (CALECTRO)
25
Heath Co.
8, 89, 90. 91, 92, 93
Jensen Mfg. Div., The Muter o.
94

15

16
17

3
18
19

108
95
100

Jetco
Johnson Company, E.F
Lafayette Radio Electronics
Mallory & Co., P.R.

98

THIRD COVER
96
23

21

Metrologic Instruments, Inc.
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

22

McGee Radio

23

25

McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
Electronic & Control Engineer Book Club
5
McIntosh Labs
97
National Radio Institute ,.SECy 'ND COVER, I, 2, 3
National Technical Schools
18, 19, 20, 21
New Jersey Semi -Conductors
107

36

New -Tronics

86

26

Olson Electronics

98

27

RCA Electronic Components & Devices ...26, 27, 28
RCA Institutes, Inc.
72, 73, 74, 75
Sams, Howard W. & Co., Inc
8
Sonar Radio Corp.
99
Syd m ur Electronics
94

20

24

28
29

100
102

86

.

Sylvania Electric

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO, 300 EDSCORP BLDG, BARRINGTON, N.J.08007

MY.

85

Audionics, Inc.
Avanti Research & Developme t, Inc.

.

Yesteryear's ballrooms echo in
mirrored lights that richochet to
the beat of today's discotheque.
Up to 1,000 lustrous, clear,
handmade glass mirrors on ach
ball create fantastic lighting effects. Motorized-they cast reflections that blow the mind!
Ideal for light shows. displays,
restaurants, hotels, and modern
stores.
Stock No. 71,066AV
(12" Plant.)
$30.00 Ppd.
Stock No. 85,180AV
Diem.)
$75.00 FOB
(16"
Stock No. 71,065ÁV
$17.50 Ppd.
(8" Diem.)
Order by Stock No.-Check or M.O.- Money -Back Guarantee

EDMUND

PAGE NO.

11

MIRRORED BALLS BOUNCE LIGHT

SCIENTIFIC
CO,
050,0
STOCK NUMMER SENO. CHECK. OE

ADVERTIS ER

Allied Radio Shack

13

34

TDK Electronics Corp.
Turner Microphone Co., The
U.S. Army
United Audio Products (DUAL
United Binocular
University Sound

32

Utah Electronics

30
33
31

10

16

IOI
6

98
17
12

Valparaiso Technical Institute
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 103,

98

04, 105, 106, 107
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check

your CB rig's
performance
10 ways...

Suggested list:

$49.95

Johnson's new transceiver tester.
Does everything other testers do
and more! Reads power output in

actual watts. Reads modulation

directly in percentage. And lets you
hear what your transmitted signal actually sounds like, with the headphone
monitoring jack! Also can be installed
to read received "S" units. Constantly
monitors your rig while you're on -theair. Flip a switch and you can make

tests using the built -in dummy load.
There are built -in RF and audio generators, crystal activity checker, SWR
meter, and more -so you can pinpoint
problems like a professional. Battery
operated and portable, it even has a
field strength meter that's great for
making comparative checks at jamborees. No serious CBer should be

without it!

Other Johnson Accessories for the Advanced CBer ..

.

NEW

NEW

NEW

reed i
CB MATCHBOX
ANTENNA TUNER

CB ANTENNA
METER $14.95

$15.95

ANTENNA MATE
TUNER AND SWR
METER $29.95

RECHARGER/ BASE
POWER SUPPLY FOR
HAND -HELDS $28.00

E. F.

JOHNSON COMPANY
W

CIRCLE NO.
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SPEAKER $13.00
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Be creative -and

thrifty too!

Save up to 504á with EICO Kiss and Wired Equipment.

NOW YOU CAN SEE

NEW "TREASURE

HUNTER" KIT

Finds metals, pipes several
inches underground. EICO
TH -30 Solid State Treasure
Hunter locates iron, steel,
tin, gold, silver, copper

etc. Beep pitch increases as you near
object.

Battery operated. $29.95.

Electronic Art in Motion.

"UIINUIYlACUBE"

TI-1

MUSIC YOU HEAR.

Sr

uad it Color

Color Organs, Translators,
Strobes

"CELESTIA\
LITES"

Constantly flowing
color images move
in rhythm to music.
24" x 24" x 6 ".

Classic white 18"
Cube features a
fantastic audio responsive light
display.

COLOR ORGANS
The now dimension
to music pleasure.

NEW "BULLHORN" KIT
Carries your voice up to 400 feet.
EICO BH -16 Solid State Bullhorn.
21/2 lbs. light, is perfect for
all outdoors, camping, sports.

"LIGHT FANTASTIC"

Battery -operated. $15.95.

Translucent dome provides 3-

dimensional world of ever changing
light patterns in response to music. 38" high.

córtina2
STEREO KITS
The lowest-priced

component quality
high fidelity!

EICO all electronic solid -state
Audi -Color Organs transform
soun waves into moving synchroniz
color images.
MO
L 3450 Giant (30" x 12" x
10") -Channels. Kit $79.95,
Wire $109.95.
MOD L 3445 (24" x 12' x 10")
4-Ch nnels. Kit $64.95,
Wire $99.95.
MOD L 3440 (10" x 15" x 161
3 -Ch nnels. Kit $49.95.
Wire $79.95. Other models to.
choo e, from $19.95 and up.

NSLATORS
The lectronics you need to create
audi -stimulated light displays.
MODEL 3460

-

1 Channel.
Kit $24.95,
Wired $39.95.

EICO 3780 50-Watt
Silicon Solid State FET AM -FM Stereo
Receiver. Kit $109.95, Wired $169.95

NEW EICOCRAFT
The electronic science project kits

for beginners, sophisticates,
educators. 42 kits to date.

Kit

MODEL 3465
3 Channel.
9.95, Wired $69.95.

ST OBE LITES

EICO 3080 50 -Watt Silicon

EICO 3300 Silicon Solid State
FET AM -FM Stereo Tuner.

Solid State Stereo Amplifier.
Kit $69.95, Wired $109.95

8 NEW EICOCRAFT KITS
Automotive "LIGHTGUARD"
"VARIVOLT" DC Power Supply
"MOODLITE" Light Dimmer
Control "VARASPEED" Motor
Speed Control
" LIGHTSHOW"
Sound/ Lite Translator
"ELECTRIC FIESTA" Audio Color
"SUPER MOODLITE"
Organ
Remote Control Light Dimmer
"ELECTROPLATER" From
$2.50 to $14.95.

NEW

"FLEXI -CAB"
Build your own custom
designed cabinet in
minutes!
Give your EICOCRAFT
and other projects
that finished professional look with

decor-styled FLEXICAB vinyl clad steel
cabinets. Fast, easy,
push-together
assembly. 3 -sizes
from $3.49.

Kit $69.95, Wired $109.95

NEW SOLID STATE TEST INSTRUMENTS

The

first and only solid -state test

n

ec

t

of white light flash in
ce of each beat of audio.
Mod 13470
Adju. table Rate.
Kit $ 9.95,
Wire $39.95.
Mod 13475
Audi ' Actuated. _
Kit :9.95, Wired $59.95.
Bu
cad

IMO

guaranteed for 5 years!

AUTOMOTIVE
fl

EICO 889 Solid State
EICO 240 Solid State FET -TVM. Kit $59.95, Wired $79.95.
EICO 379 Solid State Sine /Square Wave Generator.

Kit $69.95, Wired $94.50.
EICO 242 Solid State FET -TVOM. Kit $69.95, Wired $94.50.
EICO 150 Solid State Signal Tracer. Kit $49.95, Wired $69.95.
EICO 330 Solid State RF Signal Generator.
Kit $59.95, Wired $84.50.

FREE 1970 EICO CATALOG

PE -11

Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
hne of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.

Name

State

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.V. 11207

CIRCLE NO.
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EICO 888 Solid State

Address
City

Capacitive Ignition
System.
Boost gas mileage up to 25 %,
life of points, plugs to 100,000 miles;
Kit $..9.95, Wired, $39.95.

Zip

E/CO'.

READER SERVICE PAGE

Universal Engine Analyzer.
Tunes and troubleshoots
your car/ boat engine, the
totally professional way.
Kit $49.95, Wired $69.95.

